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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A R Y

Wardrop, a Tetra Tech company, in Swindon, England, (Wardrop) was retained by Silver

Bear Resources Inc., (Silver Bear) to undertake a Preliminary Economic Assessment

(PEA) for the silver (Ag) mineralization found in the Vertikalny area of the Mangazeisky

Licence in Yakutia in the Russian Federation.

A mineral resource estimate and Technical report update, complying with disclosure and

reporting requirements set forth in National Instrument 43-101 (NI 43-101), Standards of

Disclosure for Mineral Projects, and in accordance with Form 43-101F1 (the “Technical

Report”) set forth in the National Instrument, was published in December 2009 and re-

stated in February 2011.

P R O P E R T Y D E S C R I P T I O N A N D L O C A T I O N

The Mangazeisky licence is located approximately 400 kilometres (km) north (N) of Yakutsk

Kobyask Ulas district within the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) of the Russian Federation as

shown in Figure 1. The longitude and latitude for the project site are approximately 65

degrees (°) 39’ north, 130°11’ east (E). Within the Kobyask Ulas district Silver Bear holds

the Endybal licence which comprises the Mangazeisky project.

Silver Bear advises that it holds its interest in the Mangazeisky project through its 100

percent (%) interest in ZAO Prognoz, a Russian Closed Joint Stock Company. Silver Bear

acquired ZAO Prognoz in 2004 by purchasing the company from the National Resource

Company (NRC).

The Company was granted the exploration license for the Mangazeisky Project in

September 2004 for an initial term of five years. On February 18, 2009, the Mangazeisky

License was extended by the Federal Subsoil Use Agency in the Russian Federation

(“Rosnedra”) through December 31, 2011. There have been ongoing discussions with

Russian Federal authorities on extending the exploration license into 2012. In addition, in

Quarter (Q) 4 of this year, Silver Bear will be making application for a certificate of first

discovery with a view to applying for its mining license within the Mangaziesky lease in

2012.

Silver Bear is a Canadian listed and domiciled exploration company currently engaged in the

exploration of prospective silver and other precious metal properties in Russia and has been

exploring at the Mangazeisky licence since 2004. Silver Bear trades on the Toronto stock

exchange as SBR. Other information relating to Silver Bear is available on SEDAR at

www.sedar.com as well as on the Company's website at www.silverbearresources.com.

http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.silverbearresources.com/
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Figure 1 Mangazeisky Project Location Map

Figure courtesy Silver Bear as taken from the 2004 RPA Technical Report.

G E O L O G Y A N D M I N E R A L I Z A T I O N

The mineral licence is located within the Verkhoyansk mobile belt of north-eastern Yakutia.
The fold-and-thrust belt forms part of a major orogenic system separating the Siberian North
Asian Craton to the west (W) from the immense expanse of accreted terranes, which form
most of the Russian Far East. The belt extends for 2,000 km from the Laptev Sea to the
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Sea of Okhotsk. The belt is made up of a rock package that is greater than 7 km in

thickness and is comprised of Late Precambrian to Triassic rocks deposited along the paleo-

Pacific margin of the Siberian Craton. This margin developed as a consequence of rifting

events which occurred in the Late Precambrian and again during the Late Devonian to Early

Mississippian periods. Deformation events during the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous

were accompanied by low-grade metamorphism in the internal parts of the belt and the

emplacement of high-level granitic bodies. During the Tertiary period, strike-slip faulting

occurred within the fold-and-thrust belt.

There are four types of mineralization within the licence area:

 Layer-like veins which are situated within sandstones.

 Sulphidized rocks with combined vein systems and zones of veinlets.

 Combination veins, which follow the joints of the layering and cross-cut layers where the

mineralization is well established.

 Steeply dipping cross-cutting veins, veinlets and brecciation zones.

The focus of the scoping study is on this last style and the Vertikalny structure in particular.

Vertikalny is a sub vertical composite structure that has a strike length of some 5 km and a

known dip extent of 500 metres (m). The structure outcrops and has been examined by

trenching and subsequent diamond drilling (DD) over a strike length of 2.5 km with two

zones, Central and Northwest, now delineated. The structure is still open along strike and

down dip with potential extensions of the structure determined by mapping, grab sampling,

and geophysical survey.

Silver Bear re-commenced drilling during the 2011 field season. Drilling to date has added a

further nine intersections of the Vertikalny mineralised structure as follows:

 Limited infill and definition of the Northwest Zone.

 Downdip extension of the Central Zone.

 First intersections on the interpreted Southeast Zone.

Assay results are awaited; drilling is ongoing.

M I N E R A L P R O C E S S I N G A N D M E T A L L U R G I C A L T E S T I N G

A review of the available metallurgical test data by Wardrop has confirmed that silver is by

far the most significant economic component. The review has also confirmed that gravity

concentration followed by cyanidation is the most economic route to achieve acceptable

silver recovery.

An additional test work program has been recommended by Wardrop to confirm and

optimize the proposed conceptual design and to explore alternative processing options.
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M I N E R A L R E S O U R C E E S T I M A T E

The mineral resource estimate update for Vertikalny was completed using data from 128

diamond drill holes and 16 trench intersections. The effective date of the estimate is

February 23 2011. The estimate for Vertikalny is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Vertikalny in situ Mineral Resources (as 43-101 of February 2011)

Total

Indicated Inferred

Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t) Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

1.12 501 1.87 521

The resource estimate shown in Table 1 is the originally reported in situ estimate (of

February 2011) and assumes that extraction will be by selective underground mining only at

a minimum mining width of 1.2 m. The reporting grade cut-off of 120 grams per tonne (g/t)

was derived using an all-in mining, processing and General and Administration cost of

United States Dollars (US$) 80 per tonne (t) and a silver price of US $22.5 per troy ounce

(ozt).

This study modifies these initial cost figures and use of the all in operating cost of

US$ 106.48 /t, (as described in the Mining section below) yields a cut-off grade of 181 g/t.

Applying this cut-off value, the modified in situ resource estimate is as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Vertikalny in situ Mineral Resources (as modified by this study)

Total

Indicated Inferred

Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t) Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

1.07 518 1.68 562

M I N E R A L R E S E R V E E S T I M A T E

Mineral reserves are not estimated at scoping level. Indicated and inferred categories of

resources have been included in this study. It should be noted that since this preliminary

assessment includes inferred resources; any economic considerations are preliminary in

nature as inferred resources are considered too speculative geologically as to enable them

to be categorized as mineral reserves and there is no certainty that the preliminary

assessment will be realized.

S T U D Y M E T H O D O L O G Y

In the following sections Wardrop’s base case is presented along with an alternate case.

The main difference between the base case and alternate is the means of electric power

generation for the day to day needs of the mine and surface plants. In the base case it is

assumed that all power is generated from diesel generators. The alternate case has

assumed that 50% of the power is generated hydroelectrically by damming of local rivers,
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with the remaining power coming from diesel generation. The alternate case includes the

necessary capital expenditures for the hydroelectric infrastructure.

M I N I N G

At a silver price of $22.74 and a unit cost of $106.48 the mineral resource within the

conceptual mine plan and subsequent modifications is as given in Table 3.

Table 3 Mineral Resource Estimate Confined within the Mine Plan

Parameters t
Grade Ag

(g/t)

Total Resource Indicated + Inferred
(Ag US $22.74, NSR US $106.48 /t)

2, 800,000 545

Planned Extraction Ratio @ 90%
1

2,520,000 545

Add 30% Dilution 3,276,000 419

Apply 85% mining recovery
2

2,784,600 419

Diluted Mineral Resource 2.78 Mt @ 419

1: Extraction after allowance for pillars; 2: Allowance for ore left unmined or lost

The exploitation of this deposit will be predominantly by underground (u/g) mining using

longhole retreat sublevel open stoping methods. In the first year, the Central Zone of the

vein will be mined from surface along its strike length to recover the higher grade and the

relatively wider parts of the vein at outcrop. The mining aspects of the base case for the

project are summarized in Table 4. Table 5 gives the alternate case where the unit mining

cost is reduced.

Table 4 Project Highlights - Base Case

Mine Planned Tonnage and Grade 2.78 Mt @ 419 g/t Ag

Cut-Off Grade 181 g/t @ Ag price US $22.74 /oz

Mine Life 8.4 Years

Main Mining Method Longhole Retreat Sublevel Open Stoping

Mine Production Rate 1000 t/d or 340,000 t/a

Mine Operating Cost US $40.0 / t

Pre-production Mining Capital Cost US $17 M

Table 5 Project Highlights - Alternate Case

Mine Planned Tonnage and Grade 2.78 Mt @ 419 g/t Ag

Cut-Off Grade 181 g/t @ Ag price US $22.74 /oz

Mine Life 8.4 Years

Main Mining Method Longhole Retreat Sublevel Open Stoping

Mine Production Rate 1000 t/d or 340,000 t/a

Mine Operating Cost (alternate) US $36.0 /t

Pre-production Mining Capital Cost US $17.2 M
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R E C O V E R Y M E T H O D S

The concentrator will operate at 1,000 tonnes per day (t/d) using a ball mill for grinding

followed by gravity concentration. Gravity concentrates will be dissolved with cyanide in an

Intensive Leach Reactor (ILR) and the resultant silver-bearing solution will be pumped

directly to the direct electrowinning process.

The gravity tailings will be conventionally cyanide leached to dissolve the silver into a high-

grade leach solution. Clarified leach solution will then be pumped to the direct

electrowinning process. The silver cathodes will be smelted on site to produce silver doré

bars that can easily be transported off site to a suitable refinery. It is anticipated that the

final product produced for shipment on a daily basis will be approximately 13, 25 kilogram

bars per day (kg /d) of silver doré.

Final tailings will be processed through a dewatering plant to generate dry stack tailings for

surface disposal. The spent electrolyte will be processed through a cyanide destruction

process for disposal.

Processing recovery is estimated at 90%.

P R O J E C T I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

One of the main aspects of this project is its infrastructure requirements. Wardrop note that

these requirements might be offset by the opportunity to develop the local hydro-

electricpotential and provide significant benefit for the economics of the project.

The project’s isolated location means that the current infrastructure will need to be

substantially upgraded. The most important of these is:

 Upgrading or relocation of the current airfield to accept large fixed wing aircraft.

Other aspects of infrastructure upgrade that would be of benefit to the project to include the

following:

 Upgrading of the Winter Road from Batamai.

 Upgrading of port / storage facilities at Batamai.

 Constructing or leasing storage facilities at Sandgar.

 Construction/leasing of a warehouse and logistics centre in Yakutsk.

 Construction of Hydro Dam under the alternate case.

M A R K E T S T U D I E S A N D C O N T R A C T S

In the absence of Letters of Interest or Letters of Intent from potential refineries or buyers of

silver doré, Wardrop has applied a charge of 5% on the gross revenue in line with previous

experience to account for transport, refining, penalty and insurance charges. In future

studies, a more detailed estimate will be required based on provisional refinery contracts.
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E N V I R O N M E N T A L S T U D I E S , P E R M I T T I N G A N D S O C I A L O R C O M M U N I T Y

No additional environmental work has been completed since the March 2009 Technical

Report. As the project advances, Silver Bear will complete this necessary study work.

C A P I T A L A N D O P E R A T I N G C O S T S

The initial capital cost of US $111.1 million (M) (including contingency) for the base case is

summarized in Table 6 and for the alternate case in Table 7. The alternate case includes an

additional US $15.0 M for hydroelectric plant plus damming of the river and an increase in

contingency of US $3 M over the base case.

Table 6 Initial Capital Cost Summary – Base Case

Area Items Included
Cost

(US$ M)

Mining
Mining Equipment, Ancillary Equipment, Technical
Equipment & Software

17.2

Processing Plant Construction 38.6

Tailings Pre-strip, Drainage, Lining 1.2*

Infrastructure
Engineering Design, Airfield, Aircraft, Port Upgrade,
Storage, Water Supply/Treatment, Road Upgrade

40.0**

Owners Cost Allowance for Land Acquisition and Head Office Costs 0.2

Contingency 10% of Direct Mining & Process Costs, 20% of Other Costs 13.8

Total Initial Capital Including Contingency 111.1

Table 7 Initial Capital Cost Summary – Alternate Case

Area Items Included
Cost

(US$ M)

Mining
Mining Equipment, Ancillary Equipment, Technical
Equipment & Software

17.2

Processing Plant Construction 38.6

Tailings Pre-strip, Drainage, Lining 1.2*

Infrastructure
Engineering Design, Airfield, Aircraft, Port Upgrade,
Storage, Water Supply/Treatment, Road Upgrade

40.0**

Owners Cost Allowance for Land Acquisition and Head Office Costs 0.2

Hydro Dam Damming of River + Electrical Infrasture 15.0

Contingency 10% of Direct Mining & Process Costs, 20% of Other Costs 16.8

Total Initial Capital Including Contingency 129.1

* Total Tailings dam cost of US $5.0 M spread over four year period.
** US $7.5 M of road upgrades spread into first two years of production.

Indirect costs including spares and first fills have been incorporated into each individual

section.

Working capital, at this level of study would normally be estimated at three months of the

first year operating costs. In this study, however, due to potential logistical challenges the

working capital has been increased to 6 months of the first year operating cost (US
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$16.1 M). Sustaining Capital of US $0.5 million per annum (M /a) for processing and US

$1.0 M /a for mining has been included in the Financial Analysis.

The operating cost estimate for the base case is summarized in Table 8 and in Table 9 for

the alternate case, where a 15% reduction might be realized.

Table 8 Operating Cost Estimate by Area – Base Case

Area
Unit Cost

(US$ /t ore)

Underground Mining 40.00

Mill 46.48

G&A 20.00

Total Operating Cost (excl. Open Pit) 106.48

Table 9 Operating Cost Estimate by Area – Alternate Case

Area
Unit Cost

(US$ /t ore)

Underground Mining 37.67

Mill 32.20

G&A 20.00

Total Operating Cost (excl. Open Pit) 89.87

For the initial phase employing open pit operations, a mine operating cost of US $5.00 /t

mined was used.

E C O N O M I C A N A L Y S I S

An economic evaluation of the Mangazeisky Project was prepared by Wardrop based on a

pre-tax financial model. For the 8.4 year mine life and 2.78 million tonnes (Mt) of processed

ore, the following pre-tax financial parameters were calculated:

Base Case

 25.7% Internal Rate of Return (IRR).

 3.3 years payback on US $111.1 M initial capital.

 US $122.1 M Net Present Value (NPV) at 8% discount value.

Alternate Case

 25.9% IRR.

 3.2 years payback on US $129.1 M initial capital.

 US $136.1 M NPV at 8% discount value.

Table 10 provides a summary of the economic highlights for each of the scenarios

discussed. Cash flow and sensitivity analysis for each case is shown in Figure 2 to Figure 5

inclusive.
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Table 10 Comparison of Base and Alternate Case

Base Case
Alternate Case
Hydro Power

Station

NPV at 8% US $ 122.1 M US $ 136.1

NPV at 10% US $ 99.7 M US $ 111.4

IRR 25.7% 25.9%

Initial Capital US $ 111.1 M US $ 129.1

Sustaining Capital US $ 19.7 M US $ 19.8

Op Cost (US $/oz)

Recoverable Ag US $ 8.87 US $ 7.51

Payable Ag US $ 9.34 US $ 7.90

Mining Cost (US $/t) US $ 40.00 US $ 37.67

Milling/Refining Cost (US $/t) (Includes G and A) US $ 66.48 US $ 52.20

Total Cost (US $/t) US $106.48 US $ 89.87

The base case silver price used in the analyses was US $22.74 per ozt. Sensitivity

analyses were carried out to evaluate the project economics at plus and minus 30% of the

base case.

The pre-tax financial model was established on a 100% equity basis, excluding debt

financing and loan interest charges.
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Figure 2 Pre-Tax Project Cash Flow (base case)

Figure 3 Pre tax NPV8 Sensitivity Analysis (base case)
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Figure 4 Pre-Tax Project Cash Flow (alternate case)

Figure 5 Pre tax NPV8 Sensitivity Analysis (alternate case)
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A D J A C E N T P R O P E R T I E S

There are no immediately adjacent properties which directly affect the interpretation and

evaluation of the mineralization, or anomalies found at the Mangazeisky project. Discussion

with Silver Bear staff indicates that there are certain similarities in the geology and

mineralization of the Mangazeisky project and High River Gold’s Prognoz property which is

located approximately 160 km to the east. Wardrop believes that the number of mineralized

areas identified by various organizations of the Russian government within the region

positively affects the prospectivity of the ground at the Mangazeisky Project.

I N T E R P R E T A T I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

The Mangazeisky area continues to demonstrate good potential to host significant silver

mineralization. The positive outcome of this scoping study shows that the Vertikalny project

has good economic potential.

At a silver price of $22.74 per ozt the project (base case) has an NPV of US $122.1 M and

IRR of 25.7% and a 3.3 year payback on the initial capital of US $111.1 M. The project is

certainly worthy of further consideration and studies.

The project’s isolated location offers significant challenges to construction, operation and

supply and needs to be studied in more detail. The project is particularly sensitive to silver

price and market studies may be required to assess the risk associated with future silver

price values. As with most current mining projects, the recruitment and retention of trained

personnel is likely to be an issue.

The project economics may be improved by considering ore sorting (optical or dense

medium separation) but further test work is required. A hydro-electric generation option may

improve the overall value of the project and considerably reduce supply problems and cost.

Further exploration work is likely to increase the resource base.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

Wardrop recommends the completion of a Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) to better understand

the impact of the remote nature of the site and to improve the current Capital and

Operational expenditure estimates (Currently +-40%). Wardrop recommend the following as

part of the PFS.

BASEL IN E STUD IES

Baseline data is required for this project and it is recommended that collection should start

immediately as 12 months is generally required to provide input into further studies such as

an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), hydro power study and airfield location study.
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ENVIR ON M ENTAL IMPACT ASSESSM ENT

It is recommended that and a scoping study for an Environmental Impact Assessment is

undertaken as soon as possible.

EXPLORAT ION

Wardrop supports Silver Bear’s plans for future exploration, particularly with regard to

expansion of the Vertikalny resource for incorporation in more detailed studies and

recommends the following.

For the Vertikalny structure:

 Continued drilling of the strike and down dip extensions of both Central and Northwest

Zones to expand these resources. Based on the current studies of the structure, a

maximum intersection spacing of 150 m on strike and 75 m on dip is recommended to

delineate further Inferred resources. Wardrop believe that drilling at a wider spacing will

provide unreliable results.

 A program of close spaced shallow holes to give a local intersection density of 25 m x 25

m within the Central Zone. This will add to understanding of the short range structure

identified in variography and continue to improve continuity and thus confidence in the

estimate and classification.

 Continued drilling of the newly intersected Southeast Zone to determine value and strike

and dip extent.

Vertikalny is only one of a series of mineralized occurrences within the Mangazeisky license

area. Further exploration is recommended to establish the potential for satellite deposits

that might also be exploited by open pit (o/p) or underground extraction. To this end, the

continued exploration and drill testing of the Zabyty, Kis-Kuel and Nihzne Endybal areas is

recommended.

GEOTEC HNIC AL TESTWORK

Very little geotechnical information was available for the formulation of this report and it is

recommended that further work be undertaken and if possible aligned with further

exploration drilling. Further work will include but is not limited to:

 Geotechnical logging of boreholes.

 Index testing of Core samples on site (Point Load or Schmidt Hammer).

 Laboratory test work (UCS, Direct Shear, Point Load etc.).

 Establish the geothermal gradient and the point of zero amplitude.

 Establish any rock strength increase in the permafrost layers.

MET ALLUR GICAL TESTWOR K

The main requirement for future work is to conduct a robust metallurgical testwork program

to confirm expected silver recovery and optimize and refine the equipment sizing, proposed

flowsheet, process design criteria and capital and operating costs.
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The bulk of the metallurgical testwork program is relatively simple to perform but will require

drill core samples to be provided. Essentially the work would involve:

 Determination of the optimum grind size.

 Standard cyanidation bottle roll tests to confirm expected silver leach recoveries and

reagent consumptions (especially the cyanide).

 Heap leach simulation test work. Positive results here can potentially reduce initial

capital and provide early cash flow.

 Gravity testwork to define the expected gravity recovery and optimize the flowsheet.

 Equipment specification and particularly the suitability of the proposed plane table /

shaking table combination.

 Crushability testwork to define the Crusher Work Index.

 Abrasion Index and Bond Ball Mill Work Index to refine the crusher and ball mill sizes

and motor requirements.

 Basic solids handling tests.

 Heavy medium separation and / or optical sorting techniques as potential pre-

concentration methods in the laboratory test work program.

 Electrowinning Testwork.

 Differential flotation process to recover saleable lead and zinc concentrates from

reclaimed dry stacked tailings.

SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZ ATION

A detailed supply and logistics model is required to fully understand the risks and costs

associated with the projects remote location. This can be used in proprietary software to

optimize the routes and supply chains.

A scoping study needs to be undertaken to determine the optimum location for the airfield

and this will involve the collection of baseline data. The Russian regulations with respect to

airfield construction and operation need to be fully understood. Opportunities may exist to

lease out Silver Bear aircraft within the region and a business case needs to be developed.

Wardrop also recommends that Silver Bear personnel make site visits to mines with similar

supply and logistics challenges, for example Kinross’ Kupol Mine.

HYD ROELECTR IC POWER

A conceptual design has been considered for production of hydroelectric power.

Hydroelectric power will offer a number of benefits namely: a reduction in energy costs, a

reduction in fuel requirements (and supply issues) and a positive environmental footprint.

Further consideration should be given to this option and it is recommended that a scoping

study be undertaken as soon as possible.
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1 . 0 I N T R O D U C T I O N

At the request of Mr. J. Randolph Lewis, General Manager, Russian Operations

and Mr. Mark Trevisiol, President and Chief Executive Officer for Silver Bear

Resources Inc. (Silver Bear), Wardrop has been retained to complete a

Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) based on the Resources estimated for

the Vertikalny Vein that lies within Silver Bear’s Mangazeisky Licence in Far East

Russia.

The original review of the Mangazeisky property was based on data and

observations made during the site visit together with data, professional opinions

and unpublished material submitted by the professional staff of Silver Bear or its

consultants. Much of the data was prepared and provided by Silver Bear.

Wardrop is pleased to acknowledge the helpful cooperation of Silver Bear’s

management and personnel, all of whom made any and all data requested

available and responded openly and helpfully to all questions, queries and

requests for material.

Paul Gribble B.Sc, FIMMM, C.Eng. is responsible for the preparation of this

Technical Report and is a qualified person for purposes of NI 43-101. Mr Gribble

visited Silver Bear’s Mangazeisky property between August 20 and 27, 2008

inclusive. Wardrop worked on site at Mangazeisky with Silver Bear’s then

Director of Exploration, Ms. Vivian Park and ZAO Prognoz’ then Chief Geologist,

Dr. Alexei Kostin. During the site visit the drill sites, trenches and drill camp were

visited. The locations of the former trenches are easily identified but the trenches

have sloughed in due to the melting of the permafrost. Mineralised float is

identifiable in the piles of trench material located along the margins of the

trenches. At the camp the core from several drill holes was reviewed to

independently verify the mineralisation and style of mineralisation on the

property. No samples were taken due to the complications involved with

removing samples from Russia. The onsite sample preparation facilities were

also inspected.

Wardrop considers Mr. Gribble’s personal inspection to constitute a current

personal inspection even though his personal inspection considerably predates

the filing date of this technical report, as there has been no material change in the

scientific and technical information available for the property at the filing date.

This is based on a review of ongoing correspondence between Silver Bear and

Wardrop, corroborated by review of Silver Bear’s continuous disclosure record at

www.SEDAR.com and http://www.silverbearresources.com

The maps and tables for this report were reproduced or derived from reports

written on the property and supplied to Wardrop by Silver Bear.
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2 . 0 R E L I A N C E O N O T H E R E X P E R T S

The various agreements under which Silver Bear holds title to the mineral lands

for the project have not been reviewed by Wardrop and Wardrop offers no

opinion as to the validity of the mineral title claimed. A description of the property

and ownership is provided for general information purposes only. Wardrop is

relying on legal opinions regarding Property title prepared by experts who are not

Qualified Persons as defined by NI 43-101. This information is discussed in

Section 4

With regard to the metallurgical test work, Wardrop has reviewed and considered

the report and work of the Federal Agency for Subsurface Management

(ROSNEDRA) and the Federal State Unitary Enterprise, Central Institute of

Science, Research and Geological Surveying of Base and Precious Metals

(TsNIGRI) and relies on their work as described in 12. Wardrop has not carried

out any independent test work.
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3 . 0 P R O P E R T Y D E S C R I P T I O N A N D
L O C A T I O N

The Mangazeisky project is located in the Kobyask Ulas district within the

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) of the Russian Federation. The location of the

Mangazeisky project is shown in Figure 3.1.

The Mangazeisky project is located within the north-central portion of Yakutia;

approximately 400 km north of the capital city of Yakutsk, approximately 280 km

southwest of the village of Batagai in the Verhoyanskiy district and approximately

240 km northeast of the village of Sangar in the Kobyask Ulas district. The

longitude and latitude for the project site are approximately 65°39’N, 130°11’ E.

Silver Bear advises that it holds its interest in the Mangazeisky Project through its

100% interest in ZAO Prognoz, a Russian Closed Joint Stock Company. Silver

Bear acquired ZAO Prognoz in 2004 by purchasing the company from the NRC.
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Figure 3.1 Location Map for the Mangazeisky Project

Figure courtesy Silver Bear as taken from the 2004 RPA Technical Report.
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On October 21, 2004, Silver Bear completed acquisition of all of the outstanding

shares of ZAO Prognoz. Pursuant to the transaction Silver Bear acquired 100%

of the issued and outstanding common shares of ZAO Prognoz for 10,000

roubles (RUB) or Canadian Dollars (Cdn$) 331 and assumed certain bank

indebtedness and other liabilities of ZAO Prognoz. The parties to the transaction

agreed that the value of the exploration licenses held by ZAO Prognoz closely

approximated the indebtedness assumed and accordingly, a value of RUB

20,585,221 or Cdn $890,310 was attributed to the licenses. Wardrop is not

aware of any liability in the form of royalties or other financial encumbrances but

these may be applicable.

On April 28th 2011 announced changes to the Board of Directors and

management, as well as a related non-brokered private placement. Messrs. Stan

Bharti and Mark Trevisiol, both of Forbes & Manhattan, Inc., (F&M) a Toronto-

based, resource focused merchant bank, joined Silver Bear's Board of Directors.

Mr. Bharti, through F&M, together with another investor, have agreed, pursuant to

a share purchase agreement to subscribe for US$ 3 M in a planned US$ 5 M

non-brokered private placement of common shares of Silver Bear. The financing

will be for aggregate gross proceeds of up to US$ 5 M at a price of US $0.80 per

common share. This price reflects the 90-day average price of Silver Bear's

shares since discussions commenced with F&M in January 2011.

Within the Kobyask Ulas district Silver Bear holds the Endybal licence which

comprises the Mangazeisky project. The Arkachan licence, previously part of

Silver Bear’s licence holding in the area, was relinquished in May 2008. Refer to

Table 3.1 for the approximate coordinates of the corners of the Mangazeisky

licence area.

Table 3.1 Corner Coordinates for the Mangazeisky Project

Mangazeisky Project (Licence YaKU 12692 BP)

Corner Number Northing Coordinate Easting Coordinate

1 65˚49’35” North 130˚00’00” East 

2 65˚49’35” North 130˚19’20” East 

3 65˚29’00” North 130˚22’00” East 

4 65˚29’00” North 130˚00’00” East 

The exploration licence was granted to ZAO Prognoz on September 24, 2004 by

the ROSNEDRA and is valid for an initial term of five years. On February 18,

2009, the Mangazeisky licence was extended by ROSNEDRA to December 31,

2011. Wardrop understands that Silver Bear intends to apply for an extension of

the exploration licence during 2011. The licenses give the recipient the right to

use the subsoil for the purposes of geological investigation within the licence

area, for exploration and appraisal of the gold and silver deposits (Mangazeisky

licence). The licence area has the status of a “geological allotment” with the

preliminary borders outlined and an unlimited licensed depth for investigation.

See Table 3.2 for the relevant licence information. In order to commercially

extract minerals the licence requires conversion to be of exploitation type.
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According to the English translations of the exploration licenses there are no

specially protected natural territories within the limits of the licence. Silver Bear’s

environmental liabilities are described in Section 19.

Table 3.2 Mineral Licence Information for the Mangazeisky Project

Licence
Name

Licence
Identification

Type
Area
(km

2
)

Issuance
Date

Expiry
Date

Annual Fees
(RUB)

Endybal area
(Mangazeisky)

YaKU 12692 BP
Geological
allotment

570
September 28,

2004
December
31, 2011

115,710
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4 . 0 A C C E S S I B L I T Y , C L I M A T E , L O C A L
R E S O U R C E S , I N F R A S T R U C T U R E A N D
P H Y S I O G R A P H Y

The Mangazeisky project is located in the Kobyask Ulas district within the

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) of the Russian Federation. The location of the

Mangazeisky project is shown in Figure 4.1. Yakutia covers an area of 3.1 M

square kilometres (km2), makes up 1/5 of Russia’s landmass and has a

population of approximately 1.0 M. It is rich in natural resources and the 80% of

its industrial production originates from non-ferrous metals industry (diamonds,

gold [Au], tin [Sn] and antimony [Sb]) and fossil fuel energy (coal, gas and oil).

Over 10% of the economically active population of 0.5 M are involved in mining.

The major population centre for the region is Yakutsk has approximately 300,000

inhabitants. Yakutsk is located approximately 400 km south of the Mangazeisky

project.

The Sakha Republic (Yakutia) recognizes the present and long-term predicted

demand for mineral resources in the region and is implementing a strategic plan

for the social and economic development of the region – “Scheme of Complex

Development of Productive Forces, Transport and Power Industry of the Sakha

Republic (Yakutia) by 2020” which is supported by the Russian Federation

Government. It is hoped that the realization of such a project will create new

transportation corridors, increase export opportunities and create employment

and subsequent population inflow. It is also hoped to increase national security

and assist integration with the Asia Pacific regions. The current transport network

is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

The strategy of the plan is very bold and it remains to be seen how much will be

realized in the future. The majority of the infrastructure improvements will not

have a direct impact on the project especially in its early stages however opening

of supply lines etc. will have a positive impact in terms of supply of consumables

and labor.
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Figure 4.1 Location Map for the Mangazeisky Project

Figure courtesy Silver Bear as taken from the 2004 RPA Technical Report.
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Figure 4.2 Yakutsk Main Transportation Routes

4 . 1 R O A D S

Yakutia has a poorly developed road network and only 8% of the Republic's

territory is accessible all-year-round, the remaining 92% is seasonally accessible.

The density of motorways is 11 times lower than Russia’s average and 80% of

motorways are below standard. Finance currently is not available to maintain

them and over 70% of passenger traffic is currently by air. Current and planned

road distribution and maintenance is shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3 Current Road Distribution and All Year Round Maintenance

Zone

Through rapid expansion it is hoped that the road infrastructure can be developed

such that 91.5% of the population will have access to the Republican centre and

that 47.5% of the Republic’s Territory will be provided by all-year round

motorways.

Figure 4.4 Road Distribution and All Year Round Maintenance Zone by

2020

The project area is quite isolated and can be accessed by a winter road that is

usable from mid-January until mid-April, depending on depth of snow fall. All

terrain trucks are used for hauling men and materials to site. The trucks have a

capacity of 7 t and a round trip from Yakutsk to site is 6 days. This is further

discussed in Section 17.
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Outside this 90 day window, the roads are impassable due to surface thaw of the

permafrost and subsequent boggy conditions and swollen river crossings.

The current route is shown in Figure 4.6. From Yakutsk to the Lena River

crossing there is a all year round road (approximately 200 km). The Lena River is

navigable from June until September and has up to 3000 t barge capacity at

Batamai as well as at Sandgar. During the winter haulage season the river may

be driven on by trucks up to 20 t. A further 370 km along the winter road making

the haulage distance a total of 570 km.

The site can be accessed from Batagai. Batagai is the administration centre for

the Verhoyanskiy district with a population of approximately 2,000 inhabitants,

and is situated approximately 280 km to the northeast of the property. The

closest accommodation is located in this town, which has two hotels and

restaurants.

Batagai has a river port, along with aviation and transportation companies, a

telegraph and post office. Figure 4.5 is an aerial view of Batagai. There is an all-

weather dirt road between the villages of Batagai and Tokuma and from Tokuma

there is a link to the Mangazeisky project via winter road which is open for only a

short period.

Figure 4.5 Aerial View of Batagai
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Figure 4.6 Showing Airports and Current Haul Route

The closest village to the Mangazeisky project is Sebyan-Kuel which is located

approximately 50 km south. The village of Sangar, located 240 km southwest of

the project, is the administrative centre for the district of Kobyask Ulas which

includes the area encompassed by the project.

4 . 2 A I R T R A N S P O R T

During most of the year the Mangazeisky project is accessible primarily by

helicopter or light fixed wing aircraft from either Yakutsk, Batagai or Sandgar.
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From Yakutsk, the weather may interfere with flight schedules due to the

intervening Verkhoyansky mountain range and delays of days and occasionally

weeks are not uncommon. From Batagai, the helicopter service is more frequent

but delays due to weather conditions or lack of fuel are not uncommon. At the

Mangazeisky exploration camp there is a small airstrip upon which to land small

planes as well as the helicopter pad. The airstrip was extended during 2009 to

800 m and there is possibility to extend further to around 1,200 m.

Currently AN2 and AN3 fixed wing aircraft are being used for small loads (800-

900 kilograms [kg]); MI-8 MTV and MI26 helicopters are available for heavier

loads (up to 1,800 kg).

4 . 3 R A I L A N D P O R T S

It is anticipated that the Berkakit — Tommot — Yakutsk rail link will be completed

by 2012. The rail head will be on the east side of the River Lena it is not known if

a bridge is planned. This spur will link Yakutsk to the Trans-Siberian, Amur-

Yakutia Railroad and the Northern Sea Route. Journey times will be significantly

reduced.

Further rail links are planned see that will eventually connect Yakutsk to

Magadan and the Sea of Okhotsk. Current and planned rail networks are shown

in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9

Whilst such plans will not have a direct impact on the project, the construction of

the rail link in Yakutsk in 2012 is likely to have substantial positive social-

economic effect on the region.

The River Lena is navigable from April until late September. The ports of

Yakutsk, Batamai and Sandgar may be used to reduce the haulage distance to

site by approximately 200 km. The port of Sandgar is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Aerial View of Port at Sandgar

Figure 4.8 Current Rail Network
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Figure 4.9 Planned Rail Network

4 . 4 P O W E R

The main supply company for Yakutia is Sakha Energy.

The current power supply system incorporates three isolated power networks; the

southern, western and eastern regions and a decentralized region. Power is

generated by both thermal and hydroelectric methods in the main regions. The

primary source of electrical power in the decentralized region is diesel generation

and alternative sources of energy such as wind power are being introduced.

By 2020 the electrical generating capacity of Yakutia will be supplemented with a

further 8,500 megawatt (MW) from seven new power stations. The distribution

network will be expanded to connect the current isolated regions and connect to

the unified power grid of Central and Western Russia.

Current and planned power distribution is illustrated in Figure 4.10 and Figure

4.11.
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Figure 4.10 Current Power Distribution

Figure 4.11 Planned Power Distribution 2020
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4 . 5 O T H E R I N F O R M A T I O N

Kobyask Ulas is located in the decentralized power supply zone and has a power

generating capacity of 16 MW coming from 12 diesel generating sites. The

nearest power generator set to the project site is at Sebyan-Kuel (375 kilowatts

[kW]).

The closest accommodation is located in Batagai, which has two hotels and

restaurants.

The camp at the Mangazeisky property comprises one to two room cabins, huts

and accommodation containers. Figure 4.12 shows a view of the Mangazeisky

exploration camp.

The use of surface water and water derived from the first level of underground

exploration drifting requires no further permitting provided there will be no

damage to the environment. Further permitting for water usage will be required if

a decision is made in the future to begin mining. The main water source is the

Arkachan River located 10 km from the project. During the summer, additional

water can be obtained from the Endybal, Sirelendge, Fedor-Yuryage and

Mangazeiska creeks which flow through the license area.

The field season typically extends from April/May to September/October.

Figure 4.12 View of the Mangazeisky Exploration Camp

The Mangazeisky Project lies in a mountainous region with elevations ranging

from 800 m to 1,400 m above sea level. The main ridges have steep slopes (25°

to 30° and rounded crests that are 200 m to 500 m above the valley bottoms.
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There is no climatic station at the project site but data is available from

Verhojansk (NOAA Station ID RA24266; 67°33'N, 133°23'E, 137 m) and Yakutsk

(NOAA Station; ID RA24959; 62°01'N, 129°43'E, 101 m).

Figure 4.13 Mean Temperature, Monthly
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Figure 4.14 Mean Precipitation, Monthly
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The annual precipitation averages 200 millimetres (mm) with the majority

occurring as rain during the summer months. Average temperatures range from

plus 25° Celsius (C) in July to minus 40° C in December and January; although

during the winter the temperatures can decrease to a low of minus 65° C for short

periods. Snow cover is formed around the end of September and will have

usually melted by the second half of May. The thickness of the snow varies from

40 to 50 centimetres (cm). The rivers are usually ice-bound at the end of

September and spring break-up is completed by the end of May. The region

experiences light winds throughout the year.
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The area has a forest-tundra landscape with a permafrost layer 300 to 400 m

thick, or more.

Figure 4.15 Permafrost Regions in the Soviet Union

The vegetation surrounding Mangazeisky is composed of primarily aspen, birch

and fir trees in the river bottoms with generally only grass and wildflowers at

higher elevations. There are also widespread lichens and mosses. The region is

well known for species such as bear, ermine, wolverine, fox, deer, elk, squirrel

and wolf. There is an abundance of fresh water fish in the streams and lakes,

including grayling, lenok, pickerel, taimen and perch.
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Figure 4.16 Aerial View of the Topography in the Mangazeisky Project

Area: Camp and Landing Strip in Upper Right of Picture
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5 . 0 H I S T O R Y

5 . 0 E X P L O R A T I O N H I S T O R Y

5.0.1 GEN ERAL EXPLOR ATION H ISTORY TO 2004

Discovery of the mineralization at Mangazeisky is attributed to the Russian

Cossacks in 1764. Intermittent exploration by individuals continued until the

formation of the Soviet Union in 1917. Upon nationalization of all assets,

exploration and mining became the responsibility of various government

departments or agencies. Sporadic exploration was then undertaken during the

1930s and 1940s.

During 1952 and 1953, work focused on two previously identified showings

identified as the Mikhailovsky and Kuzminsky Zones. This work included

geological mapping (1:50,000), trenching with systematic mapping and sampling,

and the establishment of two short adits (32 m) beneath the trenches. Work also

included a topographic survey (1:2,000, 3 km2) and an induced polarization

survey (1:5,000, 1.7 km2).

By 1960, the exploration work completed in the license area had identified more

than 160 anomalies within a north-south trend up to 20 km in length. This trend

is 2 km wide in the north (Nuektame River) and up to 4.5 to 5.0 km wide in the

south (Endybal River).

In 1989, systematic prospecting and exploration resumed and has continued to

the present.

From 1991 to 2003 Yangeologia completed 151,452 cubic metres (m3) of

trenching, 10.2 line km of magnetic surveys, detailed geological mapping, soil

geochemical surveys, and ten diamond drill holes totalling 1,303 m. This

exploration work covered more than 15 principal vein systems.

From 1989, exploration was primarily located within the Vasilievsky, Sterzhnevoy,

and Nizhne-Endybalsky mineralized zones, bringing the total number of discretely

mineralized structures containing potentially economic grades to more than 30.

Figure 5.1 shows an example of an historical trench on the Mangazeisky

property.

ZAO Prognoz acquired the Mangazeisky exploration licence in September 2004.

On October 21, 2004, Silver Bear acquired 100% of ZAO Prognoz by purchasing

the company from NRC.
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Figure 5.1 Historical Trenches on the Mangazeisky Property

5.0.2 EXPLORAT ION H IST ORY AFTER 2004

Since acquiring ZAO Prognoz, Silver Bear has conducted the following work on

the property. The drilling results are summarized in Table 5.1 with further detail

of both drilling and trenching to be found in Appendix C.

5.0.3 2004 EXPLOR ATION PROGR AM

Two holes, totalling 151.2 m, were drilled in 2004.

5.0.4 2005 EXPLOR ATION PROGR AM

During 2005, Silver Bear completed 3,370 m of diamond drilling and 9,641.6 m3

of trenching. The drilling exceeded the license requirement of 2,000 m by

1,370 m; the trenching was 358.4 m3 short of the required 10,000 m3.

During the second and third quarters of 2005, diamond drilling focused on

exploring the Vasilievsky and Mikhailovsky zones, with limited success. In

September, Silver Bear refocused the drilling on exploring the thicker linear

stockwork areas of the Nizhne-Endybalsky and Sterzhnevoy zones, located south

of the Vasilievsky and Mikhailovsky zones.
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Initial drilling on the Nizhne-Endybalsky zone was successful, as the first three

holes appeared to delineate two significantly silver-bearing, east dipping

sandstone units that seemed to coincide with channel samples from the cliff face,

75 m to the west. As later holes did not encounter either a significant silver

intersection or the favourable sandstone units it appears the mineralization is

limited to the north. Drill holes designed to test down dip extensions of the silver

mineralization hosted by the sandstone unit were also unsuccessful.

Drilling at the Sterzhnevoy zone intersected narrow, non-commercial

mineralization, parallel to stratigraphy, which was consistent with the trench

intersections. The one hole completed at the Semenovsky vein target did not

intersect any significant values; a second hole was abandoned due to caving.

Drilling results for the balance of the year failed to confirm the expected

continuation of the mineralized zones.

Silver Bear spent Cdn $6.9 M (2004 – Cdn $0.1 M) on exploration activities in

2005 of which Cdn $4.6 M was spent on the Mangazeisky project, Cdn $0.2 M on

technical consultants and Cdn $0.7 M on Russian management costs.

5.0.5 2006 EXPLOR ATION PROGR AM

During 2006, 18 trenches for 4,843 m3 of trenching were completed; this

exceeded the license requirement of 4,000 m3. Silver Bear completed 732 m of

drilling, which falls 768 m short of the 1,500 m stipulated in the licence.

For this year, the focus was on mapping and prospecting the Nizhne-Endybalsky,

Vostochny, and Sterzhnevoy mineralized systems to decipher the potential

distribution and geometric shape of the bulk stockwork and vein mineralization,

with the objective of determining if these contained economic low-grade silver

mineralization.

The Vertikalny structure, a large northwest-southeast trending near-vertical

structure with offsets and splays that cut the sedimentary stratigraphy, was

identified by historical work; Silver Bear had access to some of the trench

sampling results. In 2006, fieldwork on the Vertikalny structure comprised

establishing access roads, and of prospecting, mapping and trenching in order to

validate the potential of the structure and identify targets for a 2007 drilling

campaign.

The Vertikalny system was traced a total distance of 5.1 km and is composed of

anatomizing quartz silicified breccia containing zones of massive galena, pyrite-

siderite-galena, and galena-sphalerite-antimonite mineralization. The surface

and trench sample assay results indicated that much of the strike length is

anomalous for silver. The structural setting and morphology of the Vertikalny

structure appears to have silver and polymetallic characteristics similar to the

Prognoz silver deposit, which is located 160 km to the east.

During the year ending on December 31, 2006 Silver Bear spent Cdn $2.0 M on

exploration activities on the Mangazeisky licence.
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5.0.6 2007 EXPLOR ATION PROGR AM

The objective of the 2007 program was to identify a resource along 1,200 m to

1,500 m of the known 5.1 km strike length of the Vertikalny vein and to

investigate the continuity of the structural zone with step out drilling over the

5.1 km strike length. During 2007, Silver Bear completed 19 drill holes, totalling

3,094 m and 6,048 m3 of trenching. Drilling tested approximately 1,500 of the

strike length of the Vertikalny vein to depths of approximately 200 m below

surface. The amount of drilling completed in 2007 was not sufficient to allow for

an estimate of mineral resources.

The Company’s original plan was for 6,000 m3 of trenching and 2,500 m of drilling

at a projected cost of Cdn $3.2 M. However, because of successful early

exploration results, Silver Bear increased its trenching target to 8,000 m3 and

engaged Boart Longyear (Russia) as a contract driller to complement its own

resources, expanding the drilling program to 4,000 m. The cost of the increased

2007 program was approximately Cdn $4.1 M.

5.0.7 2008 EXPLOR ATION PROGR AM

During 2008, Silver Bear continued to focus on drilling of the Central Zone of the

Vertikalny structure. Eighty holes were drilled for a total of 12,945.1 m and the

diamond-drilling program utilized two drill rigs (LY38 and LF70) contracted from

Boart Longyear (Russia). Drilling in the Mangazeisky licence area utilized a

Russian SKB5 drill rig, owned and operated by ZAO Prognoz, where holes were

completed on the Semenovsky and Vasilievsky veins.

The 73 infill and down dip holes drilled at Vertikalny allowed for the development

of an Inferred Resource to be estimated, which was published in March 2009. At

the end of the drilling program, the Vertikalny structure remained open at depth

and along strike. Highlights of the 2008 drilling are given in Table 5.1.

The seven holes completed in the Semenovsky and Vasilievsky areas were

unsuccessful and no further drilling is planned in these areas.

Twenty-four trenches, for 22, 633 m3, were excavated at Vertikalny (22 trenches)

and Zabyty (two trenches).

Additional mapping and lithogeochemical prospecting work was also carried out

in the Zabyty, Zabyty-2, Kis-Kuel, Orogondia, and Verkhne-Endybalsky areas of

the Mangazeisky licence area. A series of targets for potential future exploration

were generated.

As of December 31, 2008, the Company has completed 20,141 m of drilling and

43,166 m3 of trenching on the Mangazeisky Project. Silver Bear has exceeded

the drilling and trenching requirements of the license agreement.

A Direct Current Induced Polarization (DCIP) and Magnetotelluric Resistivity (MT)

survey was completed over part of a 2.4 km strike length of the Vertikalny

structure. The objective of the survey was to locate DCIP and MT anomalies

related to known silver-zinc-lead mineralization, and to develop drill targets in
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areas with anomalies similar to that of the already drilled mineralized Vertikalny

structure.

Ground magnetic survey “prospecting” in the Porfirovy area of intrusion and

related margin breccia continued.

Table 5.1 Summary of the Drilling Results for the Mangazeisky

Licence 2004 through 2008

Year

Drill Hole Intersection Assay Information

Hole

Number

From

(m)

To

(m)

Length

(m)

Silver

(g/t)

Gold

(g/t)

Lead

(%)

Zinc

(%)

2004

9 19.8 20.4 0.6 143.5 - 1.29 0.07

9 34.8 35.7 0.9 843.1 - 21.20 0.19

10 28.9 30.2 1.3 786.5 - 20.50 0.20

10 39.0 42.2 3.2 37.1 - 0.88 0.23

10 50.2 50.5 0.3 1,187.0 - 41.10 0.24

14
No significant

values
- - 14.00

2005

17
No significant

values
- - 17.00

21 Hole stopped due to technical problems - - -

21(a) 19.4 19.7 0.3 660.0 - 21.50 0.11

21(a) 36.4 36.8 0.4 1,628.1 - 34.10 0.10

22 - - - No significant values

28 35.6 36.5 0.9 147.0 - 0.09 0.15

28 44.5 45.5 1.0 170.0 - 0.16 0.14

Year

Drill Hole Intersection Assay Information

Hole

Number

From

(m)

To

(m)

Length

(m)
Silver (g/t)

Gold

(g/t)

Lead

(%)

Zinc

(%)

2005

35 - - -
No significant

values
- - -

38 - - -
No significant

values
- - -

41 38.8 39.5 0.7 263.0 - 0.23 0.09

42 - - -
No significant

values
- - -

43 69.7 69.8 0.1 4,640.0 - 1.55 0.09

43 112.0 112.1 0.1 255.0 - 0.84 0.80

END-1 13.1 25.5 12.4 149.9 - - -

END-1 83.2 84.0 0.8 1,150.0 - - -

END-2 153.8 161.8 8.0 424.4 - - -

END-3 122.6 187.2 64.6 92.0 - - -

END-4 8.4 18.0 9.6 39.1 - - -
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Year

Drill Hole Intersection Assay Information

Hole

Number

From

(m)

To

(m)

Length

(m)
Silver (g/t)

Gold

(g/t)

Lead

(%)

Zinc

(%)

END-4 35.3 36.1 0.8 140.0 - - -

END-5
No significant

values
- -

END-6 122.2 133.2 11.0 26.8 - - -

END-6 159.0 166.0 7.0 46.2 - - -

END-6 162.5 163.0 0.5 124.0 - - -

END-7 2.0 5.1 3.1 32.0 - - -

END-7 45.6 47.1 1.5 - 1.41 - -

END-7 94.5 95.4 0.9 90.0 1.80 - -

END-7 119.5 174.4 54.9 11.4 - - -

END-8
No significant

values
- -

END-9 53.8 54.8 1.0 99.0 - - -

END-10 1.0 32.0 31.0 12.7 - - -

END-11
No significant

values
- -

END-13 62.6 63.5 0.9 93.6 - - -

STR-1 33.0 33.2 0.2 554.0 - - -

STR-2 20.9 21.6 0.7 152.0 - - -

STR-3
No significant

values
- -

STR-4
No significant

values
- -

SMN-1
No significant

values
- -

2006 Unavailable at time of reporting
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Year

Drill Hole Intersection Assay Information

Hole

Number

From

(m)

To

(m)

Length

(m)
Silver (g/t)

Copper

(%)

Lead

(%)

Zinc

(%)

2007

V07-001 97.4 100.0 2.6 322.44 0.13 0.15 0.67

V07-001 102.8 106.0 3.2 38.71 0.02 0.08 0.15

V07-001 132.5 138.3 5.8 382.45 0.08 4.24 2.26

V07-002 79.5 79.7 0.2 - 0.07 0.59 0.75

V07-002 84.9 85.6 0.7 - 0.02 2.65 2.05

V07-003 41.1 42.8 1.7 623.06 0.02 0.28 4.62

V07-003 100.6 106.5 5.9 137.22 0.03 0.27 3.49

V07-004 30.3 31.4 1.1 775.27 0.07 4.52 3.13

V07-004 91.0 96.7 5.7 146.81 0.02 0.09 1.09

V07-005 71.9 72.8 0.9 5.00 - - -

V07-006 80.6 86.6 6.0 8914.90 0.78 10.39 1.79

V07-007 80.6 85.3 4.7 360.93 0.07 0.17 5.47

V07-008 74.9 80.4 5.5 - 0.00 0.06 0.22

V07-009 176.7 178.8 2.1 68.03 0.02 0.12 0.88

V07-010 70.2 72.3 2.1 5.00 0.00 0.05 0.09

V07-011 53.0 56.3 3.3 359.86 0.06 0.49 0.71

V07-012 54.0 57.5 3.5 36.07 0.01 1.00 3.08

V07-013 62.5 67.4 4.9 543.96 0.04 3.06 2.88

V07-014 178.4 188.4 10.0 301.12 0.14 0.29 0.44

V07-015 12.9 13.8 0.9 34.80 0.01 0.06 0.06

V07-015 14.8 15.8 1.0 111.60 0.02 0.15 0.07

V07-015 16.9 18.8 1.9 52.64 0.02 0.14 0.14

V07-015 48.4 52.5 4.1 735.71 0.16 4.50 4.69

V07-016 159.9 163.3 3.4 36.35 0.01 0.24 1.94

V07-017 164.9 168.1 3.2 392.22 0.02 0.07 2.87

V07-018 Not analyzed

V07-019
Did not intersect

target

V07-020 185.4 189.2 3.8 211.31 0.05 1.24 4.12

V07-020 219.6 225.9 6.3 - 0.01 0.48 0.35

Note: - = no analysis
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Significant Drill Hole Intersections Assay Information

Year Hole

Number

From

(m)

To

(m)

Length

(m)
Silver (g/t)

Copper

(%)

Lead

(%)

Zinc

(%)

2008

V08-023 30.8 39.2 8.4 2,154 0.27 0.50 2.71

V08-028 120.6 124 3.4 573 0.06 0.11 1.27

V08-029 28.8 33.5 4.7 998 - - -

V08-031 50.3 53.1 2.8 1,739 - - -

V08-032 124.6 125.6 1.0 3,050 - - -

V08-035 3.0 6.0 3.0 515 - - -

V08-037 206.5 211.3 4.8 824 - - -

V08-040 161.6 163.3 1.7 3,342 - - -

V08-047 131.1 135.4 4.3 640 0.12 0.45 5.53

V08-062 141.1 145 3.9 502 - - -

V08-063 182.4 188.0 5.6 1,639 - - -

V08-066 110 118.8 8.8 667 - - -

V08-071 77.8 85.0 8.2 853 - - -

V08-072 69.6 73.8 4.2 341 - - -

V08-078 121.0 127.0 6.0 698 - - -

V08-082 91.8 99 7.2 623 - - -

V08-086 144.0 148.0 4.0 324 - - -

A full list of drill hole and trenching intersections is given in Appendix C.

5.0.8 MET ALLUR GICAL TEST WOR K AND REC OVER ABIL IT Y

Initial metallurgical results were summarized in a report by Western Services

(2004). The “Western Services Report” describes metallurgical test work that was

conducted on two samples from the Mangazeisky Project. One sample, from the

Vasilievsky vein, was composed of unoxidized primary silver mineralization and

contained minor components of lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), and copper (Cu) along with

minor stibnite. The silver was primarily concentrated within sulphosalts and

present as native silver.

Single step flotation tests resulted in recovering 95% of the contained silver into a

concentrate. The concentrate grade was 48 kilograms per tonne (kg/t) of silver.

Cyanidation of the flotation product recovered 99.1% of the silver from the

concentrate. The total recovery was projected to be in the order of 94% for the

material contained in the southern block of Vasilievsky.

A gravitational recovery circuit was also investigated, in which 57% of the silver

was recovered into a concentrate with an average grade of 20.15 kg/t silver.

Cyanidation of the gravity concentrate recovered 99.2% of the silver from the

concentrate. The total recovery for this process option was 57%.
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The second metallurgical sample collected from the silver-lead Granichny

mineralized zone. It consisted of partially oxidized mineralization composed mainly

of galena, sphalerite, and anglesite (0.1 to 2 to 3 mm in size). The silver occurred

as freibergite, pyrargyrite and argentite (0.02 to 0.5 mm in size) as well as

extremely fine-grained native silver. The second sample weighed 17.1 kg with an

average grade of 320 g/t silver, 12% lead and 1.4% zinc.

Based on the metallurgical test work, a single stage flotation circuit recovered

80.9% of the lead and 89.2% of the silver into a concentrate. Cyanidation results

for the concentrate were not reported.

In 2008, Silver Bear collected two bulk samples from the Vertikalny vein. The

samples were collected from the mineralization intersected by surface trenching.

The samples were submitted to the TsNIGRI for metallurgical analysis. The

results of this work are described in the March 2009 report and reproduced here

in section 16.0 for convenience.

5 . 1 H I S T O R I C A L R E S O U R C E E S T I M A T E S

Wardrop briefly reviewed the results of previous resource estimates completed on

the project. In the case of the Mangazeisky project, resource estimates were

undertaken by Yangeologia and ZAO Prognoz according to the working methods

and classification of the reserve system in use in Russia. These estimates do not

conform to the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM)

standards and definitions for resource estimates, as required by Canadian

NI 43-101. Wardrop cannot say with any degree of assurance that the Russian

reserve estimates are, or would be with further review, compliant with the CIM

definitions required by NI 43-101.

This historical ‘reserve’ estimate (date unknown) for the entire licence, was

prepared, to Russian standards, based on trench and prospecting samples only.

In assessing the potential of the licence, the estimate considered more than 20

areas that were anomalous for silver. The total estimated P1 + P2 ‘reserves’

were 16,674 kilotonnes (kt) averaging 1,809 g/t silver for 30,328 t of contained

metal. A summary of the estimate is given in Table 5.2.

This estimate does not use categories defined in NI 43-101 and thus is not

compliant with CIM and NI 43-101 standards and is not to be relied upon.

Wardrop has not verified this estimate.
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Table 5.2 Summary of the Historical Russian P1 and P2 ‘Reserves’ for

the Mangazeisky Project

Russian

“Reserve”

Category

Tonnes

(x 1,000)

Average

Width

(m)

Average Grade Tonnes

Silver

(g/t)

Lead

(%)

Zinc

(%)
Silver Lead Zinc

Total P1

“Reserves”
7,881 1.34 1,717 8.30 0.80 13,529 652,524 62,706

Total P2

“Reserves”
8,883 0.93 1,891 11.10 1.10 16,799 986,232 95,998

Total 16,764 1.09 1,809 9.78 0.95 30,328 1,638,757 158,705

Based on original table from Western Services report by R.J. Young, 2004.

In March 2009, Wardrop published an initial NI 43-101 resource estimate for the

Vertikalny structure that was updated in December 2009.

5 . 2 H I S T O R I C A L P R O D U C T I O N

There has been no historical production on the Mangazeisky property. Due to

the remote location and lack of infrastructure there has been very little mining in

this region. There is a tin mine at Batagai, 280 km to the northeast.
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6 . 0 G E O L O G I C A L S E T T I N G A N D
M I N E R A L I S A T I O N

6 . 0 R E G I O N A L G E O L O G Y

The Mangazeisky licence is located within the Verkhoyansk mobile belt of north

eastern Yakutia. The fold-and-thrust belt forms part of a major Orogenic system

separating the Siberian North Asian Craton to the west from the immense

expanse of accreted terranes that form most of the Russian Far East.

The belt extends for 2,000 km from the Laptev Sea to the Sea of Okhotsk. It is

comprised of a greater than 7 km thick sequence of Late Precambrian to Triassic

rocks deposited along the paleo-Pacific margin of the Siberian Craton, which

developed because of rifting events during the Late Precambrian period and

again during the Late Devonian to Early Mississippian periods. Deformation

during the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous occurred with low-grade

metamorphism in the internal parts of the belt, and the emplacement of high-level

granitic bodies. Strike-slip faulting occurred during the Tertiary period.

The central part of the belt is dominantly comprised of a thick monotonous

succession of Carboniferous and Permian turbidites that are metamorphosed to

lower-greenschist grade. Granodiorite and granite plutons that intrude the core of

the belt are associated with extensive gold-bearing quartz vein systems.

6 . 1 P R O P E R T Y G E O L O G Y

The mineral occurrences on the Mangazeisky licence are located in the interfluve

of the Nuektame and Arkachan rivers and ranges from the mid-channel of the

Muhalkan River to the mouth of the Mysovoi stream. The mineral deposits are

confined to the eastern wing of the Kuranakhsky anticlinorium and are situated

within the contours of the Endybal anticline.
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Figure 6.1 Regional Geology of the Mangazeisky Property

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.

Higher order asymmetric anticlinal and synclinal folds that are 2 km to 20 km in

length complicate the hinge portion of the Endybal anticline. The Mukhalkansky

anticline with a north-northwest strike (340°) and the Mangazeisky syncline,

which are adjacent on the Western side, complicate the eastern wing of the

Endybal anticline. The dip of the rocks of the Endybal anticline in the area of the

Mangazeisky deposits averages 45°.
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Several types of mineralized veins represent the basis for the mineral deposits:

 Layer-like veins that are situated within alternating clusters of inequigranular

sandstones on the border of the Kygyltassky and Echyisky suites. These

veins have a north-south strike and dip to the east (the Mikhailovsky + Olgina

veins and the Vasilievsky + Anglesite-Cerussite veins).

 Sulphidized rocks with combined veins systems and zones of veinlets

(Nizhne-Endybalsky deposit).

 Combined veins, which follow the joints of the layering and cross-cut layers

where the mineral deposits are well established (Bezymyanny,

Mukhalkansky, Kuzminsky).

 Cross-cutting veins, veinlets and brecciation zones (Zabyty, Vertikalny,

Granichny, Semenovsky, Sterzhnevoy).

Two north-south zones of faulting are distinguished. The most important is the

Nuektaminsky shear zone which limits the expansion of mineralization to the

east. The movement along the Nuektaminsky fault is left-lateral. The Granichny

shear zone with right-lateral movement is next important. The Granichny fault is

a splay off the Nuektaminsky fault and together they form a V-shape, which

represents a zone of tension. The Granichny shear zone hosts two vertical

deposits (Semenovsky and Granichny) that crosscut the stratigraphy.

The silver mineralization is epigenetic. This is particularly clear at the Nizhne-

Endybalsky deposit, where the mineralized strata-bound zones are overthrust on

each other. The strata-bound veins and cross-cutting fracture systems are

related to the shear. This is reflected in the common occurrence of parallel layers

of slip planes along the boundaries of the sandstone beds and selvages of strata-

bound veins, such as Mikhailovsky, Olgina, Vasilievsky and Anglesite-Cerussite.

The structural analysis of joints in the mineralized rocks shows the ubiquitous

existence of overthrusting dislocations (Kostin et al., 1997).

The Endybal diatreme and quartz porphyry dikes postdate the overthrust event.

The geological studies by Yangeologia and by A.V. Kostin et al. have led to a

conclusion regarding the sequence of events:

1. Mineralized layers and sulphidized sandstones.

2. Overthrusts and mineralized crush zones.

3. Endybal diatreme.

Figure 6.2 shows the geology of the Mangazeisky mineral deposits and its

structural model as identified by Yangeologia with changes and additions by A.V.

Kostin et al.
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Figure 6.2 Mangazeisky Project Geology Map with Mineral Deposits
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6 . 2 M I N E R A L I S A T I O N

The Mangazeisky License area contains several explored areas that host more

than 100 occurrences of mineralization. These are: Yasny, Burny,

Mukhalkansky, Zabyty, Zabyty-2, Mangazeisky, Sterzhnevoy, Vertikalny,

Porfirovy, Borisovsky, Vostochny, NizhneEndybal, VerkhneEndybal, Jilny,

Bezymyanny, Orogondia and Kis-Kuel (Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.3 Areas of Explored Mineralization within the Licence Area

Figure courtesy Silver Bear
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Figure 6.4 Mangazeisky Licence Mineral Occurrences

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.
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The Mangazeisky license hosts at least four different types of mineralization.

1. Strata-bound silver bearing, quartz carbonate sulphide structures with

average grades greater than 900 g/t of silver, with lead and zinc by-products.

These silver bearing structures were mapped and sampled over an area of 65

km2. Examples of this are the Vasilievsky – Anglesite-Cerussite and Olgina –

Mikhailovsky veins within the Mangazeisky area.

2. Thicker linear type stockwork areas with carbonate-silver sulphosalt

mineralization. Examples of this occur in the Sterzhnevoy and

NizhneEndybal Zones.

3. Narrow, steep dipping veins such as Vertikalny that cross cut stratigraphy and

feature grades in excess of 1,000 g/t silver over widths ranging from several

cm to several m. Vertikalny, and possibly Zabyty and Kis-Kuel are examples

of this style of mineralization.

4. A porphyry area associated with quartz, quartz-carbonate and quartz sulphide

veins and veinlets, hosted by extrusive rhyolite porphyry. Porfirovy is an

example of this.

Each mineralized area is described in the following sections.

6.2.1 MAN GAZ EISKY

The Mangazeisky Zone is made up of several veins and mineralized

occurrences.

The Vasilievsky and Olgina veins are bedding-parallel and cross-cutting veins

(combined vein mineralization) that occur in this area. These are within an area

consisting of a boudinage zone, to which the Vasilievsky vein is confined, that

cuts the sandstone bedding and converges with the Olgina vein at depth. The

approximate depth where the two mineralized zones join is between 860 m and

880 m. A stockwork system and native silver occurs in a mineralized shoot that

formed at the junction between the two veins. An analogy to this mineral deposit

would be the Ruby deposit in the Southern Yukon and Alaska area.

The Vasilievsky vein and its northern extension, the Anglesite-Cerussite vein, is

one of the longest on the Mangazeisky project, with a length of more than 4.1 km

and an average thickness of 1.9 m. It strikes at 340° to 345° and dips from 35° to

85° to the northeast. The Olgina vein and its northern extension, and the

Mikhailovsky vein, run parallel to the Vasilievsky Zone to the east. Both mineral

zones are strata-bound. According to assay results, these veins show zonation;

the southern part is silver-bearing and the northern part contains silver and lead.

The systems typically include several veins with only one hosting the majority of

the mineralization, with the veins surrounded by a mineralized breccia in the

sandstone. The mineralization becomes lower grade from the vein outwards into

the sandstones. In some portions of the vein there are cross-cutting V-shaped

fractures which are from 0.2 to 0.5 m in length and filled with sulphides and silver

sulphosalts.
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The interpretation of tectonic stress fields for the southern flank of the Vasilievsky

Zone (Kostin et al., 1997) indicates that mineralized shoots formed in areas

where both vertical and horizontal displacement occurred. Brecciated

sandstones have thickness up to 0.5 m with the contacts of the brecciated zones

sharp and defined by early shearing. The shear commonly exhibits slickensides

with horizontal striations. Brecciation was also accompanied by silicification of

the finely laminated fine-grained sandstones. The cement is represented by

medium grained, drusy quartz and fine-grained light grey siderite.

The following minerals are present: native silver, acanthite, stephanite,

polybasite, kanfieldite, pyrargyrite, miargyrite, diaphorite, tetrahedrite, owyheeite,

freieslebenite, boulangerite, arsenopyrite, sphalerite, pyrite, galena, and

chalcopyrite.

These veins are have been intersected at surface with numerous trenches, with

some samples returning values up to several thousand g/t of silver. Drilling in

2008 failed to intersect the sub-surface occurrence of the Vasilievsky and Olgina

veins.

The Semenovsky vein is located in the core of the Mukhalkansky anticline,

hosted within sediments. It has been historically described as a galena vein less

than 1 m wide which becomes a zone of quartz-carbonate-sulphide veinlets, and

breccia with quartz-carbonate cement. It might range from 150 m to 500 m long,

with an orientation of 055/28. Samples from this vein have returned values of

795 g/t to 1,103 g/t silver, approximately 17% lead and 2% zinc.

The brecciated part of the vein consists of wall rock clasts (less than [<]15 cm)

along the axis and cemented with quartz-sulphides. Partly oxidized arsenopyrite

was observed within the quartz. Quartz, with good crystal form, is a common

vein constituent; similar quartz is seen in the Mikhailovsky vein.

The following minerals are present: galena, boulangerite, jamesonite, berthonite,

diaphorite, sphalerite, and tetrahedrite. Semenovsky can be classified as a

silver-lead occurrence.

In 2005, Silver Bear tried to develop the Semenovsky ore zone by drilling. Based

on earlier observations it was assumed that the vein was strata-bound; however,

as drilling failed to intersect the mineralization, it was thought that the vein is sub-

vertical, cross cutting the strata.

In 2008, four holes were drilled in an attempt to prove the Semenovsky vein; all

failed to intersect mineralization. The current interpretation is that Semenovsky is

not vertical, that it pinches out at a shallow depth, or that it was truncated by a

fault.

6.2.2 VERTIKALN Y

The Vertikalny vein has been traced on surface for 5.1 km. The under-explored

southeast portion, identified in 1990 by Yangeologia, possibly extends to the

Endybal River valley. To the northeast, along the areas where oxide material is

identified, the vein swells from 3 to 15 m; it was not reached by trenches. Further
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along, the zone splits into two. The eastern branch, which is obscured by a

siltstone bed, was traced by individual grab samples in erosional windows.

The mineralization occurs as sandstone breccias with quartz or siderite cement,

abundant hydrous ferric oxides that results from the oxidation of sphalerite and

galena. In the Northwest Zone potential mineralization was traced in float and

frost heaves up to the head of Krainy Creek. Further along, the mineral zone

enters the right side of the Sirilendzhe River, where it is tested by trenches

containing galena-siderite mineralization. Along the entire length, mineralization

is expressed as breccias with siderite-sphalerite-galena and various quantities of

silver sulphosalts. Mineralization is usually associated with dykes of intermediate

to basic composition.

The Vertikalny Zone is not a single linear feature but rather a combination of

conjugated faults and breccias with various mineral composition and quality.

Structurally, the Vertikalny Zone is associated with the right-lateral strike-slip fault

zone, which can be readily identified on IKONOS satellite images. Exploration of

the structure has revealed sub-parallel branches with potentially prospective

mineralization similar to that found in the Central Zone. The intersections of the

main structure and vein splays can results in thicker mineralization containing

stronger mineralization.

The mineral composition along the length of the Vertikalny structure is

represented by galena and sphalerite, with subordinate values of other sulphides.

However, early geochemical association analysis has shown three mineralization

types, which characterize the zones: The Northwest Zone (silver-lead-zinc), the

Central Zone (silver-lead-zinc-tin) and the Southeast (lead-zinc) blocks of the

Vertikalny Zone as the major elements of mineralization zoning in the vein

system.

The mineral zonation for the Vertikalny structure is shown in Figure 6.5.

As at October 31, 2009, the Vertikalny structure has been intersected by 54 surface

trenches and 167 drill holes in the Central and Northwest Zones. The total drilled

strike length is some 2,400 m. Drilling has tested portions of the structure to a

maximum depth of 500 m from surface.
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Figure 6.5 Mineral Zonation of the Vertikalny Structure

Figure courtesy Silver Bear

6.2.3 ZABYT Y AND ZABYT Y-2

The Zabyty occurrence was discovered in 1934 and further explored in 1992-

1994. Mineral occurrences are concentrated on the walls and in the watershed of

the Fedor-Uryage River.

This area is referred to as the ‘up-structure’ of the Endybal anticline, and is

composed of nearly horizontal beds of sandstones and siltstones (Kygyltassky

Suite). The stratigraphy is cut by sub-parallel; sub-vertical felsic dykes, and later

intermediate to basic dykes, of up to 5 m thick, which occur along a strike length

of 2.5 km. The host rocks are sheared and broken by a number of fractures,

often gouge-bearing, which control the branching, sub-parallel and steep-dipping

zones of mineralization. The tectonism is related to the Granichny fault system.
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Mineralization occurs as a tectonized zone that intersects stratigraphy under a

gravelite layer in the same stratigraphic level as the Sterzhnevoy mineralized

body. The total width of the steeply dipping zone is 50 m to 60 m (up to 2 km),

striking at 315-340º. A single trench, developed by Yangeologia in 1991,

returned 1,906.5 g/t silver, 59.3% lead and 1.85% zinc from sandstone breccia

cemented with sulphides.

The following minerals are present: galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite, chalcopyrite,

pyrite, boulangerite and arsenopyrite. The association is silver-galena-sphalerite-

siderite. Mineralization occurs with galena, sphalerite and siderite-silver

sulphosalt aggregates.

There are two parallel zones of mineralization located within 200 m to 300 m from

each other – the Western and Eastern (A.I. Nekrasov and others, 2004).

The mineralization potential is good due to its structural and mineralogical

similarity with Vertikalny. It is evident from the IKONOS satellite image that the

potentially mineralized areas of Zabyty can be traced south toward the Porfirovy

site.

6.2.4 K IS -KU EL

The Kis-Kuel site is located approximate 20 km southeast of Vertikalny, in the

western limb of the Endybal anticline.

The geology at Kis-Kuel consists of granitoid intrusive bodies beneath

sedimentary units. The sediments above the stocks contain veinlets of

sphalerite. The stock itself hosts quartz-galena-chalcopyrite veinlets, brecciated

intermediate dykes, brecciated sandstone with argentiferous healed with galena-

quartz cements, oxidized intrusive with disseminated sulphides. In most cases

the stock is obscured by the overlying sediments; therefore, there is unseen

potential for increased mineralization in the stock.

The mineralization is controlled by linear structures associated with the

Nuektaminsky fault as well as structures formed during the crystallization of the

Kis-Kuel pluton.

This style of mineralization has no similarities to others seen on the Mangazeisky

licence, and therefore warrants further investigation. Lead and zinc

mineralization, previously only seen in the margins of intrusive bodies, occurs in

the centre of the Kis-Kuel pluton, which might indicate the presence of an

undiscovered copper-molybdenum or gold-copper porphyry. There are also

several occurrences of arsenopyrite-quartz veining, which indicates the potential

for gold mineralization.

6.2.5 OROGOND IA

Based on data by V.V. Shoshin (Nekrasov A.I. and others, 1997) mineralization

at Orogondia is connected with a near conformable mineralized zone of shearing

with a strike of 325 to 345 that can be traced for up to 4 km. Most of the

mineralization reports on the surface of medium grained sandstones (077/45) as
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sulphide-quartz-siderite veinlets, of 0.5 m to 2 m wide (average thickness is

0.8 m).

The reported length of the mineralized body is at least 1 km.

The grade varies from 138 g/t to 886 g/t silver, 4.83% to 25.44% lead, and 2.12%

to 7.78% zinc. The following minerals are present: galena, sphalerite, pyrite,

tetrahedrite, arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite, stannite, owyheeite, diaphorite,

boulangerite. Based on the data from Yangeologia, the Orogondia showing was

evaluated from nine grab samples, selected from float and subcrop.

Mapping and prospecting in 2008 led to the discovery of a strata-bound zone of

oxidized quartz-carbonate which measures 0.8 m wide, with a strike length of 200

m to 1,200 m. This occurrence is described as potentially non-argentiferous, and

as it contains only sparse quantities of disseminated sphalerite and galena.

The work in 2008 failed to locate the occurrences of the mineralization as

reported by Yangeologia within 4 km of its proposed location. It is likely that

there were several different occurrences, which combined to appear to be a

single feature.

6.2.6 STERZHN EVOY

This Zone is a complex vein system approximately 600 m in length and a

thickness of up to 5 m, but averaging approximately 0.9 m. The thickness of the

individual veins within the larger vein system varies from 10 to 20 cm. In addition,

parallel mineral zones are associated with the main deposit. The average grade

of silver of the zone is 2,652 g/t. The mineralized veins are situated within

medium and coarse-grained sandstones and siltstones, overlying a lower

conglomerate unit. A significant amount of a black organic substance (shungite)

is present in the cement binding the particles of the sedimentary units together.

In the areas where there has been hydrothermal reworking of the sandstones,

shungite forms lenses and flakes in association with coarse-crystalline drusy

quartz. The underlying layers of sandstone contain disseminated silver

mineralization and are within the same stratigraphy as the Nizhne-Endybalsky

deposit.

The structure of the mineralized zone in section corresponds to a “palm tree”

structure with the main vein dipping in an easterly direction sub-parallel to the

bedding. Several secondary veins show a reversal of the main dip direction.

The Sterzhnevoy Zone was formed as a result of remobilized mineralization from

underlying silver rich sulphidized sandstones, into structures formed in a shear

zone with numerous secondary downcasts and overthrusts (Kostin et al., 1997).

There is a downcast layer with a thick zone of boudinage and jointing situated

parallel to main zone. The Sterzhnevoy Zone can be traced from the

Bezymyanny deposit to the Zabyty mineral occurrence and is characterized by

barren hydrothermal activity, expressed in remobilization of an organic substance

(shungite) and the formation of quartz druses from sandstone. Tracing the

hydrothermal rock alterations through the boudinage zone along the strike of the

siltstone layer to the north of the Sterzhnevoy Zone as indicated by the

preservation of the vein and rock alterations (quartz crystals druses, lenses and
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shungite flakes) shows that silver mineralization is absent. The assumption is

that the mineral components for the Sterzhnevoy Zone were taken from

stratigraphically underlying rocks of the Nizhne-Endybalsky deposit and

hydrothermal activity channelled their remobilization into more favourable

structures.

6.2.7 MUKHALKAN SKY

The Mukhalkansky mineralization is represented by two galena bearing veins.

The first vein, which cross-cuts the stratigraphy has been traced for 800 m, has

an average width of 0.2 m and contains an average silver content 1,295.4 g/t.

The vein is confined to a tectonic fault which was accompanied by brecciation of

the enclosing rocks during its formation. The vein is orientated parallel to the

Nuektaminsky fault and is believed to be its mineralization supplying fragment.

The second vein is a concordant vein in its mode of occurrence and is confined to

a stratum of thin layer sandstones. The vein is a branch of the first vein. The

second vein can be traced for approximately 500 m and has a width of between

0.2 and 0.4 m. The average silver content of the second vein is 2,328.7 g/t.

6.2.8 BEZYMYANN Y

The Bezymyanny mineralization is composed of several zones confined to inter-

stratal ruptures. The mineral veins are located along the contacts of medium-

grained and fine-grained sandstone strata. A horsetail like structure has been

detected for vein eight which is connected with splitting in the vicinity of the

mineralization controlling cleavage Reidel that is a branch fault of the Granichny

fault. Veins may be traced for 500 m with a thickness ranging from between 2 cm

and 5 cm to between 34 cm and 40 cm. The mineralization content varies from

756 g/t to 24,433 g/t silver, 0.4 g/t to 1.5 g/t gold, 0.1% to 7.81% lead and 0.1% to

0.8% zinc.

6.2.9 N IZHN E ENDYBAL

The Nizhne-Endybalsky deposit has been known since 1774 under the name

“Kokovin silver mine”. Based on the results of exploration activities by

Yangeologia, the Nizhne-Endybalsky deposit is a linear stockwork and includes

three zones with high grades of silver. Generally the prospective mineral bearing

stratigraphy may be traced below the Bezymyanny deposit and should be the

strike equivalent to the Sterzhnevoy Zone. A limited number of drill holes were

completed. Figure 6.6 shows a general view of the prospect area. The deposit is

in the prominent cliff face.

Zone 1 has a complex form and may be generally described as a stockwork with

some intervals of higher grades noted: gold up to 0.57 g/t, silver 489 g/t, lead

1.33% and zinc 1.18%. The zone has a thickness of 24.7 m and a length of 120

m with the stockwork dipping from 5° to 35° with an eastern azimuth of 65° to

110°. To the south, the zone is split into two parts: the southern splay which has

a thickness of 2 m and grades silver 939 g/t, gold 0.55 g/t, lead 10.14%, and zinc

0.1%; and the south-eastern segment which has a thickness of 5.5 m, a dip of

80° and an azimuth between 070° and 080°.
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Zone 2 consists of a zone of veining with a length of 600 m and thickness of 2.5

m. The azimuth varies between 80° and 135° and the zone dips at 9° to 27°.

The zone grades silver 427.2 g/t, gold 0.72 g/t, lead 1.57%, zinc 2.2%, and

copper up to 0.14%.

Zone 3 has a strike direction of 330° to 340°, a dip angle between 60° and 90°

with a length of more than 500 m and a thickness of 18.9 m. The grades for the

zone have been reported as silver 367.4 g/t, gold up to 0.7 g/t, lead 0.5%, zinc

0.54%, arsenic (As) and cadmium (Cd) more than 0.1% and copper, tin and

antimony all at 0.01%. The zone is composed of quartz-siderite-sulphide veining

within which there are two 1 m intervals with rich silver grades. The azimuth of

the host rocks is between 60° and 90° with the dip angle varying from 10° to 25°.

Figure 6.6 General vVew of Nizhne – Endybal

The three zones composing the Nizhne-Endybalsky deposit have strata-bound

veins, veins gently cross-cutting shallow dipping beds of host rock, as well as

sub-vertical cross-cutting veins. There is spatially associated disseminated

sulphide mineralization in the surrounding sandstone.

There are two systems of mineralized veins with genetic and mineralogical

differences. The first vein system is represented by multiple strata-bound veins

containing siderite, ankerite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, sphalerite, galena, pyrargyrite,

diaphorite and tetrahedrite. Within the galena numerous impregnations of

pyrargyrite are observed and within cross-cutting quartz-siderite-galena veins

large well preserved crystals of pyrargyrite are present. Lenses of arsenopyrite,

marmatite, pyrite, siderite and impregnations of pyrargyrite are also noticed within

galena veinlets.

Deposit area
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The second system is represented by narrow veins (up to 1 cm wide) in a

stockwork pattern which splays off the veins composing the first system. In these

fractures galena is dominant with subordinate amounts of iron-rich sphalerite,

pyrite and pyrargyrite. The presence of pyrargyrite crystals (up to 1 cm) and

quartz crystals (up to 5 cm) with pyrargyrite inclusions in the veins is significant in

indicating the presence of silver mineralization. Numerous inclusions of

pyrargyrite are noticed within the galena and this defines high silver grade

mineralization of Nizhne-Endybalsky deposit.

The most significant factors for the lithological and structural control of the silver

mineralization in the Nizhne-Endybalsky deposit are as follows:

 Disseminated mineralization is concentrated mostly in fine-grained fine-

laminated sandstones, which compose approximately 90% of the deposit’s

stratigraphy.

 On the southern flank of the deposit, the richest veins are confined to the

contact between the fine-grained fine-laminated and massive medium-

grained sandstones.

 On the northern flank, the highest grades of silver are confined to the layer of

medium-grained sandstones. The fractures with mineral filling are variably

orientated.

6.2.10 VERKHNE END YBAL

The Verkhne-Endybalsky prospective area was discovered in 2005. A grab

sample consisting of rounded galena, collected from the sandstones in the

Sirilendge River bed, returned 2,760 g/t silver and 75% lead. The source of the

sample could not be found in the river cut wall, or elsewhere in the immediate

area.

In 2008, an oxidized pyrite-siderite-sphalerite-galena zone was located during the

process of conducting a ground magnetic survey. This zone is 1.5 m wide, with

an attitude of 270/82, and is hosted within altered siltstones and sandstones

(180/10).

This showing can be broken into two parts:

1. An interval of oxidized pyrite-siderite-siderite mineralization which returned up

to 265 g/t silver over a very small interval, and immediate adjacent to;

2. Fresh galena-sphalerite-sulphosalts as a vein 30 cm wide, which outcrops

along its selvage as a ‘wall of galena’, and which returned 1,630 g/t silver.

The watershed of the Sirilendge-Fedor and Uruage rivers is prospective for silver

mineralization. Several grab samples selected from among frost heave,

characterize disseminated and vein-like mineralization in altered sandstones.

In 2009 a single trench consisting of two parts was excavated; one limb revealed

sheared sulphidic siltstones and a single galena vein. The assay results have not

been made available.
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6.2.11 PORFIR OVY

Mineralization in the Porfirovy area is associated with quartz, quartz-carbonate

and quartz-sulphide veins and veinlets hosted by rhyolite and dacite porphyry.

The copper and gold potential of the area has only recently been recognized and

the copper - silver soil geochemical results indicate an anomalous area that

corresponds with the intrusive complex. Locally the rhyolite has been silicified

and the feldspars exhibit argillic alteration.

Grab samples from recent scattered trenches and outcrops have indicated

individual values as high as 2.53% copper, and 7.2 g/t gold. These results are

from grab samples or from trench samples of widths 1 m or less. No drilling has

been carried out on the showing.

6.2.12 BORISOVSKY

Borisovsky occurs on the terrace along the right wall of Sirilendge River in the

mouth of Borisovsky Creek to the northwest. Outcrop with fragments of quartz-

carbonate breccias with dispersed sulphides (mostly pyrite) as pockets and

veinlets were found within the zone. According to the IKONOS satellite image

the outcrops are correlated with two disturbed lines of north-western trend (330),

named Zapadny and Vostochny.

At Zapadny, 1.5 mm quartz-filled fractures, quartz-carbonate breccias, and

quartz-siderite formations with dispersed and pyrite veinlets are hosted within fine

and medium grained sandstones. The general trend is 075.

The Vostochny fault zone was traced for 400 m to the northwest along the wall of

the right terrace of the Sirilendge River by sporadic fragments of yellow-white

quartz and quartz-siderite with sulphide (pyrite, rare galena) mineralization. In

the north-western part of this zone, grab samples are of pyrite and galena that

occurs as disseminated inclusions in yellow-white quartz with pockets of siderite

Samples were collected at the intersection of north-western faults and north-

south trends.

In 2006, a grab sample with quartz-polysulphide mineralization collected from the

mouth of Borisovsky Creek returned 133 g/t silver; 0.75 g/t gold; 0.39 lead, 0.88

zinc, 0.53 copper, 1% tin (spectral), 0.05% antimony, 0.005% indium (In), 0.2%

tungsten (W), 0.05% cadmium, 1% arsenic, and 1% copper.

The results from 2009 work were not available at the time of this report.

6.2.13 OTHER S

Descriptions for the Yasny, Burny, Vostochny and Jilny areas are not currently

available.
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7 . 0 D E P O S I T T Y P E S

The Mangazeisky property hosts polymetallic silver-lead-zinc vein-type deposits

within a shear zone, where the host rocks are sandstones.

The veins are emplaced in and along fractures and faults in a sedimentary basin

dominated by clastic rocks that have been deformed, metamorphosed and

intruded by igneous rocks. The veins are typically steep dipping and narrow but

commonly occur as sets of parallel or offset veins. Individual veins may vary from

a few cm to several m in thickness and can be traced for a few hundred to

several thousand m in length and potentially a few hundred m in depth.

In many cases, the geology and morphology of the veins appear to be similar to

the Prognoz property which High River’s subsidiary OJSC Buryatzoloto

(Buryatzoloto) is working on approximately 160 km to the east of the

Mangazeisky property.

The Porfirovy area may represent a copper-gold-silver porphyry related to a

subvolcanic intrusive body.
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8 . 0 E X P L O R A T I O N

Exploration conducted before 2009 is discussed in Section 5.0, History. The

following is a summary of the work completed since Silver Bear acquired the

property in 2004.

Early exploration was focused on the narrow, strata-bound silver mineralization of

the Vasilievsky and Mikhailovsky targets, exposed in outcrops along the river

valleys. Drilling results were disappointing and exploration shifted to the

evaluation of the thicker, linear, stockworks at Sterzhnevoy and NizhneEndybal.

Again, drilling results failed to confirm the grades collected from surface outcrop

sampling.

In 2006, the focus shifted to evaluation of the narrow, steep dipping, veins that

cross cut stratigraphy such as the Vertikalny vein which had been intersected by

several historical trenches, all of which yielded encouraging results.

In 2007, Silver Bear completed approximately 3,100 m of diamond drilling and

6,000 m3 of trenching at Vertikalny. Several very high grade drill results were

returned with the maximum being 8,915 g/t silver over a 6.0 m interval. Native

wire silver was observed in trenches and drill holes.

In 2008, 11,662.9 m of drilling conducted in the Central Zone of the Vertikalny

structure was sufficient to determine an NI 43-101 compliant Inferred mineral

resource, which was released on March 6, 2009. Seven holes drilled on the

Semenovsky and Vasilievsky veins in the Mangazeisky area failed to intersect

mineralization. Trenches were excavated at Vertikalny and Zabyty.

Based on the encouraging results from 2008, a 10,000 m drill program was

proposed for the Central and Northwest Zones of the Vertikalny structure, with

the objective of increasing the mineral resource. Greenfields exploration, with

some trenching, was conducted elsewhere on the license.

8 . 0 2 0 1 1 E X P L O R A T I O N

Silver Bear re-commenced drilling during the 2011 field season. Drilling to date

has added a further nine intersections of the Vertikalny mineralised structure as

follows:

• Limited infill and definition of the Northwest Zone.

• Downdip extension of the Central Zone.

• First intersections on the interpreted Southeast Zone.

Assay results are awaited; drilling is ongoing.
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8 . 1 2 0 1 0 E X P L O R A T I O N

No exploration work was carried out at the project during 2010. Wardrop

understands that Silver Bear intend on a resumption of exploration work in 2011.

8 . 2 2 0 0 9 E X P L O R A T I O N

In 2009, the field season spanned from April to October. Work was conducted by

Silver Bear at the following sites on the Mangazeisky licence: Vertikalny, Zabyty-

2, Kis-Kuel, Borisovsky, VerkhneEndybal, and Mukhalkansky-Burny. These

locations are indicated in Figure 8.1.

The work at Vertikalny consisted of drilling and trenching. Prospecting and

surface lithogeochemical sampling occurred at Zabyty-2, Borisovsky, Burny and

Kis-Kuel. Trenches were excavated at Zabyty-2, VerkhneEndybal and Kis-Kuel.

A ground magnetic survey was conducted over the Kis-Kuel and Borisovsky

intrusive complexes. A satellite image interpretation of the Burny-Mukhalkansky

corridor was completed.

In 2009, 74 holes for 12,373 m were drilled on the Central and Northwest Zones

of the Vertikalny structure. Eight discrete trenches (six at Vertikalny, five at

Zabyty, and one each at VerkhneEndybal and Kis-Kuel) and several road cuts

and drill pads were mapped and sampled; the total volume excavated was

15,067 m3.

Silver Bear has exceeded the annual drilling and trenching requirements of the

license agreement.
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Figure 8.1 Areas of Exploration in the Mangazeisky Licence for 2009

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.

8.2.1 VERTIKALN Y

The work at Vertikalny during 2009 consisted of drilling and trenching. 74 holes,

for 12,373 m were drilled on the Central and Northwest Zones of the Vertikalny

structure. Drilling is discussed in Section 11.0, Drilling.

Six trenches and several road cuts and drill pads were mapped and sampled.

The trenches were close-spaced historic ones that were reopened, mapped and

sampled in preparation for a Russian C1 mineral reserve calculation.
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Figure 8.2 shows the trench sampling locations.

Figure 8.2 2009 Trench Locations on the Vertikalny Structure.

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.

The assay results from the re-sampled historical trenches confirmed the original

results. The road/pad cuts were not expected to return significant values, and did

not.

8.2.2 ZABYT Y -2

Work at Zabyty-2 (the area between Vertikalny and Zabyty) consisted of

lithogeochemical sampling, mapping and prospecting and trenching. Trenching

locations are shown in Figure 8.3. At Zabyty-2, five trenches, for 3,044 m3 were

excavated over favourable lithogeochemical anomalies. The best results include

292.0 g/t silver over 1.0 m (K-6804) and spot sample results of 2,773 g/t silver

over 0.2 m (K-6804) and 2,202 g/t silver over 0.2 m (K-6814).
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Figure 8.3 Trench Locations in the Zabyty Area

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.

Twelve prospecting samples and 316 lithogeochemical samples were collected

from the Vostochny area of Zabyty-2. Sample locations are shown on Figure 8.5;

results were not available at the time of this report.

8.2.3 K IS -KU EL

Work in the Kis-Kuel area consisted of mapping and prospecting,

lithogeochemical sampling, ground geophysics and trenching. A total of 50 grab

samples and 2897 lithogeochemical samples were collected from the Kis-Kuel

area. 254 trench samples were collected from one trench (K-9003) at Kis-Kuel.

Several of the samples were of oxidized material that contains remnants of

galena veining.
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Based on the work in 2009, several styles of mineralization all contained within

the Kis-Kuel intrusion were identified. These are:

1. Galena-chalcopyrite-quartz veins in granodiorite, which returned 22.4 to

3,680 g/t silver, 0.01 to 0.534% copper; 0.1 to 81.6% lead; 0.07 to 3.4% zinc.

2. Brecciated andesite dykes with galena-quartz cement.

3. Brecciated fine grained sandstones with galena-sulphide-quartz cement,

which returned up to 920 g/t silver; 0.03% copper; 31.4% lead; 0.2% zinc.

4. Oxidized Granodiorite with disseminated sulphides, which returned

containing 620 g/t silver; 0.04% copper; 32.1% lead; 0.2% zinc.

These grab samples will also be analysed for gold.

The mineralization styles are dissimilar to those seen elsewhere on the

Mangazeisky license because they are hosted within the intrusive body rather

than along the margins. The stock is often covered with sedimentary units;

therefore, there is potential for hidden, undiscovered copper-molybdenum and

copper-gold porphyry systems. Arsenopyrite-quartz veinlets suggest the

presence of gold.

Several sites have been identified for future work.

Figure 8.4 shows the sampling locations.
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Figure 8.4 Surface Samples at Kis-Kuel

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.
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8.2.4 BORISOVSKY

In 2009, work at Borisovsky consisted of prospecting and lithogeochemical

sampling. In total, 889 lithogeochemical samples and 21 grab samples were

collected for analysis.

Figure 8.5 shows the locations of sampling at Borisovsky.

Figure 8.5 Surface Sampling at Borisovsky

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.

Results and conclusions were not available at the time of this report.

8.2.5 MUKHALKAN SKY - BURN Y

A geological plan of the Burny to Mukhalkan corridor was created through study

and interpretation of the IKONOS satellite image. Siderite and quartz-siderite

veinlets in altered sediments are thought to be associated with faults trending at
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315° to 330°. A total of 650 lithogeochemical samples and 16 grab samples were

collected from Burny (Figure 8.6).

Figure 8.6 Surface Sampling at Mukhalkan-Burny

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.

Results and conclusions were not available at the time of this report.

8.2.6 VERKHNEEND YBAL

VerkhneEndybal, 1.8 km north from NizhneEndybal, was trenched in 2009.

A single trench, with two portions, was excavated over a prospective area at

VerkhneEndybal, as follow-up to promising mineralization identified in 2008. A

small galena vein was intersected at the end of one trench arm. The work is

schematically illustrated in Figure 8.7.
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Several grab samples were collected. The analytical results were not available at

the time of this report.

Figure 8.7 VerkhneEndybal Trench Location Plan

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.

8 . 3 G E O P H Y S I C S

8.3.1 K IS -KU EL

ZAO Prognoz continued with the ground magnetic surveys conducted in years

previous. In 2009, three GSM-19 magnetometers (two roving units, and one

base station unit), owned by ZAO Prognoz, were used to collect ground magnetic

data. Readings were automatically collected every second; the location was

registered by an onboard Global Positioning System (GPS). The points are from

traverse lines rather than from a regular grid. The results are corrected for

diurnal variations but the data is not levelled.

The results of the survey are illustrated in Figure 8.8 and show the dimensions of

the Kis-Kuel intrusive complex. The linear magnetic highs might suggest

mineralization, and some prospecting and sampling has been conducted over

these features.
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Figure 8.8 Kis-Kuel Magnetic Anomaly Map

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.
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9 . 0 D R I L L I N G

9 . 1 2 0 1 1 D R I L L I N G P R O G R A M M E

Drilling to date has added a further nine intersections of the Vertikalny

mineralised structure as follows:

• Limited infill and definition of the Northwest Zone.

• Downdip extension of the Central Zone.

• First intersections on the interpreted Southeast Zone.

Assay results are awaited; drilling is ongoing.

9 . 2 2 0 1 0 D R I L L I N G P R O G R A M M E

No drilling work was completed by Silver Bear during 2010.

9 . 3 I N T R O D U C T I O N T O T H E 2 0 0 9 D R I L L I N G P R O G R A M M E

The 2009 drill program on the Vertikalny structure had these goals:

1. To increase the resource, by drilling down-dip and along strike within the

Central and Northwest Zones of the Vertikalny structure.

2. To confirm trench sampling results within the Central Zone, which indicated

wide zones of mineralization that were not supported by that observed in drill

core.

3. To infill a portion of the Central Zone, with drilling at 50 by 50 m spacing in

order to calculate a Russian C1 reserve estimate.

4. To reproduce highest grade intersections from three holes from the Central

Zone with larger diameter core.

The latter two objectives were deemed necessary to fulfill Russian requirements.

The highlights of results from the 2009 drilling program were:

1. The upgrade to an Indicated and Inferred mineral resource within the Central

Zone at Vertikalny.

2. The development of an Inferred mineral resource within the northwest Zone

at Vertikalny.
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At Vertikalny, the mineralized structure remains open along strike at the

Southeast end and at depth in the Central Zone. There are additional targets in

the Northwest Zone.

In 2009, 74 holes diamond drill holes were drilled for a total of 12,373.0 m. The

drilling season spanned from May 31 to August 25, 2009. Diamond drilling at

Vertikalny utilized two drill rigs (LY70 and LF90) contracted from Boart Longyear

(Russia). All drillers and helpers were Russian nationals.

Core recovery is good, averaging about 95%. Decreased recovery has occurred

in a small number of mineralized intervals. Drilling muds and polymers were

used to enhance recovery.

The property grid is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) (WGS84, Northern

Zone 52). At Vertikalny, grid lines are oriented at an azimuth of 224,

perpendicular to the strike of the mineralized structure.

Drilling was not conducted elsewhere on the Mangazeisky license.

9 . 4 V E R T I K A L N Y

Seventy four diamond drill holes, for a total of 12,373 m, were drilled over the

Central and Northwest Zones of the Vertikalny structure. The objective of the

drilling was to increase the mineral resource by drilling down-dip and along strike,

extending into the Northwest Zone that appeared to have similar characteristics

as the Central Zone; to confirm Central Zone trench sampling results, which

indicated wide zones of mineralization that were not supported by that observed

in drill core; to infill the a portion of the Central Zone with drilling at 50 by 50 m

spacing in order to calculate a Russian C1 reserve estimate and to reproduce

select highest grade intersections with larger diameter core, in response to a

Russian request.

The drilling was sufficient to develop an Indicated and Inferred mineral resource,

discussed in Section 13.0, was developed on the breccia of the Northwest and

Central Zones of the Vertikalny structure.

The Vertikalny structure, striking 135° and dipping steeply to the Northeast,

appears simple and linear; as clearly seen on the IKONOS satellite image; it is;

however, actually a series of faults accompanied by brecciation, dyke intrusion,

and mineralization of varying composition and concentration.

In the Central Zone, between profiles 10,050 and the higher portions of 10,250

there is a significant decrease in the silver concentration, when compared to the

areas to grid north and south. Silver mineralization was not encountered

beneath that defined in the 2008 mineral resource; however, the occurrence of

wide high-grade intersections at deeper levels in the southeast, lower elevation

end of the Central Zone indicates that there might be good potential for increased

resources at this level, beneath the extent of the current drilling. There is

remaining potential in the Central Zone.
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In the Northwest Zone, the Vertikalny structure is expressed as a wide zone of

tectonization and soft fault material. Mineralization occurs as fine stringers of

galena and sphalerite in clay, and also as thin siderite-sphalerite-galena breccias

in the style of that in the Central Zone. Mineralization often does not reach

surface, and there is an absence between profiles 10,700 and 12,100; however,

this could be a function of drilling, as some holes were stopped before their

intended targets. There is remaining potential in the Northwest Zone.

The Southeast Zone was not drilled in 2009, as there was no evidence to support

targets. However, as this zone was identified as part of the Vertikalny structure, it

warrants further investigation.

A full list of intersections is given in Appendix C. In general core intersections are

at a high angle meaning that true width is considerably less than drilled length.

There were no observations of native silver in the core drilled in 2009.

Figure 9.1 is a plan of the drilling at Vertikalny. Figure 9.2 shows a longitudinal

section of the Central Zone with horizontal width x grade values gridded to

illustrate value distribution.
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Figure 9.1 Vertikalny Drillhole Location Plan

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.
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Figure 9.2 Vertikalny Central Zone Longitudinal Section – Drillhole Silver Composites over Grade x Horizontal Thickness Grid

Figure courtesy Silver Bear.
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9 . 5 P R O T O C O L S A N D M E T H O D O L O G Y

The protocols and methodologies employed for collar surveys, downhole surveys,

geological and geotechnical logging and sampling are discussed in Section 10.0.
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1 0 . 0 S A M P L E P R E P A R A T I O N , A N A L Y S E S
A N D S E C U R I T Y

Prior to 2004, exploration programs followed the sampling methods and

approaches dictated by the Yangeologia Standards of Sampling and Russian

State regulations for the type of mineralization encountered at the Mangazeisky

property. A description of the historical sampling programs is included in Section

5, History.

Silver Bear through its wholly owned Russian subsidiary, ZAO Prognoz, began its

exploration programs in 2004 shortly after acquiring the Mangazeisky property.

1 0 . 0 S A M P L I N G M E T H O D S

The following represents a summary of current sampling methods and

approaches with reference to previous work. Training of Russian geologists and

support staff in these methods was being carried out by Silver Bear.

10.0.1 GEN ERAL SAM PL IN G METHOD S AND APPR OACH ES

The sampling methods and approaches are summarized as follows:

 All trenching and drilling is conducted on a grid of parallel lines oriented

perpendicular to the strike of the main mineralized zones. The lines were

initially established at widely spaced intervals which have been in-filled as

exploration continues. All trenches, road cuttings and other exposures are

mapped in detail and sampled as required.

 The trenches were dug across the strike of the mineralized zones to a depth

of up to 4.0 m in the mineralized areas and surrounding host rocks. The

width of the trenches was 1.0 m to 4.0 m. depending on the thickness of the

overburden. The trenches were excavated at intervals of 40 m to 100 m in

the Vertikalny area, but vary in spacing across the licence area.

 All trenches were sampled by channel samples, the cross-section of which

was 3.0 cm x 10.0 cm. The length of the samples varies from 0.1 m to 6.0 m

and averages 1.0 m. The entire trench exposure is sampled. Samples

weights vary from 5 kg to 10 kg and average 7.5 kg.

Diamond drilling is mostly carried out using Boart Longyear rigs with some drilling

completed with a Russian SKB 5 rig in the Vertikalny area. Figure 10.1 shows a

typical drill set up. Drilling on other areas on the licence area is carried out using

the Russian SKB 5 rig. The Boart Longyear rigs collar at HQ (63.5 mm) diameter

and reduce to NQ (47.6 mm) around 40 m. The Russian drill rig collars with

112 mm diameter core reducing at about 6.0 m to 93 mm, and then to 76 mm

where required. The Russian rig drills dry. The Boart Longyear rigs have an
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established water line and some drilling mud is used to maintain core recovery.

Core recovery is recorded by measurement by Silver Bear geologists and

averages 95%.

Figure 10.1 Drilling at Vertikalny in 2011

For the drilling programs, all core containing mineralized intersections are split in

half by core saw or trowel as appropriate and then sampled. The weight of core

samples ranges from approximately 2.0 kg to 4.0 kg.

During reconnaissance traverses rock grab or chip samples were taken from the

mineralized zones and the hydrothermally altered rocks. The weight of these

samples varied from 4.0 kg to 10.0 kg.

10.0.2 DOWN HOLE D IR ECT IONAL SUR VEY METH OD OLOGY

For the Boart Longyear drill rig, surveys are undertaken using a Reflex ‘EZ-shot’

™ single shot down hole survey tool that is operated by the driller. Measurements

are taken every 25 m for the first 100 m and at 50 m intervals thereafter.

Readings are recorded on paper slips that are delivered to the Project Geologist

on a daily basis. The azimuth is recorded as magnetic and this is corrected by a

declination of 16º and 39’. The measurements are recorded in the drill hole

database and the drill logs. Copies are kept by the contractor.

For the Russian drill rig down-hole surveys are conducted using a Russian

inclinometer at 20 m intervals.

All holes are surveyed. In the early part of the exploration program a minority of

holes (seven) went un-surveyed.
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10.0.3 SURVEY METH OD OLOGY

The Project geologist and drill foreman co-operate to prepare all drill sites prior to

the drill moves. The surveyor is directly responsible to the Project geologist.

The previous method of chain survey has been replaced by use of Precision

Point Differential Global Positioning Systems (DGPS). With the establishment of

control points and a survey network all drill hole collars and trench locations were

re-surveyed. Correlation with the previous survey was very good. Future survey

work will include the use of Total Stations. All surveys are reported in UTM WGS

84, Northern Zone 52.

Drill hole collars are currently marked by a substantial wooden cross and/or

casing. More permanent markers are planned.

Topographic survey has been completed in the immediate area of the Vertikalny

area and more work is planned for the 2009 season.

10.0.4 DRILL COR E PR OT OC OL

Core is transferred at the drill site to deep, un-lidded, wooden core boxes. The

driller’s helpers are initially responsible for reassembly of the core. The core is

not orientated.

A quick log is completed in the field at the drilling site that identifies the main

lithologies and mineralized zone(s).

Drill core is transported to the core sheds from the drill site, where it is washed to

remove any drill solute as required. The core is laid out in the purpose built work

area for logging. The pieces of core inside each box are arranged sequentially to

restore them to their original sequence as can best be achieved. The core is

then measured and the box labelled. Labelling includes marking of start and end

depths by box and drilled intervals on core dividers and on box end using

indelible pen, together with a metal tag recording the same information. All

measurements are made in metres.

Logging follows a series of procedures:

SUMM AR Y LOG

 Hole location and survey details.

 Narrative summary of hole.

 Summary of mineralized interval(s).

S IMPLE GEOTEC HNIC AL LOG

 Measurement of core recovery.

 Count of fractures.

 Rock Quality Designation measurement.
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 Fracture orientation.

DET AILED LOG

 Logged to scale on standard logging sheets, recording lithological unit

intervals with a strip log and rock code assigned according to a standard

scheme, free description, sampled intervals, sample numbers and sample

standard reference number as appropriate.

The core is marked for sampling during logging. The geologist marks the end of

each sample with a red/orange marker on the core and on the core box divider.

One half of a pair of uniquely numbered sample tickets is attached to the core

box at the start of the sample. All sampling is based on lithology, then on

alteration and/or mineralogy. The mineralized zone is identified by the geologist

based on the presence of mineralized breccia textures, fractures or veins. A

minimum of two un-mineralized samples should be taken on both ends of the

sequence to be sampled. Un-mineralized intervals between mineralized intervals

should be sampled unless the interval is greater than six metres.

Once geological logging is completed the core is photographed. Each box is

photographed in daylight both wet and dry. Each photograph includes a clearly

labelled card with the drill hole number marked on it and a metric scale shown.

Photographs are reviewed prior to core cutting. The photographs are stored on

the geology office computer using the general nomenclature of <hole

number>_<box_start_depth><W or D>.jpg.

The part of the hole to be sampled is then either cut in half by rock saw, or where

the core is soft half is removed using a spatula or similar device in order that

material is not washed away by the cutting process. The cut half is returned to

the box as a permanent record. Where a field duplicate sample is to be taken the

core is quartered. The geologist then bags up each sample, inserting the pair of

the sample tickets into the bag, and writing the sample number on the outside of

the bag. The geologist delivers the samples to the sample preparation facility

located by the core shed.

On completion of logging and sampling the boxes are stored and arranged

sequentially. The current storage facilities have been outgrown, but a new core

store was being constructed at the time of the author’s visit.

1 0 . 1 S A M P L I N G L O C A T I O N S

During the 2009 field season diamond drilling was completed in the Vertikalny

area only as described in Section 11.0, Drilling. Drilling re-commenced at

Vertikalny in 2011.

During 2009, regional lithogeochemical, grab and trench sampling was carried

out at a number of locations in the licence area.

Eight discrete trenches (six at Vertikalny, five at Zabyty, and one each at

VerkhneEndybal and Kis-Kuel) and several road cuts and drill pads were mapped
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and sampled; the total volume excavated was 15,067 m3. Additional grab

sampling and lithogeochemical sampling was completed as follows: 12

prospecting samples and 316 lithogeochemical samples were collected from the

Vostochny area of Zabyty-2; 50 grab samples and 2,897 lithogeochemical

samples were collected from the Kis-Kuel area; 254 trench samples were

collected from one trench (K-9003) at Kis-Kuel; 889 lithogeochemical samples

and 21 grab samples were collected at Borisovsky; 650 lithogeochemical

samples and 16 grab samples were collected from Burny.

Refer to Section 8, Exploration, for additional details.

1 0 . 2 S A M P L I N G D I S C U S S I O N

The Vertikalny mineralized zone is dominated by a series of brecciation events

and probable subsequent fault movement within the host rocks. As a result the

presentation of the mineralized zone varies from solid cylinders of core through to

highly broken, soft, gouge type material. Observation of the mineralized zones

indicates that even in the broken and soft areas core recovery is good and has

generally improved with the introduction of drilling muds. Inevitably poor recovery

does occur, but this is in the minority of cases. Figure 10.2 shows that there is no

correlation between recovery and silver grade and Figure 10.3 that there is no

correlation between sample length and grade. Thus the samples have been

taken as representative.
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Figure 10.2 Core Recovery versus Silver Grade

The mineralized zone is characterized by brecciated wall rocks with mixed gouge

and vein material between. Estimated true widths of the structure vary from 0.2

m to 6.9 m, being 0.4 m drilled and 6.9 m trench sampled lengths respectively. In

this report, the structure is defined geologically. Thus any intersection of the

structure may contain a variety of lower and higher grade intervals. Details are

given in Appendix C. Sampling is undertaken according to geological contacts.

The minimum sampled length was 0.1 m, the maximum 4.3 m and the mean

0.75 m; for the most part the sampled lengths are appropriate for the structure

and its components.
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Figure 10.3 Silver Grade versus Sampled Length

1 0 . 3 Q U A L I T Y C O N T R O L M E A S U R E S

10.3.1 QUAL ITY ASSUR ANC E /QUAL ITY CONTR OL (QA/QC) PR OT OC OL (END YBAL

SIT E)

A routine of insertion of field blanks, standards and the taking of field duplicates is

well established. Blanks and standards are inserted every 20 samples using a

regime of fixed sample numbering. Field duplicates are taken as quarter core

samples every 20 samples. Standards are sourced from the proprietary

company, Geostats Pty Ltd. of Fremantle Australia who specialize in sample and

assay reference monitoring material and provide certified reference material to

this project. Four multi element standards were in use as detailed in Table 10.1:

Table 10.1 Details of Geostats standards in use at Endybal

Element
GBM 906-6 GBM 997-4 GBM 303-1 GBM 998-9

Mean
(ppm)

SD
Mean
(ppm)

SD
Mean
(ppm)

SD
Mean
(ppm)

SD

Copper 171 24 325 37 437 46 23 6

Lead 288 17 159 17 236561 14346 9 6

Zinc 210 14 119 13 28750 1529 27 10

Nickel 13 4 11 4 26 8 13 5

Arsenic 10 3 6 2 602 74 7 8

Cobalt 8 3 NR NR 10 5 8 4

Silver 392.8 19 287.9 38.2 1419.6 73.5 101.9 4.3
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Blank samples are derived from locally sourced sandstone that contains none of

the target mineralization.

Results from the QA/QC samples are updated in the drill hole database

immediately as received. A set of database queries are used to compare the

results received against the standard values. Pass or fail is set as the mean +

two standard deviations and the mean + three standard deviations. A failure

against the latter triggers an immediate re-run of the batch preceding and

succeeding the standard that failed. A re-run is also carried out if there are two

consecutive failures at the mean + two standard deviations level, where both

failures occur on either the positive or negative side of the standard value. A

blank value assaying at five times the detection limit is regarded as a failure. All

issues have been resolved to date and have typically involved only sample

switching. Performance, against the standards in use is given in Figure 10.4,

Figure 10.5 and Figure 10.6.

Figure 10.4 Silver Analysis versus Standard 906-6
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Figure 10.5 Silver Analysis versus Standard 997-4

Figure 10.6 Silver Analysis versus Standard 998-9

Only two samples were analysed against Standard 303-1 with both passing.

Round robin work has yet to be completed. It is planned to take 5% of the

sample pulps and re-submit them, renumbered, to the same laboratory. In

addition, 60% of those pulps will be submitted to another laboratory for analysis.

It is also planned to submit some 10% of the crushed duplicates to another

accredited laboratory for final sample preparation and subsequent analysis.
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10.3.2 LABOR AT ORIES

Wardrop were unable to visit either of the laboratories that analyse the

Mangazeisky samples but has reviewed and considered Johnson’s report (2005).

Dr. Johnson was retained by Silver Bear to evaluate laboratories in Yakutsk and

Moscow which was completed in mid-2005. Dr. Johnson was satisfied that the

Centregeolanalytic Laboratory (Yakutsk) was suitable for Atomic Absorption

Spectroscopy (AAS) and Emission Spectrograph work, and that the Chemical

Laboratory of the State Enterprise Aldangeologiya (Aldan) was suitable for fire

assay work.

His recommendation and conclusions were as follows:

1. All sample preparation be done in Yakutsk.

2. Base metal, Arsenic, Antimony and Silver assays be done in Yakutsk.

3. Gold assays be done in Aldan.

4. Check assay work be done in the Central Research Exploration Institute

laboratory in Moscow.

5. All high Silver assays be confirmed using high Silver reference samples run

along with the project samples.

6. Duplicate samples to be inserted at the field sampling, crushing and pulp

stages with a frequency of every 10 or 15 samples being duplicated at each

stage.

7. If the projects continue past the preliminary phase, this duplication frequency

can be dropped to every 20 to 30 samples being duplicated at each stage

when more samples will be generated.

8. Blank cleaning materials be run through the sample preparation equipment

after each sample and retained for spot analytical checks on those following

high Silver and Gold samples.

9. Fire assay pot clearing protocols be formalized and followed by the

laboratories.

Silver Bear have implemented all of the above with the exception of item 4 and

with items 8 and 9 in progress.

He further recommended:

As part of the program ZAO Prognoz should develop, as early in the project as

possible:

1. Reference samples to include with all samples submitted to the labs. These

standard samples should be randomly inserted in the ratio of 1 in 15-20

samples analyzed. This is especially the case for high Silver samples.

2. Obtain copies of all laboratory quality control data including:

a) Crushing and pulp stage duplicates.

b) Blanks.
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c) Reference sample results (other than the ones submitted by ZAO
Prognoz) and the associated accepted values.

Silver Bear have implemented item 1. With regard to item 2, the laboratory

operates according to Russian methodology meaning that every sample analysis

is duplicated resulting in effectively a 100% check for accuracy and precision. No

blank samples are employed. The laboratories statistical reports have been

recently requested and are awaited by Silver Bear.

Wardrop understand that analysis for the 2011 drilling will be completed at SGS

Chita.

10.3.3 CONCLU SION S (EN DYBAL S ITE )

It is Wardrop’s opinion that Silver Bear has implemented a QA/QC program that

meets the currently accepted industry standards as well as the current Russian

regulations and that Silver Bear will continue to review and practice these

procedures.

1 0 . 4 S A M P L E P R E P A R A T I O N

Silver Bear implemented a QA/QC program during the initial exploration program

based on the Russian requirements and has continued to review the QA/QC

program during subsequent exploration campaigns. Silver Bear began

introducing western QA/QC procedures during the 2007 exploration program and

has continued to review these procedures.

The following represents a summary of current sample preparation methods as

observed by the author at the Endybal site. All sample preparation for the project

area is completed at this facility. All sample preparation at Endybal is completed

by employees of or contractors to Silver Bear. The author was unable to visit the

Yakutsk or Aldan laboratories and methods described here are derived from

Silver Bear reports and descriptions.

10.4.1 SAM PLE PR EPAR ATION (ENDYBAL S ITE )

On completion of logging and sampling as described above, a sample list

indicating the regime for analysis is prepared from the geological log. This is

either:

 2 x 600 gram (g) samples, one for storage at site, the other for analysis by

fire assay, or

 As above, plus an additional 100 g sample for semi-quantative (spectral) and

atomic absorption (AA) analysis.

The appropriate paper sample envelopes are prepared from the sample list.

The bagged samples are dried overnight and then weighed. The weight is

recorded on the sample list.
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Each sample then passes through a two stage crushing process that reduces the

sample to sub 1 mm. Initial crushing is by jaw crusher, followed by two passes

through a ball crusher. No sieving is carried out.

The sample tray is vacuum cleaned post jaw crushing. The jaw crusher operator

clears all sample material from crusher and brushes off the crusher apron and top

of jaws. After the ball crushing the sample tray is thoroughly brushed out. No

vacuuming of this tray was observed, but this is recommended. Blank material is

run through the crushers after every ten samples, or after every sample if

designated for fire assay. No compressed air is available to blow out dust from

the crushers.

The crushed sample is systematically mixed on a metal surfaced table using flat

blades, and then manually quartered using a steel quadrant device. The operator

then takes a more or less equal scoop from each quarter to fill the required

sample bags. The sample bags are quickly weighed by the operator to ensure

that sufficient sample is taken. The remaining (reject) sample is retained if the

sample is designated for fire assay. Other reject material is currently not

retained, but it is recommended that all reject material is kept in the future. The

table is thoroughly brushed off between samples.

The samples are sealed and accurately weighed and the weight recorded on the

sampling list. Samples for analysis are boxed and sealed, usually by hole, for

despatch to the two laboratories concerned. For spectral and AA analysis, the

Yakutsk laboratory; for fire assay, the Aldan Laboratory. The two laboratories are

branches of the Centregeolanalytic Laboratory. Boxed samples are checked

against the sample list and a despatch note. The exact sequence of sample

numbers is listed as to the order in which the samples are to be processed at the

laboratory. This includes how the samples are to be processed even if the

numbers are not sequential. A copy of the instructions is sent to the laboratory.

Samples sent for fire assay are analysed in duplicate for silver. All samples sent

for fire assay, plus those with significant values determined from spectral

analysis, are AA analysed for silver, copper, lead and zinc. Samples sent for

spectral analysis are analysed for 36 elements including tin, lithium (Li), titanium

(Ti), cobalt (Co), mercury (Hg) and vanadium (V).

Boxed samples are accompanied to Yakutsk by Prognoz staff. Retained samples

(duplicates and rejects) are boxed by hole number and stored in a locked

container at the Endybal site.

Analytical results are received electronically and updated in the drill hole

database.

10.4.2 SAM PLE PR EPAR ATION (YAKUT SK LAB )

The 100 g sample received is pulverised to -200 mesh and submitted for spectral

and then AA analysis as appropriate. Assay certificates are submitted in

electronic form to the Project Geologist and in paper form the Yakutsk offices of

ZAO Prognoz.
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10.4.3 SAM PLE PR EPAR ATION (ALDAN LAB )

The 600 g sample received is pulverised to -200 mesh and submitted for fire

assay. Assay certificates are submitted in electronic form to the Project Geologist

and in paper form to the Yakutsk offices of ZAO Prognoz.

10.4.4 SAM PLE SECUR ITY

Wardrop is satisfied that Silver Bear has implemented a satisfactory chain of

custody for sample transport, and on site storage and handling.

In Wardrop’s opinion the sample preparation, security and analytical procedures

meet or exceed industry standards.
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1 1 . 0 D A T A V E R I F I C A T I O N

Wardrop undertook various aspects of data verification both during and

subsequent to the August 2008 site visit.

Verification activities conducted during the site visit included:

 Site visit to the Mangazeisky property, inspection of the Vertikalny

mineralization exposed by trenching including brecciation and observation of

native silver mineralization in rock dug from trench K5050. This is illustrated

in Figure 11.1.

 Checking of five drill hole collar positions and three trench locations by hand-

held GPS in the Vertikalny area.

 Core logging (lithology, mineralization) of selected Vertikalny diamond drill

holes at the Endybal Camp.

 Observation and review of core storage, core logging, core sampling, core

cutting and sample preparation procedures; standard reference sample and

reject sample storage facilities at the Endybal Camp. Detailed discussion

with Silver Bear staff was undertaken during the visit to the Endybal Camp.

Verification activities subsequent to the site visit included:

 Selection of 10% of the Vertikalny drill holes for verification of handwritten

geological logs, original field sample sheets and original Aldan assay

certificates against corresponding records in the Vertikalny database. Copies

and scans of original data were supplied by Silver Bear in order to carry out

the verification exercise off site.

The verification exercise was carried out on seven holes out of the then total of

63 holes. A number of additional spot checks of high grade assay results were

checked against the logged mineralization to ensure these correlated.

Additional verification work of the style described above has not been completed

for drilling carried out during the 2009 field season. Full validation checks,

however, were made on re-building of the drill hole database together with

statistical checks on raw and composited samples used in the estimation

process.

Very minor discrepancies and errors were encountered during these processes

and referred to Silver Bear for clarification or correction.

Overall it is concluded by Wardrop that appropriate care and attention in data

entry, validation and QA/QC procedures (described in section 12) have been

applied by Silver Bear and that analytical issues have been identified and

appropriate remedial action taken. Industry standard practices have been
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followed and the quality of the Mangazeisky database meets NI 43-101 standards

and CIM best practice guidelines.

Wardrop has not carried out any independent exploration work, drilled any holes

or carried out any program of sampling and assaying on the property. During the

field visit Wardrop did not collect any samples from the Mangazeisky project due

to the difficulty of taking samples out of Russia; however, drill core was examined

and the mineralization was observed. A number of trenches near the drill sites

were examined, although the trenches had sloughed in since the original

excavation and mineralization was observed only in the muck piles which

resulted from the original excavation. In general, the only way to expose the

bedrock at the Mangazeisky project is to trench through the overburden covering

the project area and some of this was observed in road cuttings. Wardrop is,

however, satisfied from visual inspection as to the presence of silver, lead and

zinc mineralization at Vertikalny.

Figure 11.1 and Figure 11.2 show the Vertikalny mineralization observed at site.

Figure 11.1 Mineralization Exposed Form Trench K-5050 Showing

Brecciation
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Figure 11.2 Vug in Breccia with Native Silver “Wire”
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1 2 . 0 M I N E R A L P R O C E S S I N G A N D
M E T A L L U R G I C A L T E S T I N G

1 2 . 0 M E T A L L U R G I C A L T E S T W O R K R E V I E W

Metallurgical testwork data for the project is limited and the only report available

for review was that issued by TSNIGRI, dated 25th April 2008 and entitled

“Technological Estimation of Samples of Silver-Polymetal Ores of Mengazeysky

Deposit”.

A summary of the main conclusions of the report is described below.

Two samples were tested:

 Sample #1 assayed 640 g/t Ag, 1.63% Pb and 1.14% Zn .

 Sample #2 assayed 575 g/t Ag, 6.74% Pb and 2.35% Zn.

The focus of the testwork program was to maximize recovery of all metals into

saleable gravity and flotation concentrates. In summary, the results for sample

#1 indicated that a gravity concentrate assaying 9.27 kilograms per tonne (kg/t)

Ag, 59.89% Pb and 2.07% Zn could be produced. The bulk flotation concentrate

assayed 12.32 kg/t Ag, 6.55% Pb and 17.57% Zn. Overall recovery achieved

from both gravity and flotation was 90.34% Ag, 74.18% Pb and 50.26% Zn.

Stage gravity recovery was 24.3% for sample #1 and 50.0% for sample #2.

The silver is by far the most significant economic component. Mineralogical

examination indicates that sample #1 is a silver-polymetallic, low sulphide, half-

oxidised ore type whereas sample #2 is a silver-lead rich, low oxidized ore type.

In sample #1, the majority of the silver is present in open joints with other

minerals (metallic silver and acanthite) with the balance as free silver with film

coatings. There is a very low association with sulphides. However, with sample

#2, there is no free silver component, approximately half of the silver content

occurring in open joints with other minerals and the rest associated with sulphide

minerals, mainly galena but also sphalerite with some pyrite and copper minerals,

i.e. quite different from sample #1.

As a result of the mineralogical analysis, a testwork flowsheet was selected to

include gravity recovery and flotation of the gravity tailings to produce separate

gravity and flotation concentrates containing the silver, lead and zinc values. The

gravity testwork included a two-stage process, the first stage at minus 0.5 mm

and the second stage at minus 0.2 mm, each stage using a combination of

Knelson concentrators with tables for cleaning.
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The gravity tailings, at approximately 54% minus 71 microns (µm), were

subjected to standard intercycle flotation tests. The tailings from these tests were

reground to approximately 80% minus 71 µm and refloated with the tailings

further scavenged in two stages. Standard conditions and reagent suites were

used to produce a bulk lead / zinc concentrate.

Although high overall silver recoveries were achieved using the above

combination of gravity and flotation techniques, an effort was made to leach the

flotation tailings for additional silver recovery. Stage silver recovery achieved was

54.9-71.4% representing an additional overall recovery increase of 5.28-6.35%.

However, cyanide consumptions were very high at 7.9-9.8 kg/t, lime consumption

was 1 kg/t and the use of cyanidation was therefore not recommended for the

leaching of the flotation tailings.

12.0.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The main requirement for future work is to conduct a robust metallurgical testwork

program to confirm expected silver recovery and optimize and refine the

equipment sizing, proposed flowsheet, process design criteria and capital and

operating costs.

The bulk of the metallurgical testwork program is relatively simple to perform but

will require drill core samples to be provided. Essentially the work would involve:

 Determination of the optimum grind size.

 Standard cyanidation bottle roll tests to confirm expected silver leach

recoveries and reagent consumptions (especially the cyanide).

 Heap leach simulation test work.

 Gravity testwork to define the expected gravity recovery and optimize the

flowsheet.

 Equipment specification and particularly the suitability of the proposed plane

table / shaking table combination.

 Crushability testwork to define the Crusher Work Index.

 Abrasion Index and Bond Ball Mill Work Index to refine the crusher and ball

mill sizes and motor requirements.

In addition, it is worth exploring the heavy medium separation and / or optical

sorting techniques as potential pre-concentration methods in the laboratory test

work program.

In addition, basic solids handling tests will be required to determine the filtration

characteristics and suitability for dry stacking as well as the exact hydrocyclone

configuration for effective dewatering and clarification prior to direct

electrowinning and effective underflow density for the filtration process.

This program could be conducted relatively quickly and cheaply in the United

Kingdom (UK).
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The testwork for direct electrowinning will be more specialized. Although

electrowinning is an old technology, the application of direct electrowinning with

the proprietary EMEW® cells is relatively new and therefore some form of bulk

testwork will be required, possibly in Australia and the exact requirements for this

testwork will be determined at the next stage of study after consultations with

Electrometals Technologies Limited.

A future testwork program can look at the feasibility of a differential flotation

process to recover saleable lead and zinc concentrates from reclaimed dry

stacked tailings.
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1 3 . 0 M I N E R A L R E S O U R C E E S T I M A T E S

1 3 . 1 M I N E R A L R E S O U R C E S U M M A R Y

The Mineral Resource estimate for two zones along the strike of the Vertikalny

structure within the Mangazeisky licence area was prepared or supervised by

Paul Gribble, C. Eng., FIMMM in October and November 2009, with an effective

date of February 23rd 2011. Mineral resources at Vertikalny have been estimated

in accordance with CIM Standards of Mineral Resources and Reserves (2005).

Mineral resources have not been estimated for any other mineralization present

in the Mangazeisky licence area in this report.

Statistical and grade continuity analyses were completed to characterize the

silver mineralization and subsequently used to develop grade interpolation

parameters for the structure. No distinction was made between oxide and

sulphide zones as these zones have yet to be interpreted at the project. Future

sampling may provide for such an interpretation.

Interpretation of the structure was completed in collaboration with Silver Bear.

Geological models (wireframes) of the two zones, Central and Northwest, were

created from geological interpretation supplied by Silver Bear staff using

intersection data spaced between 100 m x 50 m and 30 m x 50 m in longitudinal

section. Geological and analytical data was provided by Silver Bear in a

Microsoft Access™ (Access) database. Further modeling and estimation was

completed using Gemcom Surpac version 6.1.3™ (Surpac). Silver Bear also

provided other data relevant to resource estimation such as bulk density data.

No update to the topographic survey was required as both zones were covered

by the topographic model used in the initial estimate.

Ordinary Kriging was used to estimate silver block grades within the block model

the dimensions of which were 30 m (easting), 5 m (northing) and 15 m (RL). The

search ellipsoid dimensions and directions chosen reflected the improved

continuity obtained from geostatistical studies. Minor high grade capping was

carried out. The density used in the model was supplied from metallurgical test

work and density studies carried out in the recent field season. No estimates

were made for lead or zinc as it is Wardrop’s opinion that given the remote

location of the project the potential for incremental value to be added by these

commodities is very limited.

A mineral resource classification scheme consistent with the CIM guidelines

(2005) was applied. The estimate is categorized in the Indicated and Inferred

mineral resource categories and reported above a grade cut-off that is

appropriate for a deposit potentially mineable by selective non-mechanized

underground mining methods. A minimum mining thickness of 1.2 m was

assumed and in this restated report a longterm silver price of US $16.50 /ozt.
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Preliminary concepts of mining and limited metallurgical test work support this

resource estimate and demonstrate that the deposit has reasonable prospects for

economic extraction. It should be noted that Mineral Resources that are not

Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability.

No Measured Resources or Mineral Reserves have been estimated at this stage

for the Vertikalny deposit. Additional infill drilling is required to upgrade those

parts of the resource in the Inferred category, and to better understand the short

range variation in the mineralization. More studies will be required to determine

detailed technical, economic, legal, environmental, socio-economic and

governmental factors. These modifying factors are normally included in a mining

feasibility or pre-feasibility study and are a pre-requisite for conversion of

resources to, and reporting of, Mineral Reserves.

1 3 . 2 G E O L O G I C A L I N T E R P R E T A T I O N

Vertikalny is a complex structure being a combination of conjugate faults and

brecciated zones with varying mineral composition and quality. The structure is

variously made up of brecciated vein or host rock clasts and may be clast or

matrix supported. The structure may include soft gouge material and is

frequently oxidized, even to deeper levels. Along the whole strike length, the

structure is characterized by development of manganosiderite-sphalerite-galena

mineralization and various quantities of silver sulphosalts. The structure, as

exposed in core, is illustrated in Figure 13.1.

Figure 13.1 Vertikalny Structure Intersected in Drill Hole V08-060

The visible structure, as logged or mapped, was used as the basis for

interpretation on the premise that whole structure would be mined, being

generally too narrow for any selective mining within the structure itself. For this

mineral resource update, two zones were interpreted. The first is as estimated in

the initial estimate, with down dip and strike extensions; the second is an offset

northwest strike extension. These are referred to as the Central and Northwest
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Zones respectively. The structure was interpreted for each drill hole and trench

and these intersections were added to the database in a separate table. Digital

surfaces were created for hanging wall and footwall of each zone. Given the

good continuity of the structure the models were extended by approximately 100

m, being the maximum drill spacing, along strike in both directions and down dip.

The two surfaces were joined to form three-dimensional wireframes. The Central

Zone is interpreted as having a strike extent of 1,600 m and some 500 m below

surface. The drilling completed in 2009 shows that the Central Zone is closed on

the Northwest side, but is still open on strike to the Southeast and down dip. The

Northwest Zone is interpreted as having a strike extent of some 900 m and some

370 m down dip. The Northwest Zone is weak at the Southeast end and is

closed, but is open to the Northwest on strike and down dip. Both the structures

are sub-vertical and are shown in Figure 13.2, Figure 13.3, and Figure 13.4.

There is evidence for splay veins and branches to the main structure, but as

there is currently insufficient data to assess their continuity they were not

modeled as part of this estimate.

Figure 13.2 Perspective View of Central and Northwest Zones of the

Vertikalny Structure with Drill Holes and Trenches. Looking

to the NNE

Additional drilling completed during the 2009 field season showed the previous

interpretation of low grade zones within the Central Zone to have less validity and

such zones were not employed in this estimate. The wireframe model of the

interpreted zones was modified by the supplied topographic model and this

model was used to define structure volume in the block model.

Northwest
Zone

Central
Zone
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Figure 13.3 Typical Vertical Cross Section Through the Vertikalny

Structure; Profile 10600, Central Zone

Figure 13.4 Longitudinal Section of the Vertikalny Structure for both

Zones. Structure intersection points shown in red.

Northwest Zone
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1 3 . 3 E X P L O R A T O R Y D A T A A N A L Y S I S

Silver Bear supplied data in Access format containing collar, assay, lithology,

down hole survey, and structural and sample recovery data, from 167 diamond

core drill holes and 54 surface trenches. Silver Bear are responsible for the

database management of the drill programs. Wardrop linked the supplied

database to Surpac via a database utility. Validation checks were made following

connection and any errors noted and communicated to Silver Bear for correction.

For the resource estimate 128 drill holes and 16 trenches were used. All drill

holes and trenches used in the resource estimate are from the current exploration

program.

Descriptive statistics for the raw samples within the Vertikalny structure are

presented in Table 13.1 and are illustrated in Appendix B.

Table 13.1 Descriptive Statistics for Raw Assays within the Vertikalny

Mineralized Structure

Central Zone Northwest Zone

Measure
Silver
(ppm)

Measure
Silver
(ppm)

Mean 777.1 Mean 263.7

Standard Error 106.1 Standard Error 66.3

Median 114.0 Median 35.95

Mode 5.0 Mode 5.0

Standard Deviation 1971.5 Standard Deviation 513.4

Sample Variance 3886948.9 Sample Variance 263584.3

Kurtosis 18.2 Kurtosis 7.8

Skewness 4.1 Skewness 2.8

Range 13961.0 Range 2563.0

Minimum 1.0 Minimum 4.0

Maximum 13962.0 Maximum 2567.0

Sum 268104.6 Sum 15820.0

Count 345.0 Count 60.0

Confidence Level (95.0%) 208.8 Confidence Level (95.0%) 132.6

Coefficient of Variation 2.5 Coefficient of Variation 1.9

There is no relationship between sampled length and grade, as illustrated in

Appendix B.

Examination of the sample distribution for the Central Zone shows a regular

increase in values with no outliers or extreme values, as illustrated in Appendix B.

Nevertheless, interpretation of two or more grade populations is possible, with

possible divisions at approximately 300 g/t Silver and 3,500 g/t Silver. No such

division was made for this estimate or the initial estimate, but division into grade

(or other) domains is a possibility for future work to refine the estimate when more

data becomes available. The trends for the Northwest Zone are less clear but

this can be ascribed to there being fewer samples.
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13.3.1 CAPPIN G

Decile analysis (Parrish, 1997) for the Central Zone, as given in Table 13.2, and

for the Northwest Zone, as given in Table 13.3, shows a skewed distribution with

a large proportion of values in the top decile. Variography completed on

composited samples for the Central Zone gave an acceptable nugget value and

good continuity with the exclusion of composite samples less than 10 g/t silver

and greater than 10,000 g/t silver. An upper grade cap of 10,000 g/t silver was

applied for the estimation. This affected four composites for the Central Zone

and none of the composites in the Northwest Zone.

Table 13.2 Decile Analysis of Raw Assays within the Vertikalny

Mineralized Structure, Central Zone

Decile From To
Sum

of Values
Maximum

Value
Percent

of Samples
Average

Cumulative
Percent

1 4 61 278 5 0.1% 4.8 0.1%

2 62 119 842 22 0.2% 14.5 0.3%

3 120 177 1759 44 0.5% 30.3 0.7%

4 178 235 3401 77 0.9% 58.6 1.6%

5 236 293 6002 129 1.6% 103.5 3.2%

6 294 351 9690 219 2.5% 167.1 5.7%

7 352 409 16487 405 4.3% 284.3 9.9%

8 410 467 33511 815 8.7% 577.8 18.6%

9 468 525 66887 1640 17.3% 1153.2 35.9%

10 526 584 248042 11694 64.1% 4204.1 100.0%

Table 13.3 Decile Analysis of Raw Assays within the Vertikalny

Mineralized Structure, Northwest Zone

Decile From To
Sum

of Values
Maximum

Value
Percent

of Samples
Average

Cumulative
Percent

1 4 9 29 5 0.2% 4.8 0.2%

2 10 15 30 5 0.2% 5.0 0.4%

3 16 21 30 5 0.2% 5.0 0.6%

4 22 27 36 11 0.2% 6.0 0.8%

5 28 33 117 29 0.7% 19.6 1.5%

6 34 39 365 91 2.3% 60.9 3.8%

7 40 45 750 155 4.7% 124.9 8.6%

13.3.2 COMPOSIT ES

The original sampling follows geological contacts and thus was of irregular

length, with a mean of approximately 0.75 m. Raw samples were composited

using a best fit routine within Surpac with a desired sample length of 0.75 m.

Descriptive statistics for composited values are given in Table 13.4.
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Table 13.4 Descriptive Statistics for Composited Samples within the

Vertikalny Mineralized Structure

Central Zone Northwest Zone

Measure
Silver
(ppm)

Measure
Silver
(ppm)

Mean 587.0 Mean 311.8

Standard Error 55.9 Standard Error 71.5

Median 134.7 Median 78.2

Mode 5.0 Mode 5.0

Standard Deviation 1336.8 Standard Deviation 530.3

Sample Variance 1787167.1 Sample Variance 281235.9

Kurtosis 34.5 Kurtosis 6.1

Skewness 5.2 Skewness 2.4

Range 12597.3 Range 2563.0

Minimum 0.0 Minimum 4.0

Maximum 12597.3 Maximum 2567.0

Sum 335769.3 Sum 17149.5

Count 572.0 Count 55.0

Confidence Level (95.0%) 109.8 Confidence Level (95.0%) 143.4

Coefficient of Variation 2.3 Coefficient of Variation 1.7

Raw assays were not capped prior to compositing. Compositing of the samples

reduced the variance as expected but did not otherwise greatly alter the

characteristics of the informing sample population, as illustrated in Appendix B.

These equal length composites were used for the spatial analysis described in

Section 13.5.

1 3 . 4 B U L K D E N S I T Y

Bulk density determination work was completed for 173 samples representing the

mineralization and host rocks of the deposit. The work was carried out at site

and duplicated by the Aldan laboratory in Yakutsk. The average relative density

derived from this program of work is 3.45 grams per cubic centimetre (g/cm3) and

this single value was used to estimate tonnage. When more data becomes

available, a more detailed estimate of bulk density and its variation might be

possible. Details of the density determination work are given in Appendix D.

1 3 . 5 S P A T I A L A N A L Y S I S

Variography was completed using equal length composites from within the

structure from drill holes and trench sampling for the Central Zone. A number of

new trenches were completed in the 2009 field season and these, together with

shallow drill holes, replaced the samples from many of the earlier trenches used

in the initial estimate. The results of the variography study showed improved

continuity and to a certain extent, the presence of a short range structure. The

improved continuity obtained allowed for the upgrading of the classification of

some blocks within the model. The process is summarized in the following
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sections, Table 13.5, and presented in more detail in Appendix A. The results

obtained from the Central Zone spatial analysis were used in the estimation of

the Northwest Zone. Separate analysis of this zone was not possible given the

relatively few samples.

13.5.1 DOWNH OLE VARIOGRAPH Y

Downhole variography was performed using the equal length composite data set

described above.

Table 13.5 Summary of Spatial Analysis and Variogram Model Fitting

Equal length
Drill hole and

Trench Composites

Nugget 250,000

Sill Differential 750,000

Azimuth 135

Plunge -10

Dip -76

Major 116 m

Semi 36 m

Minor 22 m

13.5.2 D IR ECTION AL VARIOGR APHY

Experimental variograms were calculated and the following direction showed the

best continuity:

Azimuth: 135° Plunge: -10° and Azimuth: 0° Dip: -76°

Other directions were examined, particularly at a plunge of -40 and 25 where

interpretation suggested a trend, but the resultant experimental variograms

presented no clear structure to model.

A structure with a range around 120 m in the major direction, and around 35 m in

the semi-major direction was modeled. The structure modeled shows a shorter

range than in the initial estimate but demonstrates improved continuity. A hole

effect is noted and this is thought to represent the periodicity or spacing of the

grade zones present within the structure. Understanding of the variability of the

mineralization at shorter ranges requires further drilling at closer spacing, and it is

recommended that this is completed in future work programs. Table 13.5

summarizes the fitted model.

1 3 . 6 R E S O U R C E B L O C K M O D E L

Block models were constructed to incorporate each of the zones of the Vertikalny

structure and were rotated to the strike of the structure. The model parameters

are given in Table 13.6.
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Table 13.6 Block Model Extents

Central Zone

Parameter X Y Z

Minimum Co-ordinate 550346 7284717 630

Maximum Co-ordinate 552056 7284807 1200

Block size (m) 30 5 15

Rotation (º) 0 136 0

Extent (m) 1,710 90 600

Northwest Zone

Parameter X Y Z

Minimum Co-ordinate 548786 7285725 780

Maximum Co-ordinate 549836 7285835 1380

Block size (m) 30 5 15

Rotation (º) 0 132 0

Extent (m) 1,050 110 600

Sub-blocking was not employed; block percentages were used to record the

percentage of the mineralized structure within a block. A comparison of

geological wireframe and block model volumes (as block percentages) is given in

Table 13.7.

Table 13.7 Comparison of Block Model and Wireframe Volumes

Volumes Central Zone NW Zone

Block model volumes

Estimated blocks 802,604 238,054

Not estimated blocks 58,705 33,415

Total 861,309 271,469

Wireframe volume (clipped by topography) 861,305 271,477

The structure has large extent on strike and dip and relatively very small extent in

thickness. In this estimate individual blocks were employed in the cross strike (Y)

direction rather than the “one block” system used in the initial estimate. Within

the block model the volume of the structure in each block was calculated as a

block percentage and this volume was used to derive the average structure width

by block. This was shown to be a more accurate estimator of width than

interpolation. For the purposes of reporting and validation the block models were

re-blocked in the Y orientation to give a single block in that orientation. The width

thus derived was used to calculate a gram-metre value that was used for

reporting purposes as described in Section 13.9. The processes employed here

are further described in Appendix A.
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1 3 . 7 I N T E R P O L A T I O N S T R A T E G Y

Silver was estimated for the Vertikalny structure with ordinary kriging using an

ellipsoidal model determined by the variogram analysis and models described in

Section 13.5. The estimation was limited to those blocks inside the wireframe of

the structure. The number of informing samples per sampling location was

limited by octant and number to prevent individual holes or samples having too

large an influence on the estimate. For the reported estimate it was necessary to

set the minimum number of informing samples to one as in some locations the

structure was represented by only one sample. The number of points used to

estimate a block was examined to ensure that a disproportionate number of

blocks were not estimated using only one informing sample. All such blocks are

in the Inferred category. A two pass strategy was used as the first step in

classification of the blocks. The estimation strategy is shown in Table 13.8.

Table 13.8 Estimation strategy

Pass
Ellipsoid

Dimensions
Ellipsoid Orientation Sample Counts

Major Semi Minor Bearing Plunge Dip
Min.

samples
Max.

samples

Min.
samples

per
octant

Max.
samples

per
octant

Min.
octant

Inferred 300 60 60 135 -10 -76 1 16 - - -

Indicated 116 60 22 135 -10 -76 4 16 1 2 4

1 3 . 8 B L O C K M O D E L V A L I D A T I O N

The following validation steps were completed as described in the following sub-

sections and as described in Appendix A.

13.8.1 V ISU AL COM PARISON OF BLOCK AN D INF OR MIN G SAM PLES

A visual inspection of informing samples versus estimated block grades gave

satisfactory results.

13.8.2 BLOCK BY BLOCK COMPARISON OF ESTIM AT ED VERSU S SAM PLE GR AD E

The comparison method uses only those blocks that are estimated and also

contain an informing sample. Comparison is made between the estimated block

value of the whole structure and a single composite value of the structure. The

single composite value is an average of the analyses for the whole structure at

each intersection. The results are illustrated as scatter plots and cumulative

frequency plots in Figure 13.5 and Figure 13.6 shows that there is some bias in

the estimate as the values do not cluster exactly around an ideal X=Y trend line.

Some over estimate of low values can be seen, with some under estimate of high

values.

Figure 13.6 compares the frequency distribution of block grades for estimated

and single composite values. Again, the (conditional) bias typically associated
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with kriging can be observed, whereby there is some over estimation of lower

values and underestimation of high values. This figure helps to illustrate the

difference between the distribution of the sample values and the distribution of

the estimated values. Given the variability observed in the deposit, a satisfactory

correlation is achieved. Some additional comparative work is described in

Appendix A.

Figure 13.5 Scatter Plot Comparing Estimated and Single Composite

Grades, Central Zone
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Figure 13.6 Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Estimated Block

Value and Single Composite Grades, Central Zone

13.8.3 CONCLU SION

The various comparators described in the foregoing sub sections serve to

illustrate that the estimate described by the block model is robust and

satisfactorily models the distribution and variability of the informing sample

grades without undue bias or smoothing for the level of study. More detailed

close spaced sampling is required to further examine local grade variation and

distribution. Comparisons and validation were made only for the Central Zone as

there are insufficient informing samples and thus blocks for meaningful

comparison in the Northwest Zone.

1 3 . 9 M I N E R A L R E S O U R C E C L A S S I F I C A T I O N A N D T A B U L A T I O N

The classification of the Vertikalny resource incorporates the confidence in the

sampling data, the geological interpretation, data distribution and variogram

modeling. The model was classified according to CIM Definition Standards on

Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves (CIM, 2005).
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Increased sample density resulting from this season’s drilling and trenching

showed improved continuity in variography studies enabling classification of the

blocks in the Indicated and Inferred mineral resource categories for the Central

Zone. All blocks in the Northwest Zone were classified as Inferred mineral

resources given the early stage in estimation of this part of the Vertikalny

structure. Blocks classified as Indicated were initially identified using the

interpolation strategy described in Section 13.7. Blocks were then consolidated

into areas of either Indicated or Inferred material. The distribution of block by

class is illustrated in Figure 13.7.

Figure 13.7 Long Section view of Central Zone; Showing Distribution of

Class for Estimated Blocks. Indicated blocks are in red,

Inferred in green. Structure intersections shown as blue

points.

The Vertikalny mineral resource estimate as at February 2011 is summarized in
Table 13.9.

Table 13.9 Mineral Resource Estimate for the Vertikalny Structure as at

February 23
rd

, 2011; reporting cut-off grade 160 g/t Silver.

Central Zone

Indicated Inferred

Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t) Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

1.09 514 1.16 642

Northwest Zone

Indicated Inferred

Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t) Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

- - 0.56 372

Total

Indicated Inferred

Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t) Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

1.09 514 1.72 554

Preliminary concepts of mining and limited metallurgical test work support this

resource estimate and demonstrate that the deposit has reasonable prospects for

economic extraction. The reporting grade cut-off was derived using an all-in
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mining, processing and General and Administration cost of US$ 80 /t and a long

term silver price of US$ 16.50 /ozt. The silver price used represents Wardrop’s

base case long term forecast price that is derived from summaries of

approximately twenty international energy and metal analysts in the Energy &

Metals Consensus Forecasts provided by Consensus Economics Inc. Blocks or

part-blocks reported are those estimated for silver by the kriging process and

having a gram-metre value of 195 or greater. This last equates to a silver cut-off

grade of 160 g/t at a minimum mining width of 1.2 m. No diluting tonnage is

included in the reported resource tonnage other than that required to achieve a

minimum mining width.

The work completed in this study modifies the initial figures used above giving an

overall operating cost of US$ 106.48 / t. A silver price of US$ 22.74 /ozt is used in

the study and this yields a cut-off grade of 181 g/t. The modified in situ resource

is shown in Table 13.10.

Table 13.10 Vertikalny in situ Mineral Resources (as modified by this

study)

Total

Indicated Inferred

Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t) Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

1.07 518 1.68 562

1 3 . 1 0 C O M P A R I S O N W I T H P R E V I O U S E S T I M A T E

This estimate builds on the initial estimate published in March 2009. As

described in the foregoing sections the additional sampling completed in this field

season has improved the confidence in the resource as well as increasing the

tonnage with strike and dip extensions.

Within the Central Zone the overall silver grade has increased, which can largely

be attributed to the higher grades intersected in the South-easterly strike

extension drilling. The overall tonnages are very similar with the gain in the east

offset by losses down dip in the northeast where low grade intersections resulted.
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The Central Zone and initial estimate are compared in Table 13.11.

Table 13.11 Comparison of Initial and Updated Resource Estimate for

the Central Zone

Initial Estimate Summary
Central Zone Resource Update

All Categories
Cut-off

Silver (g/t)
Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

Cut-off
Silver (g/t)

Tonnes (M) Silver (g/t)

199 2.2 468 200 2.1 603

221 2.1 477 220 2.1 617

240 2.0 487 240 2.0 626

265 2.0 498 260 1.9 642

281 1.9 504 280 1.9 659

298 1.9 516 300 1.8 669

The Northwest Zone was drilled for the first time in the 2009 field season and the
estimate given here is the initial estimate.
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1 4 . 0 M I N E R A L R E S E R V E E S T I M A T E S

Mineral reserve estimates are not applicable at this stage of the project.
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1 5 . 0 M I N I N G M E T H O D S

1 5 . 1 D E F I N I T I O N S

Mineral reserves are not estimated at scoping level. A scoping study is based on

measured, indicated and inferred mineral resources. Only indicated and inferred

categories of resources have been included in this study.

It should be noted that this preliminary assessment includes inferred resources

and as such any economic considerations are preliminary in nature and are

considered too speculative geologically as to enable them to be categorized as

mineral reserves and there is no certainty that the preliminary assessment will be

realized.

1 5 . 2 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The mining operations described in this section are for the exploitation of the

Vertikalny Veins Central and Northwest Zones of mineralization, situated in the

Mangazeisky Licence area.

The Central Zone extends for some 1,600 m along strike. The vein is vertical in

places, but averages about 85 dip and is open at depth to the southeast but

closed to the northwest. This mine plan only covers the area of the vein in the

geological resource which extends from the surface outcrop on the hilltop to a

depth of approximately 500 m.

The Northwest Zone extends approximately 900 m along strike but does not

outcrop. It extends some 300 m down dip with the dip varying from 80 to

vertical.

The mineral exploitation of this deposit will be mainly by u/g mining methods

apart from in the first year when the outcrop in the Central Zone will be mined

from surface along its strike length to recover the higher grade in the relatively

wider parts of the vein near surface.
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Figure 15.1 Plan Showing Vertikalny Vein

1 5 . 3 H I S T O R Y

There is no history of mine production on the Mangazeisky property. There has

been extensive exploration trenching in the area including trenching

perpendicular to the Vertikalny vein. Two short adits, each 32 m in length were

mined below surface trenching in the 1950s in the Mikhailovsky and Kuzminsky

Zones.

1 5 . 4 P R O J E C T H I G H L I G H T S

Table 15.1 Project Highlights

Mine Planned Tonnage and Grade 2.78 Mt @ 419 g/t Ag

Cut-Off Grade 181 g/t @ Ag price US $22.74 /oz

Mine Life 8.4 Years

Main Mining Method Longhole Retreat Sublevel Open Stoping

Mine Production Rate 1000 tonnes t/d or 340,000 t/a

Mine Operating Cost US $40.0 / t

Pre-production Mining Capital Cost US $17.2 M
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1 5 . 5 M I N I N G M E T H O D S E L E C T I O N

The Vertikalny orebody is a near vertical vein and the mining width is

predominately between 1.2 m and 5.0 m with an average of some 1.5 m. There

is no discernable plunge. For deposits dipping greater than (>) 35 the

underground mining methods that can be used are limited to:

 Sublevel Open Stoping (SLOS) and modifications thereof.

 Shrinkage Stoping.

 Cut or Bench and fill mining.

 Sublevel caving.

 Block caving.

Sublevel caving and Block caving are eliminated as they are more suited to

massive tabular deposits with lower grades.

Shrinkage stoping is eliminated due to its low productivity and the danger of the

broken blasted material freezing in the narrow stope.

Cut or Bench and Fill mining may only be considered if the ground conditions are

not suitable for open stoping.

Factors favoring SLOS are:

 Safety.

 Minimized cost.

 Minimized capital (waste) development.

 Early production.

 Optimize dilution and ore recovery.

Therefore consideration has been given to only variations of SLOS adapted to

narrow vein mining.

The mining method which best suits the considerations listed above is Trackless

Longhole Retreat Sublevel Open Stoping. It is estimated to give the best

productivity, lowest operating and capital costs and the shortest payback period

as the majority of the mining area development will be in mineralization. The

method is illustrated in Figure 15.2.

There are a number of versions of this method where mining can proceed

Downdip or Updip retreating along strike. Rib pillars, recoverable or non-

recoverable can be left to support the hanging wall or, in the case of Updip

mining, continuous backfilling of solid waste can be introduced. Where hydraulic

filling is preferred the stoping retreat is stopped and the stope sealed and filled.

Due to the structure of the Vertikalny Vein at Mangazeisky the preferred version

of SLOS mining is Down Dip Retreat leaving narrow non- recoverable rib pillars

as required by the prevailing strength of the hanging wall. As the vein is vertical
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or near vertical in permafrost it is anticipated that retreats can be up to 200 m

long before rib pillars are left.

Figure 15.2 Longhole Retreat Sublevel Open Stoping - Uphole Drilling

Working Down Dip

1 5 . 6 A L T E R N A T I V E M I N I N G M E T H O D S

15.6.1 RETR EAT BENCH AN D F I LL M IN IN G

This method is similar to the Uphole Longhole SLOS method except that it works

up dip and each level is backfilled before progressing to the next level. The

backfill serves as the floor for the next level up and as support for the hanging

wall. Bench drilling will be from the top down. Mineralized material will be

blasted down on top of the backfill which will have a cemented cap to provide a

good floor for mucking. As the retreat continues backfill is introduced into the

back of the stope to support the sidewalls and follows the retreat so that the

exposed hanging wall does not get so wide that it collapses. Backfill could be

provided by the open pit waste via a rockfill pass. However, placing of backfill is

expensive and would require extra development or delays in the stoping cycle.

The method is illustrated in Figure 15.3.
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Figure 15.3 Retreat Bench and Fill Mining

1 5 . 7 M I N I N G R E S O U R C E E X T R A C T I O N

The mining extraction assumes the chosen mining methods will be “Uphole

Retreat” for the underground mining whereby 90% of the mining blocks will be

recovered and 10% left behind as rib and crown pillars and conventional open pit

(o/p) mining along the surface outcrop. A breakdown of the extraction is shown

below:

Table 15.2 Mining Resource Extraction

Parameters t
Grade

(g/t Ag)

Total Economic Resource Indicated + Inferred
(Ag US $22.74, NSR US $106.48 /t)

2, 800,000 545

Planned Extraction Ratio @ 90%
1

2,520,000 545

Add 30% Dilution 3,276,000 419

Apply 85% mining recovery
2

2,784,600 419

Diluted Mineral Resource 2.78 Mt @ 419 g/t

1: Extraction after allowance for pillars; 2: Allowance for ore left unmined or lost
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15.7.1 CUT -OFF GR AD E

The resource tonnes confined within the mine plan were derived from a break

even cut-off grade using the following formula:

Cut-off Grade (g/t Ag) = Operating Cost (US$ /t) / Unit Metal Value (US$ /oz Ag)

x necessary conversions.

Where,

Operating Cost = Mine, process and general and administrative costs.

Unit Metal Value = Sale Price (US$ /oz Ag) x Refining charges, process recovery

and royalties (%)

Therefore:

Cut-off Grade (g/t) = (40.00 + 46.48 + 20.00) / (22.74 x 95% x 90% x 94%)

Cut-off Grade = 181.2 g/t Ag (Using 31.1035 g per troy oz)

1 5 . 8 D I L U T I O N

A relatively high level of dilution is estimated due to the narrowness of the vein.

A dilution factor of 30% has been included to cover all the types of dilution

anticipated as shown below. Dilution types are illustrated in Figure 15.4.

 Internal stope and development dilution below the cut-off grade.

 External stope and development dilution below the cut off grade.

 External stope and development dilution having no grade – waste.
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Figure 15.4 Schematic Section of Development and Stope Dilution

To minimize dilution in the in-mineralization drives, it is proposed that mineralized

material and waste will be separated during the drill, blast and load cycle of each

advance. However, the practicalities of achieving this would need to be

assessed in the field.

1 5 . 9 G R A D E C O N T R O L

15.9.1 DURIN G DEVELOPM ENT

In order to minimize waste dilution, development headings in the Vertikalny Vein

will be under the strict control of the Geology Section. Face channel sampling

will be carried out after the mucking out of each development blast and the

position of the vein marked on the face. The whole face will then be drilled

according to a pre-defined drilling pattern but then only the vein blasted. The

blasted portion of the vein will then be sampled and mucked out with a mini LHD

scooptram. Subsequently the sidewalls of the drive will be charged and blasted

as slyping. The waste rock is then mucked out separately.

15.9.2 DURIN G ST OPIN G

During longhole drilling of the stopes samples will be taken of the sludge and

chippings coming out from the blasthole. The grade control program will be
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developed to supplement the delineation drilling which will be done from drill

cubbies developed from the main adit.

1 5 . 1 0 M I N I N G S T R A T E G Y

Due to the long strike length of the Vertikalny vein it is envisaged that the deposit

will be mined in different phases with a view to maximize revenues and minimize

the payback period. To this end the high grade existing in the deposit will be

mined first where possible. The most accessible high grade outcrops along the

hilltop of the Central Zone and adjacent to the hillside to the southeast end of the

Central Zone. Thus these areas will be exploited in the first phase of mining.

There will be 4 phases of mining in total, following the pre-production period as

described below.

1 5 . 1 1 P R E P R O D U C T I O N A N D P H A S E M I N I N G

15.11.1 OPEN P IT

The open pit will extract the high grade mineralization outcropping on the top of

the Vertikalny hill by standard open pit mining techniques of bench blasting and

truck removal of ore and waste rock. Benches in the open pit will be 5 m and the

overall slope angle will be 45. Blast hole drilling will be done by a crawler

mounted percussion downhole rig. The trucks will initially stockpile the ore before

transport by road down to the crusher. Once the underground orepass reaches

the surface, then the mineralized material will be tipped down to the Main Adit for

loading and trucking to the crusher.

15.11.2 OPEN P IT OR E HAN DL IN G

Blasted mineralization in the pit will be loaded into the mine trucks by a backhoe

extractor and transported to the orepass for transfer by gravity to the Main Adit

level underground and from there re-handled by FEL and mine trucks to the

primary crusher. Waste rock from the first cut will be dumped directly adjacent to

the pitwall for profiling by a bulldozer. Waste rock from subsequent benches will

loaded into the mine trucks by a backhoe for transfer to the waste dump.

15.11.3 OPEN P IT WASTE HAU LING

The top 5 m will be moved directly by bulldozer with ripper and backhoe. This will

leave approximately 800,000 t of waste rock to be removed from the open pit by

loader and truck. Using the 16 t mine trucks and effectively working 340 d/a,

approximately 150 truck trips will be needed every day, which using 2 trucks will

be equivalent of 2 trips per hour (h) /truck.

If suitable, waste from the open pit will be used for road, infrastructure and

tailings dam construction. Any surplus waste will be dumped adjacent to the

open pit.
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15.11.4 ADIT M IN IN G

Phase 1 production will start with the underground adit (level) development. This

development will consist of a number of ore drives including the main return

airway (MRA). The adit entrances will be excavated with the backhoe and

bulldozer. Following completion of the adit portals the mining of the adits will

begin and the backhoe and bull dozer transferred to the hilltop to begin pre-

stripping of the overburden for the open pit.

Phase 2 will exploit the areas of high grade ore at the southeast end of the

Central Zone, accessible by adits. These adits will extend to the perimeter of the

high grade area approximately 300 m into the hillside. The adits will have been

completed in Phase 1. In Phase 2 production will come from retreat longhole

open stoping of the southeast Central Zone high grade zone. Block 1 stoping will

begin from beneath the crown pillar for Main Adit 2. Block 2 mining will begin

from beneath the crown pillar for the open pit.

Phase 3 will first exploit the high grade areas to the centre and northwest of the

Vertikalny vein below the open pit. This zone will be accessed by ramp decline

from within the open pit and linked to the incline mined up from the Main Adit.

Mining will take place to the east and west of the decline thus enabling 2

retreating stope faces to be in production simultaneously. Ore will be dumped

down the ore pass to the Main Adit for trucking along the Main Adit to the primary

crusher.

Phase 4 will exploit the high grade area below the valley floor (see Figure 15.8).

The area will be accessed via a ramp decline mined off of the main decline and

mining will take place east and west from the ramp decline. For mining below the

Main Adit 1 ore will be trucked from the production level up the spiral ramp to the

Main Adit and on to the primary crusher.

As mining in this area gets deeper production levels will drop and so the

northwest orebody will be brought into production by adit mining as for Phase 1 to

maintain scheduled production. The mine layout is shown schematically in Figure

15.5.

Figure 15.5 Long Section of Vertikalny Vein, Central Zone, and

Schematic Mine Development

100m

SE

NW
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1 5 . 1 2 M I N E P R O D U C T I O N R A T E A N D M I N E L I F E

Taylor’s Rule of Thumb for estimating mine production rates indicates that

approximately 780 t/d would be the optimum for a mine operating 340 days per

year (d/a).

Taylor’s Formula is:

Optimum Production Rate = (5 X (Economic Resource)3/4 )
(Production Days/Year)

Where the current Economic Resource for the mining target i.e. the Vertikalny

vein in the Central Zone, is 2.8 Mt (indicated and inferred) at a cut off grade of

181 g/t silver using an Ag price of US $22.74 /ozt.

This gives a productive Mine life of 8.4 years. Pre-production development has

been estimated at 1 year.

The proposed mining method and favorable orebody geometry suggests that the

target production rate can be achieved economically in Phase 1 with little initial

capital development and relatively low capital equipment costs.

Once Phase 1 mining is established and providing revenues then the capital

development for Phases 2 and 3 will begin.

When the capital development of the Central Zone is complete in year 7, then the

capital and pre-production development for the ore below the Main Adit and

Northwest Zone Mine (NZM) will begin.

Taylors’ Formula indicates that the optimum mine production rate for the NZM will

be 300 t/d. The NZM will be mined concurrently with Phase 4 of the Central

Zone, so the Mine Life will remain a minimum of 8.4 years.

1 5 . 1 3 M I N E P R O D U C T I O N

15.13.1 UND ER GR OUND ADIT DEVELOPMENT

Access to the deposit will be via adits developed from the hillside of the Central

Zone at 15 m vertical intervals. The adit entrances will be accessed by a

vehicular road cut into the hillside. Where necessary the position of each adit will

be offset from the adit immediately above and below so as not to impinge on

each other. These adits will provide early access to the areas of high grade on

the southeast side of the Central Zone of the Vertikalny Vein. Each adit entrance

will be supported by rockbolts, wire mesh and shotcrete. This layout is illustrated

in Figure 15.7. Adit and return airway development is illustrated in Figure 15.6.
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Figure 15.6 Proposed Main Adit and Return Airway (Driven in

mineralisation)

Figure 15.7 Access and Egress

1 5 . 1 4 S T O P I N G A R E A D E V E L O P M E N T

Initially up to 7 adits in ore and Main Adit 1 will be developed some 300 m to the

extent of the highgrade ore zone. The uppermost adit will be mined immediately

below the Crown Pillar of Block 1 and the roof extensively rockbolted and

meshed. On completion of the top drifts a slot raise will be mined between the

levels to provide the initial breaking faces to start the retreat longhole stoping.

The slot raises will double up as ventilation raises providing through ventilation

for the stoping.

The flat development will be mined by single boom electric hydraulic Jumbo’s for

selective extraction of the vein, blasting and mucking out will be by diesel

powered Load Haul Dump (LHD) loader. Development support will be by

rockbolts and wire mesh as / if required.

Ore drive development will be 3.0 m wide with a height 3.5 m to accommodate

the blasthole production drill rig.
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The vertical development of slot / vent raises and ore passes will be mined by a

combination of longhole drop raising and conventional raising utilizing pneumatic

handheld jacklegs powered by a portable compressor. The Jumbo drill will collar

the first 5.0 m with the raise miners completing the raise by following the vein

under geological grade control.

Blasted ore removal will be by diesel powered LHD scooptram directly to the

orepass. Waste rock will be tipped at the adit entrance for re-handling to the

waste dump by truck.

Development faces will be ventilated by electric auxiliary fans. When designated

positions for slot raises are reached, these will be mined to the level above to

create through ventilation from level to level.

1 5 . 1 5 S T O P I N G

Production will commence on the top level following the completion of the slot

raise and the initial blasthole drilling. Production drilling will be done with a

suitable electro- hydraulic longhole drill rig, drilling 57 mm blastholes upward from

the lower drift. Holes will be angled backwards at 11 and blasted such that the

broken ground slumps into the drive with minimum ‘throw’ into the stope.

Removal of the stope blasted ore will be by LHD scooptram operating from below

the brow but not entering completely into the stope for safety reasons. Ore left in

the stope will be recovered from the stopes below. At the lowest level, ore left in

stope will be recovered by scooptram with a remote control facility attached.

The prevailing condition of the hanging wall host rocks will determine the length

of the open stope that can be retreated before it is necessary to leave a rib pillar

for long term overall stability of the stopes hanging wall. The intact rock strength

will also determine the distance between crown pillars. Preliminary estimates

considering Rock Quality Designation (RQD) for the hanging wall rocks indicate

stopes may extend up to 200 m along strike and 100 m between crown pillars.

Where possible, rib pillars will be left in low grade or very thin, uneconomic areas

of the vein.

15.15.1 ORE HAULAGE

Ore will be removed from the stopes by LHD and trammed to ore passes which

feed down to the main haulage adit levels. The ore will then be loaded into

underground trucks for tramming to the surface.
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Figure 15.8 Haulage Route for Longhole Stoping off Spiral Decline

Ramp in Phases 3 & 4

During Phases 3 and 4 in the Central Zone, mining will be down dip due to the

constraints of mining the declines. Ore will be trucked up the declines to the

Main Adit or via the open pit to the surface. This is shown schematically in Figure

15.8.

1 5 . 1 6 U N D E R G R O U N D W A S T E R O C K H A N D L I N G A N D D I S P O S A L

Waste rock will be produced from the mining of the Main Adit Haulage drives.

Waste rock from Main Adit 1 will be dumped initially by LHD Scooptrams

immediately outside the Adit entrance to form a Run of Mine (ROM) Pad to feed

the primary crusher at the front end of the processing plant. Waste rock from

Main Adit 2 will be dumped down the ore / waste pass and loaded into mine

trucks for transporting to the designated waste rock dump site.

Other waste rock will come from the selective mining of the ore drives where the

ore vein is narrower than the ore drive. This waste is difficult to quantify but best

estimate is approximately 34,000 t/a. This will bring the total waste to be handled

to 487,000 t.

1 5 . 1 7 M I N E S C H E D U L I N G

For this level of study, mining schedules are based on the global tonnes and

grades in the geological resource. No grade optimization analyzes has been

undertaken. However, future studies should consider mining areas of high grade

mineralization as early as possible in the mine plan to provide the shortest

payback period.

15.17.1 PRE-PR ODUCT ION PERIOD

It is estimated that the pre-production period will be approximately 1 year

consisting of mobilizing plant and mining equipment, constructing the mine camp,
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establishing access roads to the open pit area and the adit locations and pre-

stripping the open pit and excavating the adit entrances.

15.17.2 BUILD UP T O FULL PR OD UCTION

By the end of the pre-production period the ore in the adits and open pit area will

be exposed and ready for mining. The build up to full production will be as

described in Phase 1 below. At the same time as the open pit and adits are

being mined in mineralization, the Main Haulage Adits 1 and 2 will be mined in

the waste host rock. These Main Adits will provide ventilation and serve as the

main ore haulage ways for transporting the ore to the primary crusher.

The ore and waste drives will be mined approximately 300 m into the hillside and

an orepass will be developed between the levels and on up to the surface.

The mineralization between the Main Adits will be mined first followed by the

block between Main Adit 2 and the surface.

15.17.3 PRODU CTION RATES & M INE L IF E

The mine life is scheduled for 8.4 years with production taking place over 4

Phases and totaling 2.78 Mt at an average grade of 419 g/t silver.

15.17.4 PHASE 1 PR ODUCT ION

Phase 1 production will begin with ore from the development of the adits

immediately above the Main Adit. These adits will follow the ore vein and will

produce approximately 450 t/d or 153,000 t in Year 1. Running concurrent with

the adit development will be production from a small scale open pit mining

outcropping mineralization at the surface. The open pit is scheduled to produce

approximately 340 t/d or 122,000 t in Year 1. Therefore the total production for

Year 1 will be 275,000 t.

15.17.5 PHASE 2 PR ODUCT ION

In Phase 2, production will rise to 340,000 t/a with the introduction of two uphole

retreat stope faces. Ore from these stopes will be tipped into the ore passes and

transferred to the primary crusher using haul trucks. Development ore production

will come from the ore drives being mined for Phase 3.

15.17.6 PHASE 3 PR ODUCT ION

The production rate of 340,000 t/d will be continued in Phase 3 following the

development upwards of inclined spiral ramps in the northwest of the Central

Zone from Main Adits 1 and 2 and simultaneously a ramp decline from the open

pit bottom. These spiral ramps will be serviced by ventilation raises off the Main

Adits and an orepass. Production will come from retreating 2 stope faces and

continuing development of 4 advancing ore drives.
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15.17.7 PHASE 4 PR ODUCT ION

In years 7 and 8 resources will be exhausted in the Central Zone and production

will then come from the area below the Main Adit under the valley floor in the

southeast. As this mining is down dip, production will decrease the deeper the

mining goes. To maintain production levels the northwest orebody will be

brought into production for Years 8 and 9. The mining of the northwest Zone will

be as for Phase 1 i.e. by Adits.

1 5 . 1 8 M I N E P R O D U C T I O N S C H E D U L E

Table 15.3 Mine Production Schedule

Year
Total

-1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Pre-Production kt kt kt kt kt kt kt kt kt kt

Mobilize Equipment & Camp 3mths

Construct Camp 3mths

Establish Access Roads & Excavate Adits 3mths

Establish Portals, Pre Strip Open Pit 3mths

Production Build Up

Phase 1 Open Pit Production 122

Phase 1 Underground Production 153

Total Phase 1 275

Full Production

Phase 2 Uphole Retreat Stoping SE Zone
340

Phase 3 Uphole Retreat Centre & NW
Centre Zone

340 340 340 340

Phase 4 Below Main Adit + NW Orebody 340 340 130

Total Mine Production 0 275 340 340 340 340 340 340 340 130 2,785

Grams per Tonne Ag 419 419 419 419 419 419 419 419 419 419

All figures in kilo tonnes except where stated
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1 5 . 1 9 M I N E D E V E L O P M E N T S C H E D U L E

Adit development will begin in Q3 of Year -1.

Table 15.4 Mine Development Schedule

Mining Capital Development

Year

SumUnits -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lateral & Decline Development

Phase1

Adit 1 Waste Drive & Crosscuts m 300 600 600 1,500

Adit 2 Waste Drive & Crosscuts m 300 600 600 1,500

Total m 3,000

Phase 2

Main Decline from Open Pit m 500 500

Internal Main Spiral Incline 1 m 500 500

Internal Main Spiral Incline 2 m 500 500 1,000

Total m 2,000

Phase 3

Decline from Adit 1 near Portal m 500 500 1,000

Phase 4

Adit 1 Waste Drive & Crosscuts m 300 300

Adit 1 Return Airway m 300 300

Total m 600

Total Lateral Waste Development m 600 1,200 1,700 1,000 500 500 500 600 6600

Vertical Development

Phase 1 Ore Pass m 60 90 150

Phase 2 Ore Pass m 100 100 200

Phase 3 Ore Pass m 100 100 200

Phase 4 Ore Pass m 80 80

Ventilation raises m 100 100 100 100 100 100 70 670

Total Vertical Development m 60 190 200 200 200 200 100 150 1300

Lateral Development Waste t 21,536 43,071 61,017 35,893 17,946 17,946 17,946 21,536 236,891

Vertical Development Waste t 1,582 5,010 5,274 5,274 5,274 5,274 2,637 3,956 34,281

Ore Drive Waste t 12,000 34,000 34,000 34,000 34,000 34,000 34,000 216,000

Total Underground Waste t 23,118 60,081 100,291 75,167 57,220 57,220 54,583 59,491 487,172

t/d 68 177 295 221 168 168 161 175 1,433

1 5 . 2 0 M I N E E X P L O R A T I O N

Since mining drives will follow the veins at 15 m vertical separation it is envisaged

that extensive underground definition drilling will not be necessary.

If underground exploration and orebody definition drilling is necessary, this will be

carried out from drill cubbys mined off the Main Adits and exploration drifts off the

main declines.
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1 5 . 2 1 G E O T E C H N I C A L

15.21.1 INFOR MAT ION AVAILABLE

Geotechnical information is available from 79 drill holes totaling 12,373 m that

were drilled in the Central Zone of the Vertikalny Vein during 2008. The data is in

the form of Total Core Recovery (TCR), RQD and observations of discontinuities.

In addition all retrieved cores were photographed in their core boxes.

15.21.2 PERM AFR OST

A schematic diagram of typical thermal conditions in a permafrost zone is shown

in Figure 15.9. An active layer that undergoes a seasonal freeze / thaw cycle

defines the upper zone. In the simplest case, the ground remains permanently

frozen below the active layer to the depth of the 0° C isotherm, which is defined

as the base of the permafrost. In this region the permafrost is thought to be 300

m thick. The level of zero annual amplitude is the level at which there is no

seasonal variation in temperature. The temperature variation within the

permafrost is dependent on the geothermal gradient. Figure 15.9 represents the

average case, free from any complexities of surface slope, surface cover and

seasonal temperature variations.

Permafrost is known to improve ground conditions and stability in underground

mines. No geotechnical studies have been undertaken at the deposit to establish

the potential strengthening of the in-situ rockmass. It is proposed that during

further exploration work onsite testing using point load index or a schmidt

hammer test on the cores as they are extracted. These results will be compared

to laboratory based tests. The geothermal gradient, active layer and point of zero

amplitude will be established.

To preserve the integrity and stability of an underground excavation the thermal

equilibrium must be maintained. The heat generated by diesel engines, fresh

water and electrical power must be controlled.
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Figure 15.9 Typical Thermal Conditions in a Permafrost Zone

15.21.3 STABIL ITY OF ST OPE OPENIN GS

It is anticipated that the ground condition will be suitable for the proposed mining

method. However, it is recommended that further detailed geotechnical

investigation and analysis are undertaken for future studies. In good to very good

ground conditions therefore, the stope face could be retreated up to 200 m before

a rib pillar is required as support for the hanging wall. This pillar would preferably

be located in a low grade area. After leaving a pillar a new slot would have to be

mined for the stope to continue. As the open stope gets larger in area as mining

proceeds downdip the distance between rib pillars will reduce accordingly.

An allowance has been made for the top drift of the stope to be supported with

1.8 m rockbolts and wire mesh to prevent local falls of ground. The pattern of

bolting should be on a minimum spacing of 1.5 x 1.5 m.
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With “Uphole Retreat” being an “out of stope” mining method (i.e. Mining

personnel do not enter the stope) localized slumping and collapsing of the open

stopes hanging wall should not affect safety or production as the falls will be

contained within the stope and would not directly affect the working areas. To

protect the ore drive from an airblast in the case of a major failure of the hanging

wall, a portion of the blasted ore should be left at the drawpoints entrance. This

ore could then be used as a platform for charging the next fan of blastholes.

15.21.4 STABIL ITY OF DEVELOPM ENT OPENIN GS

MAIN AD IT AND DECL IN E DEVELOPMENTS

Main Adit and decline development will be mined at 3.5 high x 3.5 m wide and

used for ore and waste haulage. They will therefore be supported as permanent

openings.

The following ground support requirements have been catered for:

 Roofbolts in the Main Adit waste drives and declines will be a minimum of 2.4

m in length and installed perpendicular to the direction of any jointing, major

or minor.

 Bolts are recommended to be installed on a minimum pattern of 1.5 m x 1.5

m for the back and shoulders down to 2 m from the floor.

 Where areas of weaker ground or shear zones are encountered welded mesh

screen should be installed with additional bolts.

 At junctions with crosscuts, cubbys etc. additional bolts should be installed on

a “spot’ basis.

 At adit portals, 50 mm of shotcrete should be applied in addition to the bolting

to a distance of at least 40 m inside the portal.

 All main development will require regular inspection and scaling if necessary.

DRIVES IN VEIN

Drives in vein will be mined at 3.0 m wide x 3.5 m high, with an arched roof to

give a stable geometric drift cross section and will only be required to stand or

remain safe, for the relatively short life until mining retreats. They should

therefore be supported as temporary openings only.

 Roofbolts in ore drives should be installed on an inspection ‘spot’ only basis.

 Bolts should be a minimum of 1.8 m in length split sets and meshed where

considered necessary.

 It is anticipated that the poorest ground in terms of RQD will be found in the

first 60 m of adit drivage. To minimize blast damage the ore vein will be

blasted first and mucked out and the waste blasted after separately. The

perimeter holes will contain less explosive charge by the use of “omega”

clips.
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PORT ALS

The first 10 m to 20 m of mining development from the surface is likely to pass

through weathered and fractured rock necessitating an increased level of support

from that previously described, including:

 Smooth blasting with reduced explosive charge in the perimeter holes.

 A 1.2 square metre (m2) pattern of 2.4 m resin grouted rockbolts with 100

square millimetre (mm2) mesh screens installed in the brow and sidewalls of

the portal.

 50 mm of shotcrete should also be applied.

1 5 . 2 2 M I N E C A P I T A L C O S T E S T I M A T E

The initial mine capital cost is estimated at US $17.2 M (US $ 8.9 M on mine

equipment and US $8.3 M on mine infrastructure). The breakdown of this cost

estimate is presented in the following sections:

15.22.1 M IN E EQU IPMENT

Table 15.5 below lists the mining equipment required for pre-production

development of the open pit and underground Phase 1 Adit Mining. For

subsequent phases of mining, additional and/or replacement equipment will be

required to maintain production levels as the mine progresses further into the

hillside and to deeper levels below the level of the Main Adit.

To assess the equipment replacement requirements the life expectancy of each

type of equipment has been assessed as:

 5 years or 15,000 hours for drilling equipment.

 7 years or 20,000 hours for Loading and Hauling Equipment.

 5 years for service vehicles – underground.

 4 years for light vehicles – underground and surface.
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Table 15.5 Mine Capital Equipment

Type Quantity
Total Cost

(US$)

Drilling Equipment

Main Adit & Decline Dev. Jumbo Electro-Hydraulic 1 500,000

Ore drive Jumbos Electro Hydraulic 2 600,000

Raise Mining Stopers Pneumatic 5 42,500

Longhole Jumbo Drill Diesel/Electric 1 500,000

U/G Exploration Drills Diesel Power Pack 2 266,000

Surface DTH Drill Rig Pneumatic 1 115,000

Opening Drilling Spares 20% of Capital Cost 140,000

Subtotal Drilling Equipment 2,163,500

Loading & Hauling Equipment

Development LHD Scooptram Diesel 1.5 m
3

(2 yd
3
) bucket 2 530,000

Stope LHD (with remote control) Diesel 3.8 m
3

(5 yd
3
) bucket 1 380,000

Waste Development LHD Scooptram Diesel 3.8 m
3

(5 yd
3
) bucket 1 380,000

Minetrucks Diesel 16 t 5 1,200,000

Multi-Purpose Tractor* Diesel 1 120,000

Hydraulic Backhoe with Hammer Attachment 1.5 m
3

(2 yd
3
) 1 290,000

Front End Loader Diesel 2.7 m
3

(3.5 yd
3
) 1 160,000

Opening Stock of Spare Parts 20% of Capital Cost 440,000

Subtotal Loading & Haulage 3,500,000

Service Vehicles

Grader Diesel 1 260,000

Bulldozer Tracked, equipped with Ripper (D10) 1 435,000

Charge Up Vehicles Diesel 2 84,000

Scissor lift Diesel 1 255,000

Lube truck With fuelling service 1 270,000

Personnel Carrier For 12 persons 1 200,000

Light Vehicles Pick-up trucks 4 80,000

Opening Stock of Spare Parts 20% of Capital Cost 320,000

Subtotal Service Vehicles 1,904,000

Services

Portable Compressors Diesel 150 kW 2 300,000

Main Ventilation Fans Electric 48” Diameter 2 192,000

Auxiliary Ventilation Fans Electric 24” Diameter 10 150,000

Mobile Generator Sets Diesel 600 kW 2 200,000

Sump Pumps Submersible – Small 4 20,000

Submersible – High Pressure 2 60,000

Water Pipes PVC Mine Pipe (m) 3000 90,000

Electric Power Transmission Lines (m) 2000 270,000

Transformers 1000 kVA 6 81,000

Subtotal Services 1,363,000

Total Mine Equipment 8,930,500
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For the relatively small ore drives single boom narrow vein Jumbos will be

sufficient e.g. Sandvik Quasar 1F. For the larger Main adits and declines a twin

boom development Jumbo should be employed e.g. Sandvik DO220L.

For stope drilling a narrow vein production drill rig such as the Sandvik (Tamrock)

Quasar 1L (DL210) able to drill 51–64 mm blastholes.

For the open pit a Sandvik DI200, or similar, with on board compressor capable

of drilling 70 to 115 mm blastholes should be employed.

For ore drivage vein mucking Sandvik Toro 151 or similar with a 1.5 m

wide,1.6m3 bucket.

15.22.2 M IN E INFRASTRU CTUR E

Table 15.6 below shows the breakdown of the mine infrastructure capital cost

estimate:
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Table 15.6 Mine Infrastructure Capital

Type Quantity
Total Cost

(US$)

Explosive & Diesel Storage

Explosives Magazine (24 t) Steel Container 1 36,000

Detonator Magazine (1 t) Steel Box 1 5,000

Diesel Tank Farm 500,000l Steel Tanks 12 1,200,000

ANFO Plant Steel Foldable Container 1 54,100

Ammonium Nitrate Shed (500 t) Steel Foldable Transportable 1 107,400

Subtotal Storage 1,402,500

Offices & Workshops

Tech. Office with IT and Comms. Portacabins 4 70,000

Mobile Equipment Workshop Steel Foldable Shed 6 250,000

Warehouse / Storage Containers Steel Foldable Shed 1 60,000

Drill Shop & Bit Regrind Containers 2 40,000

Sample Laboratory Portacabins 3 250,000

Core Shed Steel Foldable Shed 1 10,000

Accommodation Blocks Portacabins 20 120,000

Changehouse Portacabins 5 160,000

Dining Hall Purpose Built 1 185,000

Mine Rescue Station Purpose Built 2 90,000

Medical Clinic Purpose Built 2 130,000

Construction Capital Cost * 3 4,095,000

Subtotal Offices & Workshops 5,460,000

Capital Development

Underground Adit Development Flat & Decline Metres 1,200 720,000

Open Pit Pre-Strip Per Tonne 180,000 540,000

Subtotal Capital Development 1,260,000

Transportation & Logistics All of above by ice road truck

At US$ 240 per tonne (round trip) 190,032

Total Mine Infrastructure 8,312,532

1 5 . 2 3 U N D E R G R O U N D M I N E S E R V I C E S

15.23.1 VENTILAT ION

In line with Russian Mining Regulations requirements the ventilation system has

been designed on the basis of providing fresh air at rate of 6 cubic metres per

second (m3 /s) /kilotonne of material mined /month. Thus the overall requirement

for the maximum planned production i.e. approximately 24,000 t /month ore and

6000 t/month of waste would be 180 m3 /s.

Fresh air will be supplied by two Main Level Adits each 3.5 m wide x 3.5 m high

capable of providing 240 m3 /s at a limiting intake air velocity of 10 metres per

second (m/s). Return air will have an equal capacity via a raise to the surface

and two MRA mined parallel to the Main Intake Adits (See Figure 15.6). As the

Main Adits mine further into the hillside and mine air resistance increases the
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Main Adit levels will be linked to a Decline from the surface to provide additional

ventilation (See Figure 15.5).

During the mining ore adit development and ore drives, slot raises will be mined

between the levels prematurely to provide flow through ventilation between the

levels. They will also be equipped with temporary ladderways as a second

means of egress in line with Mining Regulations (See Figure 15.7).

Flow through ventilation may decrease the power requirements for auxiliary vent

fans and for vent tubing. However, the use of slot raises is a temporary measure

as the stoping progresses while connections to the main ventilation system is

being prepared.

The use of variable speed fans will greatly reduce power requirements. Timed

fan switches should be installed that will cut back the fan speed automatically at

times when full speed is not needed. Alternately, heavy machinery can be fitted

with devices that will switch the fans to full power when they are working in the

headings.

Due to the presence of the permafrost the air temperature underground will have

to be kept at slightly below 0° C to prevent it melting during the summer months.

During the winter, care will have to be taken to prevent the buildup of ice or allow

the air temperature to fall below where it becomes too cold for the miners to work

in.

Refrigeration has not been included in the current vent plan and considerable

work remains to ensure that it meets both Russian Mining Regulation

requirements as well as maintaining frozen conditions.

This needs to be considered further in future studies.

1 5 . 2 4 P H A S E 1

Stoping operations will be ventilated by through stopes ventilation from the

surface via the top vent raise and the uppermost adits to the operating adits,

exhausting via the stope haulage adit. The stope ventilation may be assisted by

natural ventilation and boosted by an exhausting auxiliary vent fan near the adits

entrance.

1 5 . 2 5 P H A S E 2

The main ventilation intake will be the Main Adit and decline. Ventilation of the

stopes and development faces will be by forced auxiliary fans and ducting. The

return air and blasting fumes will be exhausted via a return raise mined off the

decline ramp in stages as the ramp descends. Once slot raises have been

mined, through stope ventilation will be provided.
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1 5 . 2 6 P H A S E S 3 & 4

The main ventilation intake will be the Main Adit and the declines from the

surface. Return ventilation will be through the stopes and via the return air raises

mined in stages off the declines. Main ventilation fans will be installed in Fan

Drifts off the main decline from the open pit, and the Main Adit.

1 5 . 2 7 P O W E R R E Q U I R E M E N T S

The main power requirements for mine production will be met by diesel powered

engines, diesel powered compressors and diesel generators. Equipment

requiring direct electrical power will be the electro-hydraulic drills, ventilation fans,

submersible pumps, exploration drills and lighting. For production it is estimated

that two 500 kilovolt-ampere (kVa) transformers will be required.

1 5 . 2 8 D E W A T E R I N G

The Mangazeisky Mine will be situated in a permafrost area and so water

emanating from underground water sources should be minimal. Most water will

come from any underground drilling and will be channeled by gravity collection

sumps. Adits will be mined up dip at 1 in 200 to ensure free drainage. At the adit

entrances the mine water will be collected in tanks for desludging and

recirculated underground as drilling water.

When decline mining is taking place and for mining below the main adit,

electrically powered submersible pumps will be employed to pump water up to

the main decline so that it can flow out of the mine by gravity.

1 5 . 2 9 C O M P R E S S E D A I R

Compressed air will be supplied to the underground workings by portable diesel

powered compressors. Compressed air will be required for:

 Stoper or jackleg drilling in slot, ventilation and orepass raises.

 Charging of blastholes with Ammonium Nitrate and Fuel Oil (ANFO).

 Cleaning out development blastholes.

 Shotcreting.

 Emergency ventilation to work places and refuge stations.

1 5 . 3 0 E X P L O S I V E S T O R A G E A N D H A N D L I N G

The main blasting agent for the underground mine and the open pit will be ANFO.

The ANFO for Mangazeisky will be manufactured on site by a purpose built

ANFO Plant. The Ammonium nitrate will be stored in a large ANFO shed in 25 kg

bags. The shed should be able to store up to 1 year’s supply of Ammonium
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Nitrate (maximum 250 t). The fuel oil will be ordinary diesel stored on site near

the ANFO Plant.

Detonators, primers and detonating cord will be stored in separate magazines on

the surface in accordance with Russian explosive storage regulations. The

detonator magazines will be re-supplied by air freight.

For Phase 1 all explosives will be collected from the surface magazines. For later

phases of mining, magazines will be established underground adjacent to the

main adits and declines.

1 5 . 3 1 F U E L S T O R A G E A N D D I S T R I B U T I O N

Diesel fuel will be delivered to the mine site by road tankers during the ice

trucking season between January and April. The diesel will be kept in purpose

built storage tanks in accordance with Russian regulations appertaining. The

tanks should be in an elevated position so that gravity can be utilized for

distribution to the filling station. The filling station tank should also be elevated

above the level of the vehicles also to utilize gravity for fuelling the vehicles. The

underground LHD scooptrams, longhole drill, diesel generators and compressors

will be supplied by diesel transported by the service vehicle.

1 5 . 3 2 M I N E E Q U I P M E N T M A I N T E N A N C E

A Maintenance Management System (MMS) should be set up early in the Project

to optimize equipment availability and utilization. All major repairs and planned

service maintenance will be carried out in the Heavy Mobile Equipment

Workshop. This workshop should be fully equipped and capable of machine

repair and manufacture of basic spare parts.

Drilling machines will be repaired in the Drill Shop which will also be equipped to

re-sharpen tungsten carbide drill bits and integral steel chisel bits.

1 5 . 3 3 H E A L T H & S A F E T Y

A fully equipped medical centre staffed by qualified medical personnel will be

available on site to treat minor injuries and ailments. The seriously injured and

sick will be evacuated by helicopter to a hospital in Yakutsk.

Underground, First Aid stations will be established close to the working areas

equipped with First Aid boxes and stretchers. All underground personnel will be

equipped with lightweight 30 minute self rescuers.

As the mine expands underground refuge stations will be established and

equipped with self sustaining provisions.

A portacabin will be set aside as a Mine Rescue Station and a Mine Rescue team

established from suitably experienced employees.
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1 5 . 3 4 M A N P O W E R R E Q U I R E M E N T S

Mangazeisky Mine will operate on a 24 hours per day (h/d), 7 days per week

(d/wk) operating for 340 d/a. A 33% increase cover factor has been included for

mine personnel, in the following Tables, to account for 7 days working cover, shift

changes, absenteeism, sickness and other non-productive time e.g. meal times

and power outages.

It is assumed that catering, cleaning, laundry personnel etc. will be supplied by

an outside contractor.
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Table 15.7 Mining Department Personnel

Discipline Number

Management, Admin and Tech

Mine Superintendent 1

Mine Secretary / Clerk 1

Mine Safety Officer / Trainer 1

Mine Engineer / Planner 1

Mine Surveyor 1

Underground Surveyor 1

Survey / Planning Technician 1

Mine Geologist 1

Underground Geologist 1

Geology Technician 1

Geology Samplers 2

Exploration Drillers 4

Utility / Cover (33%) 5

Total 22

Underground Production

Development Miners - Ore 12

Development Miners - Waste 6

Raise Miners - Slots 2

Raise Miners - Services 2

Long Hole Drillers 4

Stope Blasters 2

Mine H/Equipment Operators 8

Support / Construction 3

Shift Bosses 2

Utility /Cover (33%) 14

Total 55

Mine Maintenance

General Foreman 1

Maintenance Clerk / Planner 1

Mechanical Foreman 1

Mechanics - Workshop 3

Mechanics - Underground 2

Machinist / Welder 1

Electrical Foreman 1

Electricians 2

Auto Electrician 1

Tyremen / Salvage etc. 1

Utility / Cover (33%) 5

Total 19

Total Mining Dept. 95
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Table 15.8 Mine Productivity Indicators

Productivities for 1000 t/d

Underground Mining

Tonnes per Manshift 18

Mine and Maintenance

Tonnes per Manshift 13.5

Total Mine Tonnes per Manshift 10.5
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1 6 . 0 R E C O V E R Y M E T H O D S

1 6 . 0 P R O C E S S I N T E R P R E T A T I O N A N D F L O W S H E E T D E V E L O P M E N T

The TSNIGRI report demonstrated that excellent silver recoveries of

approximately 90 - 93% can be achieved using a combination of gravity and

flotation techniques. However, it must be recognized that the site location is very

remote with challenging environmental and logistical problems. This works

against the flotation process which has demanding requirements, for example the

supply and availability of reagents as well as the production and transportation of

the concentrate to a suitable smelter. The plant proposed must also be as simple

to construct, operate and maintain as possible.

In addition, it is typical that smelters would require a zinc concentrate with a

minimum of 50% zinc to begin any sort of negotiation and so there is the question

of whether saleable flotation concentrates can be produced and at the very least,

a differential flotation process may be required to try and produce separate

saleable lead and zinc concentrates, further complicating the plant.

Silver is by far the most valuable economic component (approximately 85%) and

due to the issues noted above, it is proposed that the project only focus on the

recovery of silver. The lead and zinc components are of minor economic value

and there would be a considerable challenge in producing saleable concentrates

due to the mineralogical complexity and considerable additional testwork would

be required.

Therefore, on the basis of the testwork report, it is recommended that a combined

gravity and cyanide-leaching flowsheet be proposed, subject to a full

metallurgical testwork program at a later stage and mindful of the high cyanide

consumptions experienced with the treatment of flotation tailings. It is expected

that field cyanide consumptions for leaching ore after grinding and gravity

recovery would be significantly less, but this needs to be confirmed with testwork.

The proposed flowsheets are shown in Figure 16.1 and Figure 16.2.

The principle has been to utilize a flowsheet that is as simple to supply, operate

and maintain as possible whilst minimizing the power requirement. In addition, if

constructed on a hillside for example, use can be made of gravity as much as

possible to minimize pumping requirements.

A standard crushing and milling circuit will be employed to produce a suitable

feed for cyanide leaching at a size of typically 80% minus 75 µm. However, a

gravity circuit will be employed to recover coarse silver from the mill discharge.

Normally, a centrifugal gravity separator, such as a Knelson or Falcon

Concentrator would be employed. However, these units are relatively complex to

operate and maintain and bearing in mind the need to keep things simple, it is
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recommended that a system employing, for example, plane tables for primary

gravity recovery and shaking tables for final concentrate upgrading be used.

Plane tables have been used very successfully for coarse precious metal

recovery. They are simple to construct and operate and can be made on site

using local wood, thereby keeping costs down to a minimum and require no

power. Shaking tables are also standard technology for gravity concentrate

upgrading and again are substantially made of wood with minimal power

requirement.

Due to the relatively high tonnage of gravity concentrate produced on a daily

basis, it is proposed that an ILR, for example a Gekko, be employed to dissolve

the high-grade silver concentrate from the shaking tables with cyanide. The

resultant silver-bearing solution can then be pumped directly to the direct

electrowinning process. In this way, the only product requiring direct smelting on-

site is the cathode product from the direct electrowinning process.

The gravity tailings will be conventionally cyanide leached to dissolve the silver

into a high-grade leach solution. Conventionally, with such high grade silver ore,

a Merrill Crowe process would then be used to recover the silver from solution.

Typically, the unit processes involved would include counter-current decantation

(CCD) or filtration for recovery of the silver-bearing solution from the solids,

followed by deaeration, clarification and recovery of the silver using zinc powder,

followed by acid digestion, filtration and smelting. The Merrill Crowe process is

both costly and complex to operate and maintain and is not considered ideal for

this project if it can be at all avoided.

Conventional gold / silver processing, with relatively low silver values, typically

uses a Carbon-in-Leach (CIL) process which utilizes cyanide leaching and

recovery of the dissolved precious metals onto activated carbon, which is then

pressure stripped with a hot caustic solution to re-dissolve the precious metals

into a high-grade pregnant solution which is then treated by conventional

electrowinning to produce cathodes suitable for direct smelting.

Due to the exceptionally high silver grades and the requirement to avoid the

Merrill Crowe process, there is the possibility of utilizing a direct electrowinning

process. In this technique, the high-grade silver-rich solution from the leaching

process is passed directly to specially constructed electrowinning cells for direct

recovery of the silver onto cathodes and therefore no conventional pressure

stripping or elution process is required. This considerably reduces the capital

cost, is easier to operate and maintain and should lend itself to a compact

modular design.

The direct electrowinning process is a proprietary technology using the EMEW®

Cell. Although electrowinning itself is an old technology (100 years old

approximately), its application in a direct electrowinning process using a new cell

design is new, although it is stated that there are already commercial applications

in Asia, Africa, North America and Europe.
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The silver cathodes from the direct electrowinning process can be smelted very

simply on site to produce Dore silver bars that can easily be transported off-site to

a suitable refinery.

The low throughput and production of a dry solids tailings with the selected

flowsheet allows the tailings to be dry stacked, which offers several advantages

in this case compared to a conventional Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) or

impounded dam.

1 6 . 1 D E S I G N C R I T E R I A

A preliminary Process Design Criteria has been developed based on the very

limited data available and is shown in Table 16.1.

Table 16.1 Preliminary Process Design Criteria

Description Unit Value

General

Ore Characteristics

Ore Bulk Density 2.70*

As-Delivered Ore Moisture % 5.0

Operating Schedule

Shifts/Day shifts /day 2

Hours/Shift h 12

Hours/Day h 24

Days/Year days 340

Plant Availability/Utilization

Crushing Plant Utilization % 75

Nominal Plant Throughput t/d 1,000

Nominal Processing Rate t/h 56

Annual Design Processing Rate t/y 340,000

Milling Plant Utilization % 93

Nominal Processing Rate t/h 45

Production

Head Grade, Silver g/t 419

Product Size P80, mm 0.075

Silver Recovery % 90

Silver Production ounces/y 4,122,173

kg/y 128,214

Crushing

Primary Crushing

Feed Particle Size, maximum mm 500

Feed Particle Size, P80 mm 400

Primary Crusher Type Jaw

Size Metso C100 1100mm x 850mm

Motor Size kW 150

Closed-size setting mm 70
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Secondary Crushing

Secondary Screen Type Double deck, horizontal, vibrating

Size 5' x 16'

Number Needed 1

Motor Size kW 11

Top Deck Aperture Size mm 50

Bottom Deck Aperture Size mm 10

Secondary Crusher Type Standard Cone

Number Needed 1

Size Metso GP100 Fine Cone

Motor Size kW 75

Closed-size setting mm 20

Milling

Milling Type Overflow Discharge Ball Mill

Size 3.6 m x 3.6 m

Number Needed 1

Motor Size kW 812

Ball Consumption kg/t 1

Classifying Hydrocyclones Type Krebs 10"

Number Needed 4

Gravity

Primary Recovery Type Plane Tables

Size 42" x 12'

Number Needed 3

Secondary Recovery Type Shaking Tables

Size Single Deck 90 ft
2

Number Needed 9

Leaching

Trash Screen Type 5' x 16' Single Deck Vibrating Screen

Number Needed 1

Leach Tanks Size 6.7 m x 6.7 m x 0.95 cm (236 m3)

Number Needed 7

Filtration

Dewatering Hydrocyclones Type Krebs 10"

Number Needed 4

Pressure Filtration Type Rotary Disc Filter

Size 10 Disc, 3.9m Diameter

Number Needed 2

Clarification Type Leaf Clarifier

Number Needed 2

Direct Electrowinning

Electrowinning Cell Type EMEW® Plating Cell

Cathode Area per Cell m2 0.50

Flowrate per Cell l/h 6,000

Approx Number of Cells 50

Smelting

Type Diesel-Fired Tilting Furnace
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Smelting Temperature °C 1050

Reagents

Consumption

Lime kg/t 1

Sodium Cyanide - Leach kg/t 1

Fluxes

Borax % 10

Silica Sand % 80

Sodium Carbonate % 5

Sodium Nitrate % 5

* A density of 2.70 has been applied here to account for dilution and pending further

tests and studies.

1 6 . 2 P R O C E S S D E S C R I P T I O N

16.2.1 CRU SHIN G

ROM ore with a maximum size of approximately 500 mm will be trucked to the

ROM pad from which the ore will be loaded via a front end loader into the crusher

ROM feed bin. A grizzly will allow oversize rocks to be removed or broken down

with a dedicated rock breaker. The ROM feed bin will incorporate a vibrating

feeder and scalping screen installed at the bottom to feed the jaw crusher. The

jaw crusher will be a Metso C100 1100 mm x 850 mm or equivalent. Oversize

from the scalping screen will feed the primary jaw crusher that will crush down to

approximately 70 mm.

Scalped fines from the scalping screen will pass directly to the crusher product

conveyor belt along with the crushed product from the jaw crusher and is

conveyed to the secondary crusher double deck vibrating screen. The crushed

product conveyor belt will be installed with a weightometer and metal detector.

The screen size will be approximately 5 foot (ft) x 16 ft and will be a double deck

screen with installed polyurethane panels of 10 mm aperture size for the bottom

deck and 50 mm for the top deck. The oversize from the screen will pass directly

to the secondary cone crusher fitted with a feed chute to allow choke feeding of

the crusher. The closed side setting of the crusher will be approximately 20 mm

and the crushed product discharge conveyed back to the screen via two transfer

conveyors and a transfer chute, i.e. the cone crusher will operate in closed circuit

with the screen.

The cone crusher will be a Metso GP100 fine cone crusher or equivalent. Screen

undersize (-10 mm) and with 80% passing 8 mm, which is the final crushed

product, will be conveyed to either a small fine ore stockpile or fine ore bin. The

latter may be more appropriate considering the cold winter months to prevent any

freezing of fine ore on a stockpile. The bin would have suitable vibratory devices

installed to dislodge any frozen ore hanging up.

The crushing circuit is designed to operate at 75% availability to allow for

operational and mechanical maintenance. The exact equipment specification
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and mass balance will be determined after a future metallurgical testwork

program that will include determination of the Crusher Work Index and Abrasion

Index values. The equipment suppliers will typical run their proprietary simulation

software to determine the optimum equipment selection and configuration.

Spare sets of jaw and cone crusher liners will be kept on site as these are

consumables.

16.2.2 M ILL IN G AND GR AVIT Y

Crushed ore in the fine ore bin will feed directly onto the ball mill feed conveyor

belt. This belt will be installed with a weightometer and automatic sampler from

which the primary accounting information can be obtained, i.e. the throughput,

silver head grade and moisture content. Typically, this belt would have a variable

speed drive installed.

A single ball mill will be used to achieve the required grind size for effective

cyanide leaching, i.e. typically 80% passing 75 µm, although the optimum grind

size will be determined from future testwork. The ball mill will be a standard open

discharge mill operating in closed circuit with hydrocyclones to produce a ground

product suitable for the downstream leaching process. The approximate size of

the ball mill is 3.6 x 3.6 m installed with an 812 kW motor. The exact size and

motor requirement will be determined pending a future testwork program that will

include determination of the Bond Ball Mill Work Index. Grinding media as steel

balls will be added at the rate of approximately 1 kg/t of ore using a wheeled

crane and kibble with the balls added to the mill feed spout. Water will be added

to the mill feed to achieve an operating mill pulp density of approximately 70%

solids by weight. Prior to being pumped to the hydrocyclones, the mill discharge

slurry will pass through a gravity circuit to recover the coarse silver content.

Typically, three to six month’s supply of steel balls will be kept on site as

consumables, together with at least one spare set of mill liners. For the relatively

small size of mill, rubber liners may be an appropriate alternative to standard

steel liners.

The primary gravity circuit will consist of a series of plane tables that can, if

desired, be made on site substantially of wood and are very easy to operate and

maintain with no power requirement. They will produce a continuous primary

gravity concentrate that will be upgraded in a series of secondary shaking tables

to produce a high-grade gravity concentrate that will be intensively leached in a

Gekko In-Line Leach Reactor. The resulting high-grade silver solution will be

pumped directly to the direct electrowinning process. The leached solids from

the ILR are pumped back to the mill.

Basic plane tables consist of a series of inclined plane riffled decks with a small

step between successive decks. Riffled rubber matting is installed such that the

riffles are in line with the slurry flow. It is anticipated that the plane tables can be

substantially constructed on site using local wood and the riffled rubber matting

fixed in place. The slurry flows over the decks and the tailings overflow from the

open end of the last deck. The primary concentrate passes through the

transverse slots between the decks. Any number of decks can be used in series
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allowing for the headroom and distance. The process is continuous so that the

primary concentrate will flow into a suitable agitated tank or sump and then

pumped to a distributor for feeding the shaking tables. Water will be added to the

shaking table feed to maintain a pulp density of approximately 25% solids by

weight.

Shaking tables can be purchased in several forms and are suitable for upgrading

primary gravity concentrate. Plane tables and shaking tables have been used

very successfully for gold recovery in this way, for example the Sheba plant in

Barberton, South Africa, which recovered 30-60% of its gold production in a

single stage ball mill circuit.

As with the plane tables, they are substantially constructed of wood with rubber

riffled decking fixed to the smooth wooden deck. They are very easy to operate

and maintain.

It is anticipated that local repairs of the plane and shaking tables will easily be

carried out by carpenters.

The optimum configuration of the plane and shaking tables will be determined

after a future testwork program.

The Gekko ILR will be supplied as a proprietary skid-mounted unit which will treat

the shaking table concentrate and dissolve the silver in a highly concentrated

caustic cyanide solution, suitable for pumping direct to the direct electrowinning

process. The leached solids will be returned to the milling circuit.

The gravity tailings will be pumped to the hydrocyclones from a dedicated sump

and pump arrangement. The sump level will be controlled automatically and

water will be added as required to maintain the optimum hydrocyclone feed

density. The coarse particles are returned in the hydrocyclone underflow to the

ball mill for further grinding and the overflow is piped directly to the trash screen

prior to leaching at the selected grind size of 80% passing 75 µm. The trash

screen will remove any tramp material, plastic, wood etc. and the undersize at

approximately 40-45% solids by weight will gravitate to the first of seven agitated

leach tanks.

The milling circuit and other downstream areas of the plant are designed to run

for 340 d/a, i.e. an overall availability of 93%.

16.2.3 LEAC HIN G

The six agitated leach tanks are designed to give a residence time of

approximately 20 hours although the actual design residence time will be

determined from a future metallurgical testwork program. Lime slurry and

cyanide solution will be added to the trash screen undersize to maintain a pH of

approximately 10.5 and an initial cyanide concentration of approximately 500

parts per million (ppm). The lime slurry and cyanide solution will be prepared in

the reagent preparation area and pumped in a ring main from which the additions

can be made to the trash screen undersize flow and to the first pre-leach tank as

required. Slurry will flow by gravity down the train of tanks via inter-tank launders.
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The tanks will be constructed on progressively lower elevations to allow the flow

of slurry by gravity from tank to tank. Under these conditions, the silver will

progressively dissolve into solution such that, after the last tank, the solids are

essentially barren of leachable silver. The solution containing the dissolved silver

must then be separated from the solids and the solution then proceeds to the

direct electrowinning process.

The leach tanks will be constructed of mild steel with a volume per tank of

approximately 236 m3 and a tank size of approximately 6.7 m diameter (ø) by 6.7

m height. Each tank will have an agitator installed for slurry agitation. At this

stage, but pending future metallurgical testwork, it is not anticipated that

additional oxygen will be required to achieve target silver recovery. However,

allowance has been made for an air compressor to supply compressed air to the

leach tanks, normally delivered via internal piping through the agitator shaft.

16.2.4 DEWAT ER IN G , F ILT RAT ION AN D CLARIF ICAT ION

The required solid-liquid separation is achieved using a combination of

dewatering hydrocyclones, pressure filters and clarifiers. The slurry from the last

leach tank will be pumped through a series of dewatering hydrocyclones. The

exact configuration will be determined in a future study. The hydrocyclone

overflow will be further clarified in a leaf clarifier or equivalent to provide a

suitable solution for the direct electrowinning process. The direct electrowinning

process has more tolerance for solids in solution than the conventional

electrowinning process. The hydrocyclone underflow, at the required optimum

feed density, will pass to an agitated filter feed tank from which the slurry will be

pumped to a rotary disc filter. The approximate size of this unit (to be determined

from future filtration testwork) is a 3.9 m ø 10-disc unit.

It is recommended that two units be installed, one operating and the other as a

standby, to allow for sufficient maintenance and cleaning of the cloths etc. The

disc filter will produce a dry solids tailings product at low moisture content which

can be disposed of via a dry stacking process. Solution recovered from the disc

filter will be pumped to the clarifier.

The clarifier (leaf-type or equivalent) will remove any further solids from the

dewatering hydrocyclones to a level suitable for direct electrowinning.

It is expected that this section of the plant can be easily modularized for easier

transport and installation.

16.2.5 D IR ECT ELECTR OWINNIN G

The direct electrowinning process employs patented EMEW® cell technology to

recover plated silver on cathodes which can be directly smelted with the gravity

concentrate to produce Dore silver bars. The technology is owned by

Electrometals Technologies Limited. The EMEW® cells can be accommodated in

small and compact modularized units.
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The individual cells are constructed from a pair of tubular electrodes and the ends

fitted with plastic end caps, allowing high flow and efficient mixing through the

closed chamber so formed. A typical plating cell of 150 mm ø has a cathode

area of 0.5 m2 with a flow capacity of approximately 6,000 litres per hour (L/h).

The inside surface of the pipe is the cathode and is typically constructed of

stainless steel or polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The anode, constructed of stainless

steel for high pH solutions, runs through the centre of each cell. For plating cells,

a starter sheet of stainless steel is slid inside the body of the cell and the silver is

plated onto this removable/reusable starter sheet.

Multiple numbers of cells can be installed in compact modular units. The circuit is

extremely simple and only requires the provision of Alternating Current (AC)

power for the rectifier and pumps, general services and feed solution supply.

Plating cells are harvested by removing the top cap and extracting the cathodes.

The starter sheet is replaced and the process starts again. Barren solution from

the electrowinning process is returned either to the leaching circuit for slurry

density control as required or pumped to the detox circuit for cyanide destruction

prior to disposal. This will also enable control of the build-up of any deleterious

elements in the barren solution.

The EMEW® facility will generally be sized and designed around the results of a

testwork program and the number of units installed will take into account

variations in feed solution grade and other site-related conditions.

Due to the high silver head grade, the direct electrowinning process offers a

viable alternative to conventional Merrill Crowe technology, which is traditionally

complex to operate and maintain. Advantages of direct electrowinning are that it

is very simple to operate and maintain, can be easily modularized, does not

require the de-aerated and clarified solution quality needed for Merrill Crowe with

a higher tolerance to solids and no additional reagents such as lead nitrate or

zinc powder. The design of the cell allows for very efficient plating of silver to

cathode.

Although electrowinning is an old technology, direct electrowinning process using

EMEW® cell technology is relatively new. However, it is stated that there are

already commercial applications in Asia, Africa, North America and Europe. This

would need to be further investigated at the PFS stage of the project regarding

43-101 requirements and therefore the degree of metallurgical testwork required

to “prove” the technology. Electrometals Technologies Limited state there is now

a wealth of operating data collected through extensive trials and usage of the

technology over a ten year period that makes it possible to provide valid

predictions of performance over a wide range of applications and confident

determination of capital and operating costs.

16.2.6 SMELTIN G

The silver cathodes will be smelted on site to produce Dore silver bars that can

easily be transported off site to a suitable refinery. The furnace used will be a

large diesel-fired tilting furnace that will be used daily with a cascade mould

system to produce multiple bars for each pour. It is expected that approximately
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thirteen 25 kg bars will be produced daily. A dedicated gold room will be required

for the smelting process and incorporating the EMEW® cells for maximum

security. Silver Dore bars will be stored in a dedicated safe until transport is

arranged to the refinery, typically once per week.

Fluxes required for smelting will typically include borax, silica sand, soda ash and

sodium nitrate.

16.2.7 PLANT SERVICES AND REAGENT S

Typical plant services will include an air compressor to supply compressed air to

the agitated leach tanks for effective silver dissolution and for instrument air. It is

expected that plant instrumentation will be minimal.

Fresh water will be supplied via direct pumping from the river to a dedicated

process water tank. Process water pumps will then deliver water as required to

the plant, principally as ball mill feed and to control pulp densities in the gravity

circuit.

A detox circuit will be required to treat the spent electrolyte as required to control

the water balance in the leaching circuit and prevent a buildup of any possibly

deleterious elements in the barren solution. This will be the subject of a testwork

program. At this stage, a single-stage tank using the INCO process is envisaged.

Although this solution could be returned to the process water tank and used in

the milling circuit to minimize fresh water make-up, this would result in milling in

cyanide which would introduce potential operational and health and safety

complications and therefore not recommended considering the site location.

The principal reagents are lime and cyanide.

Lime will be delivered in 1 t bulk bags as hydrated lime powder. Expected

consumption rates are only one bag per day. The lime will be mixed in a

dedicated agitated mixing tank, typically with capacity for one week of lime

consumption and transferred to a storage tank where water is added and the

resulting lime slurry pumped in a ring main system delivering the lime to the

leaching circuit to maintain the pH at 10.5 as required. The lime bags will be

added to the mixing tank using a hoist and bag-breaker installed above the tank.

Lime bags will be stored in a dedicated and covered lime storage area.

Cyanide will be delivered as 1 t bulk bags containing sodium cyanide briquettes.

The briquettes will be added to an agitated cyanide mixing tank, with the required

volume of water added, by hoisting the bag onto a bag-breaker situated above

the tank and enclosed in a steel chute for dust control. The cyanide solution will

be made up to approximately 25% concentration. A split tank system can be

used whereby two-thirds of the tank is dedicated for cyanide mixing and the other

third as storage from which the cyanide solution is pumped via the ring main to

the leaching circuit as required to maintain an initial cyanide concentration of

approximately 500 ppm in the first leach tank.
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A bunded concrete spillage area with dedicated sump pump is required.

Cyanide bags are normally contained within wooden crates and stored on a

concrete platform in the open air with access for a forklift.

A dedicated wheeled crane is required for general plant use, steel ball addition,

maintenance and reagent preparation together with a dedicated fork lift.

Power will be supplied from the power plant using diesel generators.

1 6 . 3 C A P I T A L C O S T S

Capital costs have been estimated by generating an equipment list and

estimating the capital cost using the latest edition of Mine and Mill Equipment

Costs developed by InfoMine USA, Incorporated (Inc). This is perfectly adequate

for scoping study purposes, where the estimate is typically within the range of +/-

40%.

Installed motor sizes were also estimated the same way. Where relevant data

was not available from the manual, other estimates were made.

Once the basic equipment cost was calculated, factors were applied to estimate

the indirect capital costs, these factors being generated from similar projects.

Additional capital was included to cover trucks for the dry stacking operation,

wheel loaders, forklift, crane and some building coverage.

By this method, the estimated capital cost is US $38.6 M +/- 40.

Table 16.2 summarizes the estimation of the capital cost.

1 6 . 4 O P E R A T I N G C O S T S

The operating cost includes the following estimated components:

 Labour (operations and maintenance).

 Reagents and Consumables (plant).

 Maintenance Spares.

 Power.

 General and Administration.

 Dry Stacking.

Labour has been estimated assuming a typical structure and using approximate

labour rates from a similar project (Kupol in Russia). A 12-hour shift roster has

been assumed with three shifts required to cover for rostered days off.

Reagent consumptions have been estimated based on the very limited

information available and from experience of similar projects. There are
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indications that cyanide consumption will be higher than normal and some

allowance has been made for this, although this will be confirmed with the next

phase of testwork.

Maintenance spares have been calculated assuming 5% of the cost of the

mechanical equipment.

Power costs have been calculated based on the estimate of installed power

requirements, the availabilities of 75% for crushing and 93% for the rest of the

plant and an assumed power cost of $0.40 per kilowatt hour (kWh), based on on-

site generated power.

General and Administration costs have been estimated at an annual US $1 M

with an additional allowance made for contract assaying at an external laboratory.

An estimated US $1 / t was also included for the detox circuit.

An allowance has been made for the operating cost of dry stacking, which is

typically in the range of US $1.50-3.00 /t, so a value of US $2 /t has been

assumed.

The total plant operating cost is estimated as US $46.5 /t +/- 40%.

Table 16.2 Estimate of Plant Capital Cost

Plant Major Equipment

Item Size No.
Motor

kW
Total

kW
Unit Cost

Total
Cost

Feed Hopper 45 t Feed Hopper 1 0 0 74,200 74,200

Vibrating Feeder 3.66 m x 1.52 m 1 1.5 1.5 31,050 31,050

Rock Breaker 1 276,900 276,900

Primary Jaw Crusher Metso C100 1100mm x 850mm 1 150 150 248,700 248,700

Discharge Conveyor 42 " Conveyor, 200 ft long 1 60 60 261,200 261,200

Weightometer 1 0 0 14,200 14,200

Metal Detector 1 0 0 14,200 14,200

Magnet 1 6.5 6.5 19,950 19,950

Secondary Cone Crusher Metso GP100 Fine Cone 1 75 75 605,200 605,200

Secondary Crusher Screen 5' x 16' Double Deck Horizontal Vibrating Screen 1 11 11 52,500 52,500

Transfer Conveyors 42 " Conveyor, 200 ft long 3 60 180 261,200 783,600

Fine Ore Bin 200 t Capacity c/w Feeder 1 4 4 216,000 216,000

Ball Mill Feed Belt 42 " Conveyor, 200 ft long 1 60 60 261,200 261,200

Weightometer 1 0 0 14,200 14,200

Sampler Automatic Belt 1 1 1 39,150 39,150

Ball Mill 3.66m x 3.66m Overflow Discharge 1 812 812 1,320,000 1,320,000

Plane Tables 42" x 12' 3 0 0 1,650 4,950

Shaking Tables Single Deck 90 ft2 9 1.5 13.5 36,800 331,200

In-Line Leach Reactor Gekko 1 16 16 250,000 250,000

Hydrocylone Feed Pump Heavy Duty Slurry Pump, 7571 lpm, 100 feet head 2 75 150 28,000 56,000

Classifying Hydrocyclones 10" Krebs Hydrocyclones 8 0 0 4,930 39,440

Trash Screen 5' x 16' Single Deck Horizontal Vibrating Screen 1 11 11 52,500 52,500
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Leach Tanks 6.7 m x 6.7 m x 0.95 cm (236 m3) 6 0 0 68,400 410,400

Tank Agitators 54" Impeller Diameter, 6" Lower Shaft Diameter 6 150 900 236,750 1,420,500

Compressors Rotary Screw 2 220 440 70,500 141,000

Overhead Crane 20 t 1 75 75 160,300 160,300

Dewatering Hydrocyclones 10" Krebs Hydrocyclones 8 0 0 4,930 39,440

Disk Filters 10 Disc, 3.9m Diameter 2 4 8 299,500 599,000

Clarifier Leaf Clarifier 2 11 22 100,000 200,000

Direct Electrowinning Proprietary EMEW® Direct Electrowinning 1 40 40 825,000 825,000

Smelting Furnace Diesel-Fired Tilting Furnace 2 4 8 72,500 145,000

Lime Mixing Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Lime Storage Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Agitators 35" impeller, 2.7 m shaft 2 10 20 43,500 87,000

Pumps 4 2 8 8,100 32,400

Cyanide Mixing/Storage Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Agitator 44" impeller, 3.7 m shaft 1 10 10 43,500 43,500

Pumps 2 2 4 8,100 16,200

Caustic Mixing/Storage Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Agitator 35" impeller, 2.7 m shaft 1 10 10 43,500 43,500

Pumps 2 2 4 8,100 16,200

Detox Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Agitator 35" impeller, 2.7 m shaft 1 10 10 43,500 43,500

Pumps 2 2 4 8,100 16,200

3,115 9,388,330

Factor

Civils 0.17 1,596,016

Earthworks 0.14 1,314,366

Structural Steel 0.49 4,600,282

Platework 0.10 938,833

Piping & Valves 0.22 2,065,433

Electrical & Instrumentation 0.22 2,065,433

Construction 0.48 4,506,398

Vendor Services 0.03 281,650

First Fills 0.03 281,650

Spares 0.07 657,183

Transport 0.60 5,632,998

Indirect Capital Costs 2.55 23,940,242

Sub-Total 33,328,572

Trucks for Dry Stack Disposal 43 t 3 717,000 2,151,000

Wheel Loader 8.4 m3 Bucket 2 1,290,000 2,580,000

Truck-Mounted Crane 40 t 1 345,000 345,000

Forklift 2 t 1 50,000 50,000

Buildings 50 ft x 50 ft @ $70/sq ft erected 1 175,000 175,000

Sub-Total 5,301,000

Total 3,115 38,629,572

Throughput t/d 1000

Operating Days 340

Throughput t/a 340,000
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Table 16.3 Estimate of Plant Operating Cost

Labour - Processing Labour - Maintenance

Description No
Salary

$/y
Total Cost

$
Description No

Salary
$/y

Total
Cost $

Process Manager 1 140,000 140,000 Engineering Manager 1 140,000 140,000

Metallurgist 1 25,000 25,000 Maintenance Supt. 1 25,000 25,000

Shift Boss 4 22,000 88,000 Electrical Foreman 1 22,000 22,000

Crusher Operators 9 15,000 135,000 Electricians 6 15,000 90,000

Mill Operators 9 15,000 135,000 Instrumentation 2 15,000 30,000

Gravity Operators 9 15,000 135,000 Mechanical Foreman 1 22,000 22,000

CIL Operators 9 15,000 135,000 Fitters 8 15,000 120,000

Electrowinning 9 15,000 135,000 Boilermakers 8 15,000 120,000

Filtration 9 15,000 135,000 Carpenters 4 15,000 60,000

Goldroom 4 15,000 60,000 General Assistants 8 15,000 120,000

Total 64 1,123,000 Total 40 749,000

$/t 3.30 $/t 2.20

Reagents and Consumables

Units
kg/t

or No.
Cost,
$/Unit

Cost
$/t

Primary Crusher Liners set 2 25,000 0.15

Cone Crusher Liners set 2 40,000 0.24

Mill Liners set 1 100,000 0.29

Grinding Balls tonne 1.0 1,500 1.50

Lime tonne 1.0 700 0.70

Cyanide tonne 1.5 3,000 4.50

Total $/t 7.38

Power No.
Motor

kW
Total

kW

Hrs
Running

per month
kWh/y

$/kW
h

$/t

Feeder 1 1.5 1.5 558 10,044

Primary Jaw Crusher 1 150 150 558 1,004,400

Discharge Conveyor 1 60 60 558 401,760

Magnet 1 6.5 6.5 558 43,524

Secondary Cone Crusher 1 75 75 558 502,200

Secondary Screen 1 11 11 558 73,656

Transfer Conveyors 3 60 180 558 1,205,280

Ore Bin Feeder 1 4 4 693 33,264

Feed Conveyor 1 60 60 693 498,960

Ball Mill 1 812 812 693 6,752,992

Shaking Tables 9 1.5 13.5 693 112,273

In Line Leach Reactor 1 16 16 693 133,056

Hydrocylone Feed Pump 1 75 75 693 623,737

Trash Screen 1 11 11 693 91,481

Tank Agitators 6 150 900 693 7,484,844

Compressors 1 220 220 693 1,829,628

Disk Filters 1 4 4 693 33,266
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Clarifier 1 11 11 693 91,481

Direct Electrowinning 1 40 40 693 332,660

Smelting Furnace 1 4 4 124 5,952

Reagent Preparation 1 36 36 124 53,568

Detox 1 14 14 693 116,431

Total 21,434,458 0.40 25.22

Maintenance Spares 469,417

5% of Mechanical Equipment $/t 1.38

G&A Cost $/y $/t

Contract Assaying 360,000 1.06

Other 1,000,000 2.94

Detox 1.00

$/t 5.00

Dry Stacking $/t 2.00

Total $/t 46.48

It is clear that the power component accounts for 60% of the total operating cost,

so all efforts should be directed into reducing this. This may include future

studies on the use of wind and hydroelectric power, for example, to supplement

the generated power and reduce the number of units required.

1 6 . 5 S I T E L O C A T I O N , T A I L I N G S D I S P O S A L A N D L E A D / Z I N C

V A L U E S

16.5.1 GEN ERAL

A preliminary site plan has been developed which shows the plant to be

constructed below the main adit level located on a hillside. This allows the use of

gravity wherever possible to minimize pumping requirements. With the use of

modularized units wherever possible, this should allow a compact plant with small

footprint to be developed.

The use of heated buildings may have to be considered for some sections of the

plant but this has not been allowed for at this stage of the study.

16.5.2 DRY STACKIN G

The proposed dry stacking area for the tailings is situated approximately 3.5 km

from the plant and the tailings, after filtration, can be directly trucked to the dry

stack area.
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Future testwork will be required to determine the dry stack properties of the

filtered tailings, e.g. with regard to acid drainage and the possible requirement for

a plastic liner.

A brief description of the dry stacking technique follows.

With dry stacking, the tailings slurry is filtered using large capacity vacuum and

pressure belt filters to produce solid tailings with moisture contents typically less

than 20% that can be deposited by truck or conveyor. Filtered tailings are spread

and compacted to form an unsaturated dense and stable tailings stack requiring

no dam for retention.

Specific advantages of dry stacking apply to arid regions, where water is scarce;

cold regions, where water handling is difficult; for recovery improvement (silver in

solution recovery); where high risk of earthquakes precludes conventional dams;

in hilly areas where suitable dam sites are difficult to locate.

In addition, the lower footprint offers significant benefits, being easier to reclaim

with much lower long-term environmental liability.

The main design criteria are the filtering and geomechanical characteristics of the

tailings and tailings and water management. Testwork is essential to evaluate

the filtering characteristics of the tailings and the strength, moisture retention and

hydraulic conductivity characteristics need to be established. The design needs

to be compatible with how the stack can be constructed using conventional

haulage and placement equipment. Surface water, particularly concentrated

runoff, should not be permitted to enter the dry stack and the catchment and

routing of precipitation on the dry stack itself must be designed for.

Construction and operational considerations include the site development (liners

may be required for the design of the interception and collection system for

surface water runoff); tailings transport and placement (e.g. conveyors or trucks);

water conservation and reclamation and closure.

Concerning economics, it is difficult to compare with conventional dam design

due to the difficulty in estimating closure and long-term liability costs. However,

in general, for those operations using dry stacking, there has not been an overall

economic advantage although, for some operations, the increased operating cost

has been offset by regulatory issues and closure/reclaim costs.

Capital costs in general shift from the construction of conventional dams to the

filtration plant required for dry stacking. Although dry stacking is generally limited

to operations of less than 15,000 t/d, the capital cost is much more attractive for

operations of less than 2,000 t/d.

Operating costs are certainly higher and an average likely estimate has been

made of between US $1.50 - $3.00 /t which includes filtering, transport placement

and compaction.
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16.5.3 LEAD AND Z INC VALU ES

As previously stated, the focus of the process flowsheet development has been

to maximize silver recovery, which accounts for approximately 85% of the

economic component, with the lead and silver values reporting to the tailings.

However, a major advantage of the dry stack method is that the tailings can

easily be reclaimed, from a smaller footprint than with a conventional TSF, to

allow for possible future processing using differential flotation to try and recover

saleable lead and zinc concentrates.

At this stage, any attempt to recover the lead and zinc with differential flotation

along the lines proposed by the TSNIGRI report, will cause a significant quantum

increase in the capital and operating costs outlined in this scoping study report

and contribute vastly to the complexity of operation, in particular with the flotation

circuit and requirement for skilled operators, additional power, reagent supply and

water requirements. In addition, a robust metallurgical testwork program would

be required to determine if saleable lead and zinc concentrates can be produced

for a suitable local smelter.

Figure 16.1 Proposed Crushing Schematic Flowsheet
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Figure 16.2 Proposed Milling Schematic Flowsheet
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1 7 . 0 P R O J E C T I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

Silver Bear are considering a number of options to improve and service the

conceptual mine during construction and operation. In summary these include:

 Upgrade of winter roads, extending the period for their use to 4 months or

greater.

 Construction of additional roads in project site area.

 Storage facilities at the ports of either Sandgar or Batamai or both.

 Upgrade of existing or relocation of runway to allow for heavy lift aircraft and

greatly extend operational availability.

 Generate power by hydroelectric methods for part of the year.

Of the above, improvement of the runway is the most important to the project.

This and other aspects are described in the following sections.

1 7 . 1 R O A D S

17.1.1 ACCESS ROAD S

The area is serviced by a number of winter roads which are usable between mid-

January to mid-April. The current haulage route is shown in Figure 17.1 below.

The total distance from Yakutsk to site is currently 570 km with a 7 t payload with

a 6 day turnaround. Some US $15 M is included within the capital plan for the

project to upgrade the winter road from Batamai to the mine site. Silver Bear is

working with the Yakutia government on this project to potentially share some of

the upgrade capital costs and provide for a more reliable and potentially an

extended period of time to use the winter road for goods transport. The haulage

season is anticipated to increase to four months from the beginning of January

until the end of April as a result of road improvement. Improvement is also likely

to increase the payload to 20 t and reduce turnaround times.

The road would be constructed under the supervision and management of Silver

Bear.

The current gravel roads in the area surrounding the project area are shown in

Figure 17.2 are usable during the winter months; the project area is marked in

red.
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Figure 17.1 Transport Routes
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Figure 17.2 General Topography and existing roads of the area around the project, shown outlined in red.

Key: Red outline: Project area; Black lines: existing gravel roads
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Figure 17.3 Preliminary Site Layout with inset of Project Area

Relative to the Vertikalny vein, shown in purple, the planned roads are shown in black including a new road from the plant site to TSF approximately 1 km long. Provisional adit, waste storage and processing

plant locations are also shown.

Vertikalny Vein
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17.1.2 S ITE ROADS

The current roads in the project area, examples of which are shown in Figure

17.4, are passable with all-terrain vehicles as they often pass along or across the

fast flowing rivers during the field season, which typically extends from April / May

to September / October.

Figure 17.4 Looking SE from Vertikalny showing Current Roads and

Exploration Access

The roads in the site area will need to be substantially improved, particularly from

the current airfield to the Vertikalny deposit. The preliminary layout design is

shown in Figure 17.3 with an inset showing more detail of the project area.

Relative to the Vertikalny vein, shown in purple, the planned roads are shown in

black including a new road from the plant site to TSF approximately 1 km long.

Provisional adit, waste storage and processing plant locations are also shown.

The distance from the current airfield is approximately 10.5 km and crosses the

river in several places and alternative routes would be relevant in more detailed

studies. The haulage distance from the plant location to the TSF is

approximately 3.5 km.

1 7 . 2 P O R T F A C I L I T I E S

The Batamai Port on the River Lena is some 370 km south of the project location

and can be accessed by the winter road. Currently this port can take boats /

barges of up to 3,300 t and has a ferry link to the southern shore of the River

Lena which is navigable from mid-April until late September. The ferry has a

capacity of 20 t.
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As part of the logistics supply line, upgrading of the port and provision of a

summer storage / holding facility will enable consumables such as fuels and

reagents to be stockpiled during the summer months for haulage along the winter

road. This will reduce the current haulage of 570 km by 200 km and reduce

turnaround time from 6-7 to 3-4 days.

Sandgar lies only 200 km from the mine site; air transport costs could be cut in

half as compared with flying goods directly from Yakutsk, a distance of 400 km.

1 7 . 3 A I R T R A N S P O R T

17.3.1 A IRSTR IP

The current airstrip allows access to site via helicopter or Antinov AN2 fixed wing

aircraft. The runway is some 800 m long and can be extended to 1200 m. Since

neither of these aircraft can fly above 3,500 m in altitude, between 50 and 75%

days are currently lost due to poor weather conditions. Relocation and extension

of the runway to between 1.5 and 1.8 km would enable direct access by larger

aircraft from Yakutsk, Sandgar or Batagai. It is anticipated that lost flying days

would be reduced by some 80 – 90%.

Three alternative areas have been provisionally identified as shown in Figure

17.5. These areas are located on relatively flat elevated terrain to reduce

construction costs and improve landing and takeoff visibility. The nature of the

terrain is illustrated in Figure 17.6.

Alternative two is currently the preferred option as the haulage distance to the

mine site is substantially reduced. Further studies are required to determine the

seasonal variations in wind direction and speed, fog and low cloud cover. The

use of Instrument Landing Systems (ILS) will also be investigated as a method of

improving runway accessibility and safety. The construction of a runway is very

likely to require permitting from the relevant Russian and regional authorities.
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Figure 17.5 Alternative Runway Locations Figure 17.6 Aerial View of Terrain looking NNW.

Vertikalny vein access roads and workings visible in slope and top of
featured hill. Alternative runway locations are to the right of this
picture.
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17.3.2 A IRCR AFT

Silver Bear project plans include the purchase of a used Antinov AN74 and a

Mi-8 helicopter to substantially improve logistics and decrease the risks

associated with Winter Road supply chains.

It is anticipated that an AN74 (shown in Figure 17.7) in good condition will cost in

the region of US$6 M and that a Mi-8 helicopter will cost approximately

US$ 3.5 M.

Figure 17.7 AN74 Aircraft

Figure 17.8 Current Helicopter Transport, Mi-8

Currently AN2 and AN3 aircraft and MIA helicopters supply the site (shown in

Figure 17.8) at a cost of approximately US $20 /kg. Transport by larger, heavier

lifting aircraft such as the Mi-8 MTV or Mi-26 helicopters, Antinov AN-26 or An-12

or IL-74 or IL-76 aircraft will further reduce supply costs particularly with respect
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to consumable and perishable items. Table 17.1 and Table 17.2 show the lift

capacity for various fixed wing aircraft and helicopters respectively. Most of

these aircraft can operate on a runway of 1.8 km length. Silver Bear understand

that such aircraft are available within the region to lease or charter. For the

purpose of this study only known air freight charges were used.

Table 17.1 Fixed Wing Aircraft Lift Capacities

Type
Lift Capacity

(tonnes)

AN74 10

AN26 5

AN12 20

IL74
40

IL76

Table 17.2 Helicopter Lift Capacities

Type
Lift Capacity

(tonnes)

Mi-8 2

Mi-8 MTV 4

Mi-26 14

The various aircraft are illustrated in Figure 17.7, Figure 17.8 and Figure 17.9.
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Figure 17.9 Potential Aircraft for use at the Mangazeisky Project

Mi-26 (14 tonnes lift capacity AN26 (5 tonnes lift capacity)

AN12 (20 tonnes lift capacity) IL74 (40 tonnes lift capacity)
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A novel air transport system being considered a future possibility by Silver Bear is

the use of “Hybrid” Air Ships, as shown in Figure 17.10. These might provide a

significant lift capacity (2 tonnes to 1000 tonnes depending on model) with very

low transport cost. Licensing this type of air transport has yet to be done within

this region in Russia so it must be understood that such transport is entirely

conceptual. Should such transport be possible, however, approximate operating

costs per kilogram shipped are said to be as low as 10 to 15 cents/kg. This might

effect a saving as compared with current ground transport to site from Yakutsk of

some 20 cents/kg and current air transport costs of transport to site in the range

of US$ 1.25 to US$ 2/kg

Figure 17.10 Hybrid Air Ship – Artist’s Impression

1 7 . 4 S E R V I C E S A N D U T I L I T I E S

17.4.1 WAT ER

POT ABLE WAT ER

The water quality at the property is currently unknown, a worse-case scenario

has been assumed in selecting a water treatment system. This assumption led to

the selection of a reverse osmosis (RO) water treatment system.

The potable water treatment system would be charged with providing all site

potable water requirements. Feedwater to the system plant would be provided by

means pipelines from the main river (which runs even in winter below the main

ice cover).

Due to the remote operating location and importance of continued operation of

the system, two independent water treatment systems complete with pre-

membrane filtering is suggested. A typical reverse osmosis water treatment

system is portrayed below.
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Figure 17.11 Typical Reverse Osmosis System

Each unit would be sized to treat approximately 5 cubic metres per hour (m3 /h)

(1320 gallon /h) and discharge potable grade water into a small holding tank.

The system will need to be designed to take into account the sub-zero

temperatures.

PROC ESS WATER

Once in balanced operation, most of the process water requirements will be met

by the recycled water from the filter presses and site run off. Process water will

be collected in a surge tank adjacent to the mill and then pumped to the various

process use areas.

SEWAGE TR EATM ENT

The sewage treatment plant will be supplied with the construction camp. The

facilities will consist of a packaged waste water treatment unit (Filterbox LCU or

similar) and will remain on site to provide long-term sewage treatment

requirements during operations. The process is defined as extended aeration

activated sludge biological treatment. The removed sludge will be disposed of in

the TSF. Consideration must be given to the extreme climatic conditions during

selection.

WAST E WAT ER

An overall water balance is required to estimate the quality and quantity to be

discharged to the environment. It is anticipated at the stage that water balance

will be in equilibrium.

17.4.2 POWER

As discussed in Section 4 the project is located in the Decentralised Zone and

will not have access to the national grid. The electrical power requirements are

currently estimated to be 5 MW at three quarter load.
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Table 17.3 Electrical Power Requirements

Total Installed Power MW

Processing plant 3.3

Mine 0.7

Camp 1

Total 5 MW

D IESEL GENER ATION

Electrical power will be diesel-generated on site with a set of generators

producing 5 MW and consuming 800 – 880 L/h working at three quarter load.

Taking the unit fuel cost on site to be US $1.5 per litre (L) or US $1260 /h

equates to around US $/ 0.4 kWh (compared with 0.1-0.2 US $ for other projects

connected to supply grids).

Fuel consumption based on 840 L /h equates to 6,854 t for 340 days.

In the mine, the diesel powered machinery will consume approximately 1,000 t

diesel /a.

Total consumption of diesel will be close to 8,000 tonnes per annum (t/a) or 12

M/a. It is anticipated that such a large diesel supply contract would be subject to

discounted rates and that improvements to the Winter Road if undertaken would

reduce the delivery charge leading to lower unit costs.

HYD ROELECTR IC POWER

The topography of the project area is cut by deep valleys that are fast flowing for

6 months from April until September. The remainder of the year they are frozen

although some of the larger rivers have a year round flow beneath the ice cover.

Given the logistical problems costs and risks associated with bringing diesel in

along the ice roads it is recommended that Hydro power be considered for the

generation of electricity. The use of hydroelectric power is considered as the

alternate economic case in section 21.

“Run of river” type hydro stations may be considered appropriate and would

result in lower initial capital expenditure. However to maximize the possible

benefits of Hydro power an embankment type dam may be more suitable. This

would allow control over the power generation and may extend the hydro power

season, as the water can be drawn from below the ice layer in the winter months.

A conceptual design has been undertaken to assess the possibility of Hydro-

power. An embankment dam situated in the valley as shown in (Figure 17.13)

would be fed by a catchment area of some 130 km2 (Figure 17.12). Using the

average rainfall data for Yakutsk and Verkoyansk of 208 millimetres per annum

(mm /a), the catchment will collect approximately 27 M m3 of rainfall. Given that

the area is permafrost the majority of this rainfall is assumed to be run off.
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The river flows for approximately 6 months of the year and the flow rate is

estimated at 6250 m3 /h. An embankment dam of 25 m as shown in Figure 17.13

will contain some 7 M m3. Using parametric costing guidelines of US $1,200 –US

$3,000 per kW the construction cost has been estimated as US $15M for a 5 MW

installation.

Sakha Energy also has experience in hydroelectric power with a number of

installations across the region and there are a number of forthcoming new

projects.

If applicable, alternative energy sources would have a positive impact on the of

the project, not only in terms of reduced unit power costs and their volatility but

also in the reduced logistical costs and restrictions associated with the winter

supply road. The investment would improve to the overall sustainability of the

project and produce revenue after the mine has been exploited. Any expansion

of the project after Vertikalny has been exhausted would equally benefit from the

investment.

It is recommended that environmental baseline studies be undertaken to

ascertain the viability of such an alternative sources of energy.

Figure 17.12 Proposed Catchment Area
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Figure 17.13 Proposed Dam Location

17.4.3 FUEL ST OR AGE

Fuel will be stored on site for supplying arctic grade diesel fuel to the generator

sets and diesel powered equipment. The tanks will be sited at least 100 m from

any building and taking into account prevailing wind directions

A total of 12 months (8000 t) diesel storage will be required to allow the mine to

run throughout the months when the winter road is out of use and to allow extra

for any unforeseen resupply issues such as a late freeze. Diesel dispensing and

accounting equipment will also be provided. A bunding of 110% is required to

contain any spillage

An aviation fuel storage tank will be located adjacent to the airfield.

17.4.4 COMMU NIC ATION S

Proven and reliable telecommunications systems will be installed to ensure that

personnel at the mine site have adequate data, voice and other communication

channels available. The telecommunications systems will be supplied as a

design build package.

The major features of the communication system will include:

 Satellite communication equipment for voice and data.

 Ethernet cabling for site infrastructure.

 Provision of two-way radio communications at site.

 UHF/VHF for communication with aircraft.
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1 7 . 5 A N C I L L A R Y F A C I L I T I E S

17.5.1 ACCOMM OD ATION COM PLEX

A permanent accommodation camp will be provided and accommodate 220

occupants for use during the construction and operational phases of the mine life.

It will consist of construction offices, dormitories, kitchen dining rooms and

recreational facilities. It will be located adjacent to the processing facilities and

access to the mine and mill will be by foot via a covered walkway.

17.5.2 M IN E MAINT EN ANC E SH OP AND WAR EH OUSE

The mine maintenance / warehouse complex will provide service facilities for the

mining and processing equipment and warehousing of spare parts and

consumables. It will include:

 Heavy duty repair bays.

 Weld bay.

 Light vehicle repair bays.

 Maintenance workshops.

 Machine wash / tire change bay.

 Emergency response facility.

 Warehouse.

 Offices.

17.5.3 YAKUT SK WAREH OUSE

A Warehouse will be purchased or leased in Yakutsk close to the airport and will

serve as a logistics management center.

17.5.4 ASSAY LABOR AT OR Y

The laboratory will be attached to the process plant and will contain a simple

preparation area, a chemical laboratory for standard ore analysis and an

environmental analysis facility.

17.5.5 ADMIN ISTR ATION OFFICE

Prefabricated modular units will be used for Office administration buildings.

17.5.6 EXPLOSIVES ST OR AGE

Mine explosives will be stored in a purpose built complex and will conform to local

regulations.

The entire complex should be surrounded by a fence that is 2 m high and topped

with barbwire. The site requires constant security (in accordance with Russian

requirements) and is accessed via a road. There will be guard post near the
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entrance of the facility made out of a 20 ft container. Heat will be provided to the

containers by electric radiators.

The facility will be lit by two projector lights atop towers within the boundaries of

the explosives storage area. Power to be provided to the site via a diesel

generator located outside the boundaries of the facility.

1 7 . 6 W A S T E M A N A G E M E N T

17.6.1 WAST E ROCK

The mine will produce a total of 1.3 Mt (o/p 800 kt u/g 500 kt) of waste rock over

the life of mine. This material will be considered as Potentially Acid Generating

(PAG) until further testwork has been undertaken.

A total of 100,000 m3 (approximately 0.3 Mt) will be required for the TSF

embankment. The remaining waste rock can will be either back tipped into old

open workings or used as backfill depending on mining method employed.

17.6.2 TAIL IN GS

A Tailings Storage Facility will be required to contain tailings from the processing

facility. The TSF location is shown in Figure 17.3 and will hold 2 M m3 of tailings.

This location was chosen as it has future potential for expansion should other

areas within the license area be exploited.

The material will be hauled along the 3.5 km access road for disposal and

storage in the TSF and spread in the form of an unsaturated, dense stable

tailings stack (Termed “Dry Stack”). The tailings will contain the lead and zinc

components of the ore.

The TSF embankment will be constructed incrementally from mine waste

(400,000 m3) and lined with an impermeable soil layer or geo-membrane

depending on local environmental regulations and restrictions and the results of

further testwork.

The catchment of precipitation on the stack must be actively managed using

suitable cut off drains and berms. An interception and collection system for

contact surface water and any impacted groundwater seepage that may result

from the dry stack. This will usually consist of a series of French drains, finger

drains, toe drains and collection sumps and ponds. Water collected from the

ponds and sumps is typically used in the process or pumped to a water treatment

plant depending on the water balance.

Refer to Figure 17.3 for provisional locations of the waste rock dump and tailings

storage facility.
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Figure 17.14 Typical Surface Water Diversion Berm Cross Section

17.6.3 WAST E WAT ER

See 17.4.1.

17.6.4 OTHER WASTE

All waste that can be recycled will be stored in appropriate storage areas and

hauled out to appropriate disposal centers when access along the winter road is

available. Hazardous waste will be stored in suitable receptacles until it can be

disposed of at a specialist waste disposal center.

All other waste will be incinerated on site in a packaged incinerator unit.

1 7 . 7 L O G I S T I C S

For the project base case scenario it is assumed that:

 The road is upgraded to take 20 t loads between early January until late April.

 The port at Batamai is upgraded and a dedicated holding area is acquired.

 The runway is upgraded and extended to 1,600 m to accept large fixed wing

aircraft.

 An AN74 airplane and an MI8 helicopter are purchased.

 A warehouse is purchased or leased in Yakutsk where a logistical centre will

be established

It is anticipated that the site supply requirement will be 9,000 t/a made up of:

 7,000 t fuel for generators.

 1,000 t fuel for prime movers (mine).

 500 t AN component of ANFO.
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 200 t Plant Supplies (reagents consumables).

 300 t other.

Assuming that most material is stocked in Batamai and that a road trip to site

takes 4 days, carrying 20 t net load; then it can be calculated that one truck will

supply 5 t/d. In the 120 day window available on the winter road then one truck

will supply 600 t. A total of 15 trucks will be required. It is anticipated that this

work will be contracted out and onsite consumable costs have been used for the

financial analysis.

The helicopter will be used for servicing the site and for emergency evacuation or

personnel should it be required. Larger fixed-winged aircraft can be used for

bringing in consumables throughout the year.

With regard to logistics a number of alternatives can be considered and a number

of trade-off studies are recommended to optimize the supply chain and reduce

the inherent risk of relying on a single winter road.
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1 8 . 0 M A R K E T S T U D I E S A N D C O N T R A C T S

1 8 . 1 M A R K E T S

Wardrop derives the base case, long term commodity price from the consensus

forecast from the Energy Metals Consensus Forecast (EMCF). The EMCF prices

are set by the Consensus Economic Energy and Metal Forecast Group

(CEEMFG) of London. CEEMFG provides quarterly forecast (the EMCF) for a

variety of metals based on a selection of analysts. The EMCF averages the 20 or

30 projections in a single average (consensus) forecast. The price for silver used

in this study is US $22.74 ozt.

1 8 . 2 C O N T R A C T S

No contracts exist at this stage of the project.
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1 9 . 0 E N V I R O N M E N T A L S T U D I E S ,
P E R M I T T I N G A N D S O C I A L O R
C O M M U N I T Y I M P A C T

At this very early stage of project work socio-economic and environmental studies

have not been undertaken. As the project progresses Silver Bear will introduce

such studies in accordance with local regulations and requirements of good

practice.

Silver Bear is carrying out the following:

Silver Bear has entered into an agreement with the Association of Indigenous

Minority Populations of the North of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), on co-

operation and assistance for the local communities that surround the

Mangazeisky Project. In accordance with this agreement, ZAO Prognoz will be

increasing its contribution to sustainability of the culture and well-being of the

local indigenous population, including conducting environmental protection work,

providing employment, training and air transportation for the local people.

According to the licence granted by the Federal Agency for Subsoil Use

ROSNEDRA, the main environmental requirements during exploration activities

for the Mangazeisky License are as follows:

1. Observance of the established requirements for protection of the environment

and subsoil;

2. Performance of necessary measures to reduce or prevent pollution caused by

the execution of the exploratory work;

3. Prevention of water facility pollution and clogging, and observance of the

regime of water protection zones;

4. Reclamation of land disturbed during exploratory work, restoring it to a state

suitable for further use and in compliance with landscape and recreational

specifics of the territory;

5. Timely payment of compensation for damages caused to hunting, agriculture,

fisheries and forestry; and

6. Coordination with and approval by YAKUTNEDRA of the terms and types of

work to be carried out within the water protection zones.

In addition Silver Bear has completed some preliminary baseline soil and water

sampling.

In future more detailed studies, Silver Bear will look to complete the work given in

Table 19.1.
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Table 19.1 Environmental Assessment Program

Aspect Work to be completed

Appraisal Appraisal completed and documented for inclusion in feasibility
study documentation.

Socio-Economic Issues Identify any known or perceived socio-economic issues. Include
discussion on what expectations the government and community
may have and any compensation issues that may be required.
Identify efforts that have been completed or will need to be
performed to continue to further develop this issue.

Policies All policies established, communicated and verified.

Environmental Baseline and
Assessment.

Complete the Environmental Impact Assessment report and
submit it to the regulatory authorities for approval.

Ongoing data collection and requirements planned.

All necessary permits and approvals in place. Plan for future
approvals and documentation available or planned.

Environmental Design Basis List the environmental design criteria.

Engineering standards and practices reflect design basis.

Environmental Mitigation
Measures

Using existing company guidelines outline major mitigation
measures. Begin developing a strategic plan for future work.

Construction Environmental
Management

Describe how environmental issues are to be managed during
the construction phase.

Closure & Rehabilitation Proposed rehabilitation and closure plan for construction
completed and audited.

Operations closure concept completed and included in project
plan. Independent audit completed.

Energy Supply and
Management

Energy systems design includes monitoring, metering and
energy management strategy.

Energy metrics reflected in energy system designs.

Cultural and Archaeological
Issues

Describe how the issues are to be managed during execution
and ongoing operations
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2 0 . 0 C A P I T A L A N D O P E R A T I N G C O S T S

2 0 . 1 O P E R A T I N G C O S T E S T I M A T E

The operating cost estimate is summarized in Table 20.1 below:

Table 20.1 Operating Cost Estimate by Area

Area
Unit Cost

(US$ /t ore)

Underground Mining 40.00

Mill 46.48

G&A 20.00

Total Operating Cost (excl. Open Pit) 106.48

For initial phase open pit operations, a mine operating cost of US $5.00 /t mined

was used.

20.1.1 M IN E OPERAT IN G COST

The underground mine operating cost is estimated at US$ 40.00 /t ore. For initial

phase open pit operations, a cost of US $5.00 /t mined was estimated. These

estimates have been derived using analogous unit costs and a top down

approach.

Table 20.2 below shows the underground operating cost breakdown:

Table 20.2 Mine Operating Cost Breakdown

Cost Component
US$

/t
%

Cost

Labor 6.91 17

Ore Development 16.32 40

Ore Production (Stoping) 7.67 19

Waste Development 4.46 11

Overheads 5.00 12

Total Mine Operating Cost 40.34

20.1.2 PROC ESS OPER ATIN G COST

The process operating cost is estimated at US $46.48. The breakdown of this

cost is shown in Table 20.3 below:
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Table 20.3 Process Operating Cost Breakdown

Cost Component
US$

/t
%

Cost

Labour 5.50 12

Power 25.22 54

Reagents 7.38 16

Consumables/Spares 1.38 3

Dry Stack 2.00 4

Overheads 5.00 11

Total Process Operating Cost 46.48

20.1.3 GEN ERAL & ADM INISTR ATIVE OPERAT IN G COST

A breakdown of the general and administrative cost is shown in Table 20.4

overleaf:
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Table 20.4 General and Administrative Operating Cost Breakdown

Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost Total Cost

G&A Expenses (#) (US$/yr) (US$/yr) (US$/t)

Water Assays 1 100,000 100,000 0.29

External Assay Checks 1 50,000 50,000 0.15

Water Purification 1 100,000 100,000 0.29

Waste Disposal 1 100,000 100,000 0.29

Health Centre 1 100,000. 100,000 0.29

Airfield Maintenance 1 100,000 100,000 0.29

Legal Services 1 100,000 100,000 0.29

Consulting Services 1 150,000 150,000 0.44

Insurance 1 200,000 200,000 0.59

Head Office Expenses 1 150,000 150,000 0.44

Permitting and Licensing 1 150,000 150,000 0.44

Travel and Expenses 1 2,000,000 2,000,000 5.88

Consumable Supply 1 2,500,000 2,500,000 7.35

Subtotal 5,800,000 17.06

Labour Requirements

General Manager 1 160,000 160,000 0.47

Financial Manager 1 150,000 150,000 0.44

Security Officer 6 15,000 90,000 0.26

Administration Staff 6 15,000 90,000 0.26

Warehouse Manager 1 22,000 22,000 0.06

Laboratory Manager 1 30,000 30,000 0.09

Laboratory Staff 1 30,000 30,000 0.09

Warehouse Staff 6 15,000 90,000 0.26

Medical Centre Manager 1 22,000 22,000 0.06

Medical Centre Staff 5 15,000 75,000 0.22

Logistics Manager 1 30,000 30,000 0.09

Camp Manager 1 15,000 15,000 0.04

Camp Staff 10 15,000 150,000 0.44

Airfield Manager 1 30,000 30,000 0.09

Airfield Staff 2 30,000 60,000 0.18

Subtotal 1,044,000 3.07

Total 20.13

2 0 . 2 C A P I T A L C O S T E S T I M A T E

20.2.1 INIT IAL CAPITAL COST ESTIM AT E

The initial capital cost of US $111.1 M (including contingency) is summarized in

Table 20.5 overleaf:
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Table 20.5 Initial Capital Cost Summary

Area Items Included
Cost

(US$ M)

Mining
Mining Equipment, Ancillary Equipment, Technical
Equipment & Software

17.2

Processing Plant Construction 38.6

Tailings Pre-strip, Drainage, Lining *1.2

Infrastructure
Engineering Design, Airfield, Aircraft, Port Upgrade,
Storage, Water Supply/Treatment, Road Upgrade

**40.0

Owners Cost Allowance for Land Acquisition and Head Office Costs 0.2

Contingency 10% of Direct Mining & Process Costs, 20% of Other Costs 13.8

Total Initial Capital Including Contingency 111.1

* Total Tailings dam cost of US$ 5.0M spread over four year period.
** US$ 7.5M of road upgrades spread into first two years of production.

Indirect costs including spares and first fills have been incorporated into each

individual section.

20.2.2 M IN IN G CAPIT AL

The initial mine capital cost is estimated at US $17.2 M (US $8.9 M on mine

equipment and US $8.3 M on mine infrastructure). The breakdown of this cost

estimate is presented in Tables Table 20.6 and Table 20.7.
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Table 20.6 Mine Capital Equipment

Type Quantity
Total Cost

(US$)

Drilling Equipment

Main Adit & Decline Dev. Jumbo Electro-Hydraulic 1 500,000

Ore Drive Jumbos Electro-Hydraulic 2 600,000

Raise Mining Stopers Pneumatic 5 42,500

Longhole Jumbo Drill Diesel/Electric 1 500,000

U/G Exploration Drills Diesel Power Pack 2 266,000

Surface DTH Drill Rig Pneumatic 1 115,000

Opening Drilling Spares 20% of Capital Cost 140,000

Subtotal Drilling Equipment 2,163,500

Loading & Hauling Equipment

Development LHD Scooptram Diesel 1.5m
3

(2 yd
3
) bucket 2 530,000

Stope LHD (with remote control) Diesel 3.8m
3

(5 yd
3
) bucket 1 380,000

Waste Development LHD Scooptram Diesel 3.8m
3

(5 yd
3
) bucket 1 380,000

Minetrucks Diesel 16 t 5 1,200,000

Multi-Purpose Tractor* Diesel 1 120,000

Hydraulic Backhoe with Hammer Attachment 1.5 m
3

(2 yd
3
) 1 290,000

Front End Loader Diesel 2.7 m (3.5 yd
3
) 1 160,000

Opening Stock of Spare Parts 20% of Capital Cost 440,000

Subtotal Loading & Haulage 3,500,000

Service Vehicles

Grader Diesel 1 260,000

Bulldozer Tracked, Equipped with Ripper (D10) 1 435,000

Charge up Vehicles Diesel 2 84,000

Scissor Lift Diesel 1 255,000

Lube Truck With Fuelling Service 1 270,000

Personnel Carrier For 12 Persons 1 200,000

Light Vehicles Pick-up Trucks 4 80,000

Opening Stock of Spare Parts 20% of Capital Cost 320,000

Subtotal Service Vehicles 1,904,000

Services

Portable Compressors Diesel 150 kW 2 300,000

Main Ventilation Fans Electric 48” Diameter 2 192,000

Auxiliary Ventilation Fans Electric 24” Diameter 10 150,000

Mobile Generator Sets Diesel 600 kW 2 200,000

Sump Pumps Submersible – Small 4 20,000

Submersible – High Pressure 2 60,000

Water Pipes PVC Mine Pipe (m) 3000 90,000

Electric Power Transmission Lines (m) 2000 270,000

Transformers 1000 kVA 6 81,000

Subtotal Services 1,363,000

Total Mine Equipment 8,930,500
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Table 20.7 Mine Infrastructure Capital

Type Quantity
Total Cost

(US$)

Explosive & Diesel Storage

Explosives Magazine (24 t) Steel Container 1 36,000

Detonator Magazine (1 t) Steel Box 1 5,000

Diesel Tank Farm 500,000l Steel Tanks 12 1,200,000

ANFO Plant Steel Foldable Container 1 54,100

Ammonium Nitrate Shed (500t ) Steel Foldable Transportable 1 107,400

Subtotal Storage 1,402,500

Offices & Workshops

Tech. Office with IT and Comms. Portacabins 4 70,000

Mobile Equipment Workshop Steel Foldable Shed 6 250,000

Warehouse / Storage Containers Steel Foldable Shed 1 60,000

Drill Shop & Bit Regrind Containers 2 40,000

Sample Laboratory Portacabins 3 250,000

Core Shed Steel Foldable Shed 1 10,000

Accommodation Blocks Portacabins 20 120,000

Changehouse Portacabins 5 160,000

Dining Hall Purpose Built 1 185,000

Mine Rescue Station Purpose Built 2 90,000

Medical Clinic Purpose Built 2 130,000

Construction Capital Cost * 3 4,095,000

Subtotal Offices & Workshops 5,460,000

Capital Development

Underground Adit Development Flat & Decline Metres 1,200 720,000

Open Pit Pre-Strip Per Tonne 180,000 540,000

Subtotal Capital Development 1,260,000

Transportation & Logistics All of above by ice road truck

At US $240 per tonne (round trip) 190,032

Total Mine Infrastructure 8,312,532

20.2.3 PLANT CAPITAL

Table 20.8 below shows a breakdown of the US $38.6 M process plant capital

cost estimate:
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Table 20.8 Plant Capital Cost Estimate

Plant Major Equipment

Item Size No.
Motor

kW
Total

kW
Unit Cost

Total
Cost

Feed Hopper 45 t Feed Hopper 1 0 0 74,200 74,200

Vibrating Feeder 3.66 m x 1.52 m 1 1.5 1.5 31,050 31,050

Rock Breaker 1 276,900 276,900

Primary Jaw Crusher Metso C100 1100 mm x 850 mm 1 150 150 248,700 248,700

Discharge Conveyor 42 " Conveyor, 200 ft long 1 60 60 261,200 261,200

Weightometer 1 0 0 14,200 14,200

Metal Detector 1 0 0 14,200 14,200

Magnet 1 6.5 6.5 19,950 19,950

Secondary Cone Crusher Metso GP100 Fine Cone 1 75 75 605,200 605,200

Secondary Crusher Screen 5' x 16' Double Deck Horizontal Vibrating Screen 1 11 11 52,500 52,500

Transfer Conveyors 42 " Conveyor, 200 ft long 3 60 180 261,200 783,600

Fine Ore Bin 200 t Capacity c/w Feeder 1 4 4 216,000 216,000

Ball Mill Feed Belt 42 " Conveyor, 200 ft long 1 60 60 261,200 261,200

Weightometer 1 0 0 14,200 14,200

Sampler Automatic Belt 1 1 1 39,150 39,150

Ball Mill 3.66m x 3.66m Overflow Discharge 1 812 812 1,320,000 1,320,000

Plane Tables 42" x 12' 3 0 0 1,650 4,950

Shaking Tables Single Deck 90 ft2 9 1.5 13.5 36,800 331,200

In-Line Leach Reactor Gekko 1 16 16 250,000 250,000

Hydrocylone Feed Pump Heavy Duty Slurry Pump, 7571 lpm, 100 feet head 2 75 150 28,000 56,000

Classifying Hydrocyclones 10" Krebs Hydrocyclones 8 0 0 4,930 39,440

Trash Screen 5' x 16' Single Deck Horizontal Vibrating Screen 1 11 11 52,500 52,500

Leach Tanks 6.7 m x 6.7 m x 0.95 cm (236 m3) 6 0 0 68,400 410,400

Tank Agitators 54" Impeller Diameter, 6" Lower Shaft Diameter 6 150 900 236,750 1,420,500

Compressors Rotary Screw 2 220 440 70,500 141,000

Overhead Crane 20 t 1 75 75 160,300 160,300

Dewatering Hydrocyclones 10" Krebs Hydrocyclones 8 0 0 4,930 39,440

Disk Filters 10 Disc, 3.9 m Diameter 2 4 8 299,500 599,000

Clarifier Leaf Clarifier 2 11 22 100,000 200,000

Direct Electrowinning Proprietary EMEW® Direct Electrowinning 1 40 40 825,000 825,000

Smelting Furnace Diesel-Fired Tilting Furnace 2 4 8 72,500 145,000

Lime Mixing Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Lime Storage Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Agitators 35" impeller, 2.7 m shaft 2 10 20 43,500 87,000

Pumps 4 2 8 8,100 32,400

Cyanide Mixing/Storage Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Agitator 44" impeller, 3.7 m shaft 1 10 10 43,500 43,500

Pumps 2 2 4 8,100 16,200

Caustic Mixing/Storage Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570

Agitator 35" impeller, 2.7 m shaft 1 10 10 43,500 43,500

Pumps 2 2 4 8,100 16,200

Detox Tank 6.4 m x 4.36 m 1 0 0 36,570 36,570
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Agitator 35" impeller, 2.7 m shaft 1 10 10 43,500 43,500

Pumps 2 2 4 8,100 16,200

3,115 9,388,330

Factor

Civils 0.17 1,596,016

Earthworks 0.14 1,314,366

Structural Steel 0.49 4,600,282

Platework 0.10 938,833

Piping & Valves 0.22 2,065,433

Electrical & Instrumentation 0.22 2,065,433

Construction 0.48 4,506,398

Vendor Services 0.03 281,650

First Fills 0.03 281,650

Spares 0.07 657,183

Transport 0.60 5,632,998

Indirect Capital Costs 2.55 23,940,242

Sub-Total 33,328,572

Trucks for Dry Stack Disposal 43 t 3 717,000 2,151,000

Wheel Loader 8.4 m3 Bucket 2 1,290,000 2,580,000

Truck-Mounted Crane 40 t 1 345,000 345,000

Forklift 2 t 1 50,000 50,000

Buildings 50 ft x 50 ft @ $70/ ft2 erected 1 175,000 175,000

Sub-Total 5,301,000

Total 3,115 38,629,572

20.2.4 SUSTAINING CAPIT AL COST ESTIM AT E

M IN IN G

The total sustaining mine capital cost is US $9.0 M assuming US $1.0 M annually

for the life of the project.

PROC ESS

An allowance of US $0.5 M is included per annum totaling US $4.5 M over the life

of mine.

20.2.5 PROJECT CAPIT AL COST S

WORKIN G CAPIT AL

Working capital, at this level of study would normally be estimated at three

months of the first year operating costs. In this case however, due to potential

logistical challenges, the working capital has been increased to 6 months of the

first year operating cost (US $16.1 M).
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SALVAGE VALUE

It has been assumed that aircraft purchased in the initial phase will have a

salvage value at the end of the mine life. US $5.0 M salvage value has been

included.
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Figure 20.1 Capital Expenditure Schedule
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2 1 . 0 E C O N O M I C A N A L Y S I S

2 1 . 1 B A S E C A S E

An economic evaluation of the Mangazeisky Project was prepared by Wardrop

based on a pre-tax financial model. For the 8.4 year mine life and 2.78 Mt of

processed ore, the following pre-tax financial base case was calculated:

 25.7% IRR.

 3.3 years payback on US $111.1 M initial capital.

 US $122.1 M NPV at 8% discount value.

21.1.1 PRINCIPAL ASSUM PTION S

In the absence of letters of interest or letters of intent from potential refineries or

buyers of silver doré, Wardrop has applied a charge of 5% on the gross revenue

in line with previous experience to account for transport, refining, penalty and

insurance charges. In future studies, a more detailed estimate will be required

based on provisional refinery contracts.

The base case silver price used in the analyses was US $22.74 per ozt.

Sensitivity analyses were carried out to evaluate the project economics at plus

and minus 30% of the base case.

The pre-tax financial model was established on a 100% equity basis, excluding

debt financing and loan interest charges.
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21.1.2 CASH FLOW

The undiscounted annual cash flow is illustrated in Figure 21.1 below:

Figure 21.1 Undiscounted Annual and Cumulative Cash Flow (base

case)

21.1.3 NET PRESENT VALUE (NPV), INTER NAL RAT E OF RETU RN ( IRR) AND

PAYBACK PERIOD

The mine production schedule has been incorporated into the 100% equity pre-

tax financial model to develop annual silver production based on tonnages, head

grades and process recoveries. The market silver price has been adjusted to

realised price levels by applying refining and transportation charges from mine

site to refinery to determine net revenue.

Unit operating costs for mining, processing and general and administrative areas

were applied to annual milled tonnages to determine the overall mine site

operating cost. The operating cost was deducted from the net revenue to derive

the operating cash flow.

The initial capital costs and allowances for sustaining capital have been

incorporated on a year by year basis over the mine life and deducted from the

operating cash flow to determine the net cash flow before taxes. Initial capital

expenditures include costs accumulated prior to first production of silver dore;

sustaining capital includes expenditures for mining and processing additions and

replacement of equipment.
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Working capital is typically estimated at three months of the first year on site

operating cost and applied to the first year of expenditures. The working capital

is recovered at the end of mine life. Due to the logistics issues associated with

the Mangazeisky Project the working capital has been increased to the first six

months of operating costs (US $16.1 M).

Contingency has been included as 10% of initial mining and process costs and

20% of other costs, totalling US $13.8 M.

21.1.4 TAXES , ROYALTIES

A Russian State royalty of 6% has been applied to the net smelter return (NSR).

The total royalty payable is estimated at approximately $5.3 M annually totalling

$43.8 M over the life of mine. In future studies, a greater understanding of the

state royalty will need to be obtained including implication of depleted non-

economic elements.

Taxes have not been considered as part of this evaluation.

21.1.5 SENSIT IVIT Y

Sensitivity analyses were carried out to plus and minus 30% of the base case

based on the following parameters:

 Silver Price (US $22.74 per ounce [oz] Base Case).

 On-site operating costs (US $106.48 per t Base Case).

 Initial Capital Expenditure (US $111.1 M Base Case).

The sensitivities are displayed graphically in Figure 21.2 and Figure 21.3 and

further discussed in section 21.3.

The project is most sensitive to silver price. With 33.8 M oz of silver recovered

over the life of mine, a small change in the silver price per oz has a pronounced

effect on the potential revenue of the project.
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Figure 21.2 NPV Sensitivity Analysis (base case)

Figure 21.3 IRR Sensitivity Analysis (base case)
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21.1.6 MET AL PRICE SCENAR IOS

Table 21.1 below summarizes the silver price sensitivities. The financial

outcomes have been tabulated for NPV, IRR and Payback of Capital. Discount

rates of 8% and 10% were applied to all cases identified by metal price scenario.

Table 21.1 Financial Evaluation Based on Silver Price

Scenario
Silver Price

(US $/oz Ag)

NPV 10

(US $ M)

NPV 8

(US $ M)
IRR (%)

Payback

(Years)

Minus 30% 15.92 -21.8 -11.9 6.0 7.0

Minus 20% 18.19 18.7 32.8 13.2 5.0

Minus 10% 20.47 59.2 77.4 19.7 4.0

Base Case 22.74 99.7 122.1 25.7 3.3

Plus 10% 25.01 140.2 166.7 31.2 2.8

Plus 20% 27.29 180.7 211.3 36.4 2.4

Plus 30% 29.56 221.2 256.0 41.3 2.2

2 1 . 2 A L T E R N A T E C A S E

Wardrop recognizes that there may be potential ways to improve the economic

aspects of the project. The most attractive of these, conceptual at this stage of

study, is hydro-electric power generation.

The topography surrounding the Mangazeisky Project suggests that hydro-

electric power generation might be a viable supply option. Power consumption

on site is a key component of the operating costs accounting for approximately

60% of the Plant costs and 10% of the mining costs. Even if generation is not

feasible all year round, potential savings verses diesel generation could be

significant. This is presented as the alternate case in this study and makes the

same assumptions regarding commodity price, royalties, taxes and the other

principal assumptions for the base case given above.

A 5 MW hydro-electric installation would involve initial capital of around US $15 M

but would require a very small operating cost once installed. If it is assumed that

a hydro-electric generator could run for 7 months of the year then the potential

reductions in operating cost shown in Table 21.2 below may be achieved.
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Table 21.2 Potential Savings in Operating Cost Using Hydro-Electric

Power

Plant

Plant Operating Cost (Base Case)

5 Months per year

46.48 US $/t

Plant Operating Cost (Hydro-Electric)

7 Months Per Year

22.00 US $/t

Wt. Average Plant Operating Cost 32.20 US $/t

Mine

Mine Operating Cost (Base Case)

5 Months Per Year

40.0 US $/t

Mine Operating Cost (Hydro-Electric)

7 Months Per Year

36.0 US $/t

Wt. Average Mine Operating Cost 37.67 US$/t

Using the reduced operating costs and additional capital stated above, the

following results are yielded from the financial model:

 NPV10 – US $111.4 M.

 NPV8 – US $136.1 M.

 IRR – 25.9%.

 Payback – 3.2 Years.

Wardrop recommends that further work is carried out to assess the potential for

hydro-electric power generation on or near to the Mangazeisky site. As well as

the potential savings in operating costs, a hydro-electric system would also ease

the logistical challenges faced by supplying diesel to generators via truck

haulage.

21.2.1 CASH FLOW

The undiscounted annual cash flows for the alternate case are illustrated in

Figure 21.4 below:
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Figure 21.4 Undiscounted Annual and Cumulative Cash Flow (alternate

case)

21.2.2 SENSIT IVIT Y

Sensitivity analyses were carried out to plus and minus 30% of the alternate case

based on the following parameters:

 Silver Price (US $22.74 /oz Base Case).

 On-site operating costs (US $89.87 /t Base Case).

 Initial Capital Expenditure (US $129.1 M Base Case).

The sensitivities are displayed graphically in Figure 21.5 and Figure 21.6 and

further discussed in section 21.3. The project remains most sensitive to silver

price. With 33.8 M oz of silver recovered over the life of mine, a small change in

the silver price per oz has a pronounced effect on the potential revenue of the

project.
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Figure 21.5 NPV Sensitivity Analysis (alternate case)

Figure 21.6 IRR Sensitivity Analysis (alternate case)

2 1 . 3 S E N S I T I V I T Y S U M M A R Y O F B A S E A N D A L T E R N A T E C A S E

Table 21.3 shows the sensitivity of the base and alternate case to change in

silver price in terms of NPV and IRR. In the sensitivity analyses in sections 21.1.5
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and 21.2.2, the +30% sensitivity is approximately equivalent to a silver price of

US$ 30/oz.

Table 21.3 Sensitivity of Base and Alternate Case to Silver Price

Silver Price
US$/oz

Base Case Alternate Case

US$ M US$ M
IRR

US$ M US$ M
IRR

NPV10 NPV8 NPV10 NPV8

25 140.0 166.4 31.1% 151.6 180.5 30.9%

26 157.8 186.1 33.5% 169.4 200.1 33.0%

27 175.6 205.7 35.7% 187.3 219.7 35.0%

28 193.4 225.3 37.9% 205.1 239.4 37.1%

29 211.2 245.0 40.1% 222.9 259.0 39.1%

30 229.0 264.6 42.2% 240.7 278.6 41.0%

31 246.8 284.2 44.3% 258.5 298.3 42.9%

32 264.6 303.9 46.3% 276.3 317.9 44.8%

33 282.5 323.5 48.4% 294.1 337.5 46.7%

34 300.3 343.1 50.3% 311.9 357.2 48.5%

35 318.1 362.8 52.3% 329.7 376.8 50.3%

36 335.9 382.4 54.2% 347.6 396.4 52.1%

37 353.7 402.0 56.1% 365.4 416.1 53.8%

38 371.5 421.6 57.9% 383.2 435.7 55.5%

39 389.3 441.3 59.7% 401.0 455.3 57.3%

40 407.1 460.9 61.5% 418.8 475.0 58.9%

2 1 . 4 O P P O R T U N I T I E S

Other opportunities may be applicable following further studies.

21.4.1 ORE SORT IN G SC EN AR IO

Due to the narrow nature of the ore body and mining method used, dilution will be

considerably high. Wardrop recommends that in future studies, ore sorting

options are considered which may increase the head grade to the plant and

reduce the process throughput.

A simplistic analysis of a Dense Medium Separation (DMS) sorter scenario has

been run on the financial model based on the following assumptions:

 Increased Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) of US $2.0 M (for DMS facility).

 Plant operating cost of US $50.0 /t, split into

- Crushing and DMS US $12.0 /t.

- Process US $38.0 /t.

 DMS mass split of 82% accepts, 18% rejects.

 DMS metal split of 95% accepts, 5% rejects.

 100% of material from the crushing stage will pass into the DMS stage.
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Figure 21.7 below shows a range of NPV10 sensitivities on the mass and metal

splits of a DMS sorting system based on the inputs stated above and base case

financial model.

Figure 21.7 DMS Sorter Sensitivities

As can be seen in Figure 21.7 in order to make a positive impact on the base

case NPV, a DMS sorter would need to provide a mass split of greater than 30%

mass to rejects and have a metal recovery greater than 97%.

Wardrop recommends that in future studies, appropriate test work is undertaken

to investigate a potential DMS sorting system. Potential gains will also need to

be balanced with the practicality of constructing and operating such a facility.
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2 2 . 0 A D J A C E N T P R O P E R T I E S

There are no immediately adjacent properties which directly affect the

interpretation and evaluation of the mineralization, or anomalies found at the

Mangazeisky project. Discussion with Silver Bear staff indicates that there are

certain similarities in the geology and mineralization of the Mangazeisky project

and High River Gold’s Prognoz property which is located approximately 160 km

to the east. Wardrop believes that the number of mineralized areas identified by

various organizations of the Russian government within the region positively

affects the prospectivity of the ground at the Mangazeisky Project.
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2 3 . 0 O T H E R R E L E V A N T D A T A A N D
I N F O R M A T I O N

All relevant data and information regarding the Mangazeisky project is included in

other sections of this report.
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2 4 . 0 I N T E R P R E T A T I O N A N D
C O N C L U S I O N S

This scoping study carried out for possible extraction of the Vertikalny vein within

Silver Bear’s Mangazeisky project shows positive financial results. This study

logically builds on the resource estimate of the Vertikalny vein made in December

2009.

Wardrop concludes that this study justifies further exploration work:

 Potentially increase the Vertikalny resource by exploration of down dip and

strike extensions.

 Upgrade the resource categories of the current Vertikalny estimate.

 Additional work is also warranted within the Mangazeisky project area to

explore for additional resources that might act as satellite deposits to the

Vertikalny vein.
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2 5 . 0 R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

Wardrop makes the following recommendations for future work:

2 5 . 1 V E R T I K A L N Y

Wardrop recommends the completion of a Pre-Feasibility Study to better

understand the impact of the remote nature of the site and to improve the current

Capital and Operational expenditure estimates (Currently +-40%). Wardrop

recommend the following as part of the PFS.

25.1.1 BASEL IN E STUD IES

Baseline data is required for this project and it is recommended that collection

should start immediately as 12 months is generally required to provide input into

further studies such as an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), hydro power

study and airfield location study.

25.1.2 ENVIR ON M ENTAL IMPACT ASSESSM ENT

It is recommended that and a scoping study for an Environmental Impact

Assessment is undertaken as soon as possible.

25.1.3 EXPLORAT ION

Wardrop supports Silver Bear’s plans for future exploration, particularly with

regard to expansion of the Vertikalny resource for incorporation in more detailed

studies.

For the Vertikalny structure:

 Continued drilling of the strike and down dip extensions of both Central and

Northwest Zones to expand these resources. Based on the current studies of

the structure, a maximum intersection spacing of 150 m on strike and 75 m

on dip is recommended to delineate further Inferred resources. Wardrop

believes that drilling at a wider spacing will provide unreliable results.

 A program of close spaced shallow holes to give a local intersection density

of 25 m x 25 m within the Central Zone. This will add to understanding of the

short range structure identified in variography and continue to improve

continuity and thus confidence in the estimate and classification.

 Continued drilling of the newly intersected Southeast Zone to determine value

and strike and dip extent.
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25.1.4 GEOTEC HNIC AL TESTWORK

Very little geotechnical information was available for the formulation of this report

and it is recommended that further work be undertaken and if possible aligned

with further exploration drilling. Further work will include but is not limited to:

 Geotechnical logging of boreholes.

 Index testing of Core samples on site (Point Load or Schmidt Hammer).

 Laboratory test work (UCS, Direct Shear, Point Load etc.).

 Establish the geothermal gradient and the point of zero amplitude.

 Establish any rock strength increase in the permafrost layers.

25.1.5 MET ALLUR GICAL TESTWOR K

The main requirement for future work is to conduct a robust metallurgical testwork

program to confirm expected silver recovery and optimize and refine the

equipment sizing, proposed flowsheet, process design criteria and capital and

operating costs.

The bulk of the metallurgical testwork program is relatively simple to perform but

will require drill core samples to be provided. Essentially the work would involve:

 Determination of the optimum grind size.

 Standard cyanidation bottle roll tests to confirm expected silver leach

recoveries and reagent consumptions (especially the cyanide).

 Heap leach simulation test work. Positive results here can potentially reduce

initial capital and provide early cash flow.

 Gravity testwork to define the expected gravity recovery and optimize the

flowsheet.

 Equipment specification and particularly the suitability of the proposed plane

table / shaking table combination.

 Crushability testwork to define the Crusher Work Index.

 Abrasion Index and Bond Ball Mill Work Index to refine the crusher and ball

mill sizes and motor requirements.

 Basic solids handling tests.

 Heavy medium separation and/or optical sorting techniques as potential pre-

concentration methods in the laboratory test work program.

 Electrowinning Testwork.

 Differential flotation process to recover saleable lead and zinc concentrates

from reclaimed dry stacked tailings.
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25.1.6 SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZ ATION

A detailed supply and logistics model is required to fully understand the risks and

costs associated with the projects remote location. This can be used in

proprietary software to optimize the routes and supply chains.

A scoping study needs to be undertaken to determine the optimum location for

the airfield and this will involve the collection of baseline data. The Russian

regulations with respect to airfield construction and operation need to be fully

understood. Opportunities may exist to lease out Silver Bear aircraft within the

region and a business case needs to be developed.

Wardrop also recommends that Silver Bear personnel make site visits to mines

with similar supply and logistics challenges, for example Kinross’ Kupol Mine.

25.1.7 HYD ROELECTR IC POWER

A conceptual design and alternate economic analysis has been considered for

production of hydroelectric power. Hydroelectric power will offer a number of

benefits namely: a reduction in energy costs, a reduction in fuel requirements

(and supply issues) and a positive environmental footprint. Further consideration

should be given to this option and it is recommended that a scoping study be

undertaken as soon as possible.

25.1.8 A IRF IELD UPGRAD E

The alternative airfield locations described in this study are conceptual only.

More detailed studies of the location are required to establish a viable alternative

to the existing facility. Further studies of climatic variation are also

recommended. Investigation into local and/or national regulatory requirements

will also be required.

2 5 . 2 M A N G A Z E I S K Y L I C E N C E A R E A

The Vertikalny vein and its extensions are only one of a series of mineralized

occurrences within the Mangazeisky licence area. Further exploration is

recommended to establish the potential for satellite deposits that might also be

exploited by open pit or underground extraction. To this end, the continued

exploration and drill testing of the Zabyty, Kis-Kuel and Nihzne Endybal areas is

recommended.
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